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Abstract

Air power's use in recent conflicts has shown a clear evolution in its lethality,
reliability, utility, and most importantly, its decisiveness. More specifically, American
air power has increasingly been able to demonstrate an ability to fight and win wa¡s, not

by supporting surface forces, but by being supported by them. Air power has become

America's "tip of the sword" and is the primary military tool in its arsenal. This has far-
ranging political ramifications they may not only affect the way the US wages war, but
also how often it decides to do so.

This thesis explores the evolution of modem US air power by examining its use in
three modern conflicts. These specific cases have been chosen as they represent conflict
acÍoss the conventional spectrum of conflict and demonstrate air power's decisiveness at

all levels of combat operations. The Gulf War is an example of a conventional inter-
state, high intensity war, employing air power in strategic, operational, and tactical roles.

UN/NATO missions over Bosnia were a Chapter VII IIN operation and represent

medium to high intensity conflict, since it evolved from a police action into an

application of coercive force. The invasion of Afghanistan in 2003 is clearly high-
intensity conflict, but differs from the Gulf War in that there was little to no strategic
operation and air power was employed primarily against opposing ground forces. It is
also distinctive due to the uniqueness of Afghanistan which caused great difficulty to the

US deploying and employing forces, this resulted in only a minimal deployment of
ground forces coupled with overwheìming air power, developing a new air-ground
synergy, in reference to proxy and special forces.
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Chapter 1 - Evolution of American Air Power

A well-organized, well-planned, and well-flown aír force attack will constitute an
offensive that carunt be stopped. Lieutenant Colonel Kenneth Walker, USAF (retired).1

Air power theorists have long made predictions about what air power can do for

states in the future.2 As one sees it, "the ultimate effect will be to diminish greatly the

frequency of wars and to substitute more rational methods of settling international

misunderstandings. This may come to pass... because no part of the field will be safe, no

matter how distant from the actual scene of conflict."3 More often than not, expectations

have far exceeded actual ability and air power proponents have been criticized for being

overly ambitious and air-centric. However, the advent of modem technology, such as

intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) systems4, precision munitions,

stealth, and greatly improved C3I (Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence)

capability, has vindicated some of the ideas of air power enthusiasts. These technologies,

coupled with a shift in operational doctrine, have made air power not only the most

formidable weapon in the United States arsenal, but also the most politically useful and

decisive. Its use in recent conflicts shows the utility of the shift from army-centric to air-

centric planning and execution.

I 
Quoted from Walter J. Boyne, The Influence of Air Pouler upon H^tory, (Gretna: Pelican Publishing

Company, 2003) p.238.
2 

In the wo¡ds of Air Commodore Jasjit Singh, "In the context of military porver, and as distinct from land
and sea power, airpower denotes tlte abiltty to project force by or fron a platfornt itt tlrc thírd d.inension
above tlte surface of tlrc earthi and in its totality, involyes manned aircraft, missiles, electronic rvarfare,
command, control and communications systems, remotely piloted vehicles, and terminally guided weapons.
(Italics are Singh's)." Quoted from Jasjit Singh, .4tr Pawer ín Modent Warfare, (Delhi: Lancer
International, 1985) p. xvi.
3 David Maclsaac, "Voices f¡om the Central Blue: The Airpower Theorists", Makers of Modenr Strategy,
ed. Peter Paret, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986) p. 626.
4 ISR includes AWACS (Airborne Warning and Control System), JSTARS (Joint Surveillance and Target
Attack Radar Systern), satellites, and UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles). These systems, used in an
integrated manner provide real-time intelligence ofenemy locations and movements in the air and on the
su¡face over the area which they are deploycd.
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Chapter I - Evolution of American Air Power

While air power, and in pârticular the United States Air Force (USAF) has

become increasingly useful to decision makers as a military tool, it may be hasty to

predict thât there will be less intemational conflict because actors fear the effects of air

power. But as former USAF Chief of Staff General Ronald R. Fogleman pointed out, in

the twenty-first century, "it will be possible to find, fix or track, and target anything

stationary or moving on the surface of the Eafh," to which he added that modem air

forces "can touch 100 percent of the population of the Earth. ..at any time."s This has

made possible a greater use of air power in conflicts in such far-off and landlocked

places as Afghanistan, where there were no nearby US military installations.6 This

greater flexibility has also allowed it to dominate these conflicts such as it never has

before.

Conventional technology has developed such that air power has become the

preeminent military arm when used jointly. This thesis examines the use of American air

power in three modern conflicts and demonstrates that air power can be used decisively

to end conflicts quickly, either through coercion or outright destruction. Used jointly,

surface forces have increasingly become the supporting element of air power. The focus

here is on Ame¡ican air power, and not air power in general, as no other state in the world

can credibiy claim to be as capable in the air as the United States. The rapid

advancement of American air power technologies and the sheer size of its joint air assets

gives it a clear preponderance of superior air power, even when compared against many

of the other great powers. As the focus is on American air power, it is only the American

experience and perspective being examined.

5 
Quoted from: Global Engagenent: A v¡s¡on oÍ the 21t Ce tury Air Force, found at

http://www.au.af .miyâu/awc/awc gate/globaUnuvis.htm.
Ò Establishment of forward operating bases (FOB) came during and after the conflict.
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Chapter 1 - Evolution of American Air Power

The frequency of small wars since the end of the Cold War has not abated and

increasingly the Western World, Ied by the United States, either are being asked to

intervene or are taking the reigns themselves, as with the war on telIor. Indeed,

there are at least 100 nations in the world that face major ethnic, sectarian,
demographic, and religious problems, About 307o of the nations in the
world have at least one disputed boundary, and about 307o have serious
ethnic or religious difference. In most nations, there are growing
economic problems, problems with social change, population pressures,
water and other sources of conflict.'

Examples of conflicts involving US intervention include the former Yugosìavia, Kosovo,

Somalia, East Timor, Kuwait, kaq, Haiti, Afghanistan, and Liberia. The cost to the US in

terms of funds and manpower is great in interventions where a massive build-up of

surface forces and a ground campaign are necessary. Conversely, the loss of innocent

lives that results from non-intewention due to potential risks and costs is even more

troubling.

Air power has begun to replace surface forces as the tool of choice for managing

conflicts, and it can be the decisive element in many conventional conflicts, The United

States has such a preponderance of superior air power that no state or actor can hope to

confront it. The use of air power as the weapon of first choice, with the support of

surface forces, to subdue enemies will drastically reduce the length of conflicts, the

collateral damage caused during war, the risk to American lives, and the overall cost of

participation. This is not to say that infantry and armor will become obsolete. Rather, the

historical role of air power supporting the ground forces has been reversed. Air power

supported by surface forces ensures victory Americans desire; on the cheap, at least in

7 Anthony H. Cordesman, Eeyard Bosnia: The Needfor Realßm in tlsíng American Milílary Force,
(Washington, DC: Center for St¡ategic and International Studies, 1996) p. 2.
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Chapter 1 - Evolution of American Air Power

terms of the size and length of deployments, and with as little bloodshed and damage as

possible.

The three case studies in the following chapters were chosen for their recentness

and their demonstration of air power used in varying circumstances and across differing

areas of the conflict spectrum. The Gulf War and Bosnia establish that air power can be

used decisively to accomplish traditional land force roles and for coercive diplomacy

respectively. In Afghanistan, the US demonstrated a new relationship between the land

forces and air power that exploited the advantages of the overwhelming technological

superiority of US air power coupled with the presence of a small, maneuverable ground

force that fixed and flushed the enemy so they could be hit by air power. It is air power

used in this manner, when supported by land forces, where it is most decisive. As the

conflict in Afghanistan is not yet over, the Afghanistan case study examines only the

invasion and not the subsequent US and NATO occupation operations. To be topically

relevant, the conflict must be looked at in two distinct parts where the invasion is separate

from the counter-insurgency operations.

Evolution of Air Power Theory from WWII to the Gulf

Air power theory is only one hundred years old, as opposed to the many centuries

old study of army and naval theory, and what little there is has been criticized

consistently. The theoretical study of air power in warfare largely began after WWI,

when airmen thought they had a solution to the bloody attrition and stalemate of trench

warfa¡e. Three men were most influential to the early development of the body of theory:

Guilio Douhet, Hugh Trenchard, and William "Billy" Mitchell. The works of Douhet

seems to have influenced both Trenchard's and Mitchell's thinking. He wrote the first



Chapter I - Evolution of American Air Power

strategic theory of air power. Trenchard's most noteworthy accomplishment was the first

head of the Royal Air Force (RAF), the first independent air force in the wo¡ld. His

political arguments for the use of air power as an independent and co-equal force

eventually became the stândard for nearly every state armed force in the world.

Mitchell's contribution actually put theory into prâctice through demonstrations and

influenced greatly the next generation of airmen who applied his ideas during WWII.

Douhet's definition of the "command of the air" is as relevant today as when he

wrote it in 1927:

To have command of the air means to be in a position to wield offensive
power so great it defies human imagination. It means to be able to cut an
enemy's army and navy off from their bases of operation and nullify their
chances of winning the war. It means complete protection ofone's own
country, the efficient operation of one's army and navy, and peace of mind
to live and work in safety. In short, it means to be in a position to win. To
be defeated in the air, on the other hand, is finally to be defeated and to be
at the mercy of the enemy, with no chance at all of defending oneself,
compelled to accept whatever terms he sees fit to dictate.ð

In Douhet's view, the future of air power was the bomber, or rather a massive bomber

force. He believed a state would never possess enough fighters to protect its entire

airspace f¡om attacks by large amounts of bombers carrying huge loads of munitions,

This bomber force would concentrate on the enemy's ability and will to wage war by

targeting primarily infrastructure and industrial capability.e Air power could win the war

on its own, with no contribution from the Army or Navy, who were restricted by time and

space to what they could âttack. It is this view that became central to the argument

between air power proponents and critics; air power the strategic weapon capable of

8 Boyne, p. 138.
e Boyne, p. 139. Douhet's sixth tenet ofcommânding the âir is to target five basic systems -
"communications, government, indushy, transportation, and (the most nebulous of all) the will of the
people."
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Chapter 1 - Evolution of American Air Power

ending conflicts on its own through strategic bombing, as in Douhet's view, or the

alternative view as merely flying artillery, an aerial scout, or a flying bus supporting the

army with close support firepower, reconnaissance, and mobility.

Douhet's belief stemmed from the limitations of pre-WWtr fighter technology

and the lack of an early waming capability, resulting in a lack of ability to find, track, and

intercept bombers effectively. The focus on strategic rather than tactical military targets

was due, in part, to the inaccuracy of bombing. It was much more difficult to hit

individual military units than it was to hit a building or piece of infrastructure.

Regardless, it was unnecessary to go through the trouble of attacking the enemy's

military, when one could attack key strategic targets and win the war.

Despite the logic of Douhet's strategic theory, the critics' argument, reflecting the

Army and Navy view was no less sound. Air power should be used to support surface

forces, attacking those military targets at the direction of the surface force commander to

facilitate the surface campaign, eliminate the enemy's opposing forces, and thereby

winning the war.

For proponents and critics,

aircraft have been altemately perceived as weapons with the potential to
enact sweeping change on the nature of conflict by forcing the
obsolescence of armies and navies, as a threat so great in destructive
potential that wars would be avoided so as to prevent aerial attack, and as

a weapon with great potential for integration into the traditional theories
and conduct of war on land and sea.l0

r0 Lt. Paul A. Galveias, lnsløn t Thunder! Air PowerTheory and The Road 10 the Gutf War Air
Canpaign, (Kingston: Royal Military College of Canada, 1995) p. 3.

6



Chapter 1 - Evolution of American Air Power

Essentially the disconnect boils down to a disagreement about whether air power should

beemployedprimarilyasastrategicortacticalweapon.llTouseairpoweratthetactical

level means to support directly surface forces engaged in battle with enemy and the

enemy forces held in reserve to the rear of the battle. To the surface forces, air power's

tactical role in support of the surface forces, close air supportt2 (CAS¡ and air

interdictionl3 (AI), should be preeminent and enjoy the largest amount of aircraft

dedicated to that mission. To the air force and other proponents, the tactical role is the

least efficient and effective one and air power should concentrate on strategic targets to

be most successful, or offensive air strikesra (OAS) in line with Douhet,s theory. To use

air powel at the strategic level means striking targets well beyond the field of the land

battle to destroy targets of strategic importance. This means disrupting communications

and supply ìines, destroying military, political, and civilian infrastructure, and so on.

Prior to WWII, particularly in the U.S., the dominance of the strategic variant

resulted in the aggressive development of bomber technology to the detriment of the

It As defined by Air Commodo¡e Jasit Singh, p. xxx - xxxi, tactical and strategic aiçower are as follows:
Tactical air Power ".. .implies the use of aircraft and other air power components to operate in conjunction
with and in relation to the operation of military forces on the land or on sea. The wider wa¡ aim and the
role oftactical âir power therefo¡e, is to provide suppon in terms offirepower, mobility and freedom of
action of the surface forces through the thi¡d dimension." strategic airpower is "...the use ofaircraft (or
other air vehicles) independently ofthe su¡face forces. The aim ofsÍategic air power is desbuction,
disruption and dislocation of the enemy rvas waging rnachine in its totality so as to degrade the overall
c^apabìlities to wage war and/or increase the costs of waging war to an unacceptable level."
r2 Close Air Support is defined as "Air action. . . against hosiile targets that are in close proximity to friendly
forces and that re4uire detailed integration of each air mission with the fire and moyement of those forces';,
(The Air Force Doctrine Center, 2000).
r3 Air Interdiction is defined as "air operations conducted to destoy, neutralize, or delay the enemy's
military potentiâl before it can be brought to bear effectively against friendly forces at such distance from
friendly forces that detailed integration of each air mission with the fire and movement of friendly forces is
not required", (Joint Staff,2002), found in Bruce R. Pirnie, Alan Vick, Adam Grisson, Karl p. Mueller, and
David T, Orletsky, Beyond Close Air Support: Forging a New Aír Grouttil Partnersåþ, (Santa Monica;
RAND Corporation, 2005) p. 8.
r4 Offensive Air Strikes are defined as "offensive action...aimed at generating effects rhat most directly
achieve our national security objectives by affecting an adversary's leadership, conflict-sustaining
resources, and/or strategy", (Air Force Dochine Document 2- 1.2). This does not include military fielded
forces but does include military installations, headquarters buildings, and logistics infrastructure.

7



Chapter I - Evolution of American Air Power

fighter force. The u.S. and Britain both entered the war attempting precision daylight

bombing as the means of achieving strategic victory. Proponents, however, failed to

appreciate the development of radar, anti-air artillery, better, faster and more lethal

fighters, the limitations of weather, and the use of primitive shrouding tactics such as

smoke screens. The consequence was massive losses of bombers, gfeat inaccuracy, and

the inability to validate pre-war air power claims, as it did not, in fact, win the war by

destroying certain key strategic targets. Indeed, the British adapted their tactics in the

face of heavy losses, switching from low-level day+ime bombing to nighttime, and

accuracy suffered accordingly. The reality was that the bombers were so inaccurate and

the tâfgets made so difficult to hit by interference from the opposing forces that the

bomber force's main successes came from hitting cities, resulting in less than anticipated

strategic benefit.

It is much debated whether or not the allied bombing campaign was, in fact,

decisive. Franklin D'Olier, chairman of the United States Strategic Bombing Survey for

wwII stated emphatically that "Allied air power was decisive in the war in vy'estem

Europe"ls to contradict critics that used the survey's findings to conclude that

destructiveness was geatly overestimated and the ability of the Germans to adapt and

survive in the face of the onslaught was underestimated. St¡ategic bombing did have the

effect of forcing the Germans to focus scarce air assets on the defence of Germany and

interfered with the Germany',s production effofts, and this certainly aided in the overall

effort,16 However, strategic bombing did not win the war on its own by destroying key

enemy targets as had been postulated. It also resulted in the realization that the bomber

IJ Colonel Jeffery R, Barnett, USAF, "Great Soldiers on Airpowef', Airpower Journal,Wintü 1998,p.24.
t6 R.L Overy,The Air War 1939-t945, (Bria¡cliff Manor, N'Y.: Stein and Dây, 1980)p l2l-126'

8



Chapter 1 - Evolution of American Air Power

alone would not always get through, and in order to bomb effectively a fighter force first

had to establish air supremacy over the enemy to protect the vulnerable bombers from

attack. This meant a renewed effort in fighter development and the refinement of the

theory by influential airmen of WWtr, including Doolittle, Harris, and LeMay.

The impact of air power on the ground battle, however, is seldom debated. The

great leaders of both the Axis and the Allies agree that the advantage of allied air power

is what tumed the tide in the waning years of the war. German Field Marshal Erwin

Rommel observed; "Anyone who has to fight, even with the most modem weapons,

against an enemy in complete command of the air, fights like a savage against modem

European troops, under the same handicaps and with the same chances of success.',1?

Eisenhower agreed, writing about the Normandy invasion, "Here, as always, emphasized

the decisive influence of airpower in the ground battle"r8 and omar Bradley said of the

same operation: "Air forces were the decisive factor for Allied victories in the invasion

and subsequent operations."le Likewise, General George Marshall stated ,.The

outstanding feature to date of America's war effo¡t has been the manner in which our air

fo¡ces have carried the war, in its most devastating form, to the enemy.',20

In the post-WWII environment, the development of nuclear weapons severely

impeded progress in the growth of further conventional air power theory. with the

devastation nuclear arms could inflict, it quickly became obvious that the cold lvar \¡r'as a

condition of deterrence where no state wished to use their strategic weapons, and sought

to deter their enemy to do likewise. However, thanks to systems-obsessed nuclea¡

It Found in Lt col Price_T. Bingham, usAF (retired), "The united states Needs ro Exploit its Air power
Ad.vantage", Airpower Journøl,Fall 1993, p. 53.
'" Barnett. o. 18.

'o Barnett, p. 22-23
¿0 

B?únett, p.2l-22.

9



Chapter I - Evolution of American Air Power

strategists, theorists developed improved strategic targeting theory by breaking down the

enemy into systems that could be targeted to achieve strategic effect. For air power

proponents, nuclear weapons were the ultimate strategic weapon and there was little

argument that a state could win a war using only air power if they employed them.

However, the nuclear strategists did not ta¡get at the macro level required for

conventional munitions. Rather their potential targets were much larger in scope, such as

counter fo¡ce and counter value targets, cities, military installations and other larger

centers of gravity. As well, early nuclear strategy again concentrated on bomber

development. Once the world ushered in the missile age, the entire American air fleet

suffered while it focused on missile and launcher development. As a deteffent to Soviet

aggression in Europe, theory for employing conventional air power was centered on

nuclear weapon delivery. The conventional theory that did continue to prosper, however,

was the use of conventional air power as a counter-force weapon, or flying artillery, to

counter the massive preponderance of ground power that the Soviet Red Army enjoyed.

This was incorporated into the Airland Battle doctrine adopted by the US Army in the

1980's, as well as the Follow-On Forces Attack (FOFA) doctrine of NATO.2r

The Vietnam conflict was a reawakening of conventional thought for both the

bomber and fighter community. US air power was unprepared to conduct a conventional

war at the outset of Vietnam and despite overwhelming air superiority, air power was

used relatively ineffectively and sporadically throughout the conflict. Two operations

contributed to modem air power theory significantly, and shaped the development of

American air power into the present.

2r For more on the Airl-and Battle doct¡ine, see John L. Romjue, "The Evolution of the Airland Battle
Concept, Air Universþ Review 35, no. 4 (May-June 1984), p. 4-15; and James A. Machos, "TACAIR
Support for Airl-andBàttle, Air Universþ Review 35, no. 4 (May-June 1984), p. 16-24.

10



Chapter 1 - Evolution of American Air Power

The first was Rolling Thunder, a massive bombing campaign against Notth

Vietnam that began on March 2, 1965 and lasted three years. The political objective of

Rolling Thunder was "to create conditions for a favorable settlement by domonstrating to

the VC/DRV [Viet Cong/Democratic Republic of Vietnam] that the odds are against their

winning."22 Military planners translated this into the military mission "to reduce, to the

maximum extent feasible, NVN's [North Vietnam's] capability to support and direct the

insurgency in SEA [South East Asia]" by applying "steadily increasing pressure against

No¡th Vietnam to cause Hanoi to cease its aggression in South Vietnam."23 The Johnson

administration, which ultimately made all the decisions conceming the execution of the

war all the way down to the tactical level, believed thât they could use gradually

intensified air strikes to coerce the No¡th vietnam government to discontinue their

support to the Viet Cong in South Vietnam. The gradual nature of the bombardment

resembled graduated and reciprocated initiatives in tension (GRIT) reduction strategy for

conflict management, which relies on punishment followed by pauses with the promise of

further punishment if the enemy does not cease the undesirable aclivity.2a

Its use in forming an air campaign strategy was less than effective as the lengthy

and frequent pauses in the bombing gave the enemy time to assess its weaknesses and

adapt, and to rebuild its losses. Further, the political risk of drawing the soviet union or

China into the war prohibited attacks on key target areas, such as Hanoi and Haiphong

where North Vietnam's real strength was, making it difficult to prevent military and

22 Former Secretary of Defense McNamara, 1964, as quoted in Joseph R. Cerami, "Presidential

Decisionmaking and Vietnam: Lessons fo¡ Strategists" Pararneters W inter 1996-I997' p. 6?.
23 Lieutenant Colonel Paul D. Berg, "Experience, Paradigms, and Generalship in Rolling Thunder:

Implications fo¡ To day" Air & Space Power Journ¿l - Chronicles Online Joumal. l4 January 2005'
ã Major Martin L. Fricker, USAF, '?sychological Effects ofAerial Bomba¡dment' Aírpower JournalFall
1992.
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Chapter 1 - Evolution of American Air Power

financial aid from reaching the North Vietnamese government. As well, Johnson did not

want the public's focus on vietnam while he tried to push through his domestic agenda.

president Johnson approved few targets of strategic importance for strikes. Rather,

Rolling Thunder was primarily an interdiction effort and deeply flawed thinking went

into that strategy.

The aim of interdiction is to interfere with the enemy's supply chain to greatest

exrent possible to make it difficult or impossible for it to re-supply its units. This

involves destroying airfields, port facilities, railways, roads, bridges, supply depots'

ammunition and fuel dumps, and other modes of transportation. However, during

Rolling Thunder key port facilities were allowed to continue to operate, and in pre-

industrial vietnam there was only one rail line. Bridges and roads were hit, but with such

infrequency and low intensity that it had little effect on the enemy's ability to move aid

into south Vietnam destined for the viet cong. Furthermore, any interdiction effort was

bound to fail as the Viet Cong, at least in the early stages of the conflict, were nearly self-

sustaining. They fought, on average, only one day a month in small, highly dispersed

units that traveled on foot, requiring little in the way of supplies to remain combat

effective. The trickle of material that mâde its way to south vietnam via the Ho chi

Minh trail was more than sufficient to maintain the low intensity operations of the viet

Cong.25

To make matters worse for the Air Force and Navy, targeting restrictions also

prohibited them from targeting military airfields and sAM sites, leaving themselves

vulnerable, and using multi-million dollarjets and sophisticated weaponry to attack

25 Major Randy Kee, USAF, "Are There Limits to Airpower? A Critical Review of Mark Clodfelter's 'The

Limits of Airpower' From the Perspective of the 90's" found at

http;//www.airpower. maxwell.af'miUairchronicles/bookev/kee3 html

12



Chapter I - Evolution of American Air Power

donkey-drawn carts on Ho Chi Minh trail. This was, agâin, due to the micromanagement

from the White House and Johnson's apprehension of offending the Soviets or the

chinese and further escalating the conflict; "The final decision on what tafgets were to be

authorized, the number of sorties allowed, and in many instânces even the tactics to be

used by our pilots was made at a Tuesday luncheon in the White House..."2ó

Unbelievably, aircrews were briefed to ignore the SAM sites because if the US did not

strike them, then Ho Chi Minh would not use them. The North Vietnamese Army (NVA)

also exploited the protection granted Hanoi and Haiphong to locate large SAM sites

within their protected area. These missiles could ¡each far beyond these areas to down

US warplanes, As one US pilot put it "We had to fight all 111 of them one at a time "2?

The obvious consequence was a level of operational losses that was not commensurale

with the strategic value of the targets being destroyed.

Despite its many flaws, Rolling Thunder was essential for the development of the

theory and doctrine that allowed for later successes. what Rolling Thunder confirmed

was that air superiority was essential to the success of offensive air operations. Fighters

designed for a counter-air role could be used effectively versus ground targets,

particularly against targets well defended by ground-based air defences' Heavy bombers'

such as the B-52, originally intended for delivering nuclear weapons against strâtegic

targets, could also be used effectively as flying artillery against surface forces, even when

in close proximity to friendly forces. Rolling Thunder also clarified the requirement for

more accurate weapons technology and delivery systems. Perhaps more importantly, it

forced American strategic planners to develop better conventional doctrine to achieve

tuJohnT. Conell, "Rolling Th,rndel" Air Force Magszine Much 2005 Yo 88,No 3
2? Conell, "Rolling Thunder."

13



Chapter I - Evolution of American Air Power

strâtegic success, since it was obvious that much of what nuclear theory had to offer

could not be successfully adapted to conventional war'

The second influential operation was Linebacker, first Iaunched to counter the

North Vietnamese Army's (NVA) 1972 Easter Offensive, followed by Linebacker II to

coerce the North Vietnamese leadership to negotiate peace' Linebacker was primarily a

counter-force operation against NVA troops, tanks and artillery that attacked North

Vietnam on March 30, 1972, supporting the defending South Vietnamese forces. The

NVA wanted to take advantage of the minimal presence of US ground forces after Nixon

had steadily reduced American presence there, but the North drastically underestimated

their vulnerability to air power after their earlier success during Rolling Thunder. Two

factors had changed considerably that made air power a more effective weapon: first, the

deterioration of the Viet Cong in South Vietnam forced the Nofh to engage in a more

conventional ground campaign using massed infantry and armor. This made them ripe

targets for air power.28 Second, Nixon had diplomatic success with both China and the

Soviet Union. It was a period of detente with the West. With a more favorable set of

political circumstances, Nixon loosened the previous restrictions and allowed air

campaigners more flexibility in their target selection and tactics. In his words "The

bastards have never been bombed like they're going to be bombed...."2e

The success of the early operation quickly translated into an escalation of the

bombing to include theater and strategic targets by the middle of April. Linebacker, with

some determined resistance by the South Vietnamese Army, succeeded in halting the

NVA offensive, inflicting massive casualties of NVA troops, tanks and artillery.

28 Major Randy Kee, USAF, "Are There Limits to Airpower?"
2e Kenneth P. Wenell, '1-inebacker Ii: The Decisive Use of Air Power?" Air Utúversity Revìew,Ianuary'
March 1987.
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Linebacker II began after peace negotiations failed on December 18,19'12 and lasted

eleven days, forcing the North Vietnamese leadership back to negotiation table. It struck

at air bases, missile sites, oil storage facilities, ammunition dumps, and railroad networks

using massed B-52s to concentrate a tremendous amount of destructive power on a single

target afea. This proved very effective against fielded forces and military installations,

including some SAM sites.3o For the first time, targets in and around Hanoi and

Haiphong were attacked, bringing to bear heightened pressure on the North Vietnamese

leadership.

The intensity of Linebacker II was far greater than during Rolling Thunder'

hitting mostly strategic targets, but some theater and tactical targets as well. This

operation demonstrated that a massive, intense air campaign that attacked multiple

strategic ând tactical targets simultaneously could be an effective tool of coercion against

the enemy, apparently succeeding in under two weeks what Rolling Thunder failed to do

after three years. Linebacker gave strategic planners a basis for comparison with the

failure of Rolling Thunder to further develop conventional theory. It became central to

subsequent thinking that the way for air power to succeed was to strike all potential

targets nearly simultaneously and without pause until victory was achieved, rather than

âttempt to punish the enemy with progressive air strikes. It also highlighted the need for

better bombing tactics, electronic defensive technology to increase survivability in high-

threat environments, more accurate weaponry, and role specific delivery platforms.

It was in vietnam that the first precision munitions were used and the utility of

using fighters in an interdiction role, bombers in a close support role, and the requirement

30 Walter J. Boyne, "Linebacker II",.4ir Force Magøtine Online, November 1997' Vol 80, No ll Found

at http://wwwafa.o¡ { magazinel nov 1997/1 l9Tlineback.asp
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to develop standoff weapons to counter inte$ated air defence systems IIADS)31 (and in

particular surface-to-air missile (SAM) threats), were recognized. To counter these

threats and exploit the change in theoretical thinking, new, more capable fighters were

built, including the Fl4 Tomcat, F15 Eagle, and F16 Falcon, along with role specific

aircraft such as the Al0 Thunderbolt. As well, standoff assets such as cruise missiles and

iaser-guided bombs, and new technologies such as stealth were developed.

The Birth of Modern TheorY

More impofantiy, it was recognized that better conventional theory was required.

To that end modem air power theorists picked up where WWII practitioners left off.

These included mostly USAF officers and US academics including John Boyd' Mark A.

Clodfelter, Benjamin S. Lambeth, Phillip S. Meilinger, Karl P. Mueller' and John Wa¡den

n.32 Of this group, Boyd and Warden have had the most impact on the application of air

power in contemporary conflicts, and both were obviously influenced by Douhet's

original work. They adâpted the concept of the enemy as a system, and breaking the

enemy down into sub-systems as first penned by Douhet.

Boyd's development of the Observe, Orient, Decide, and Act (OODA) loop

served both to improve doctrine and to mature targeting theory, Based on his experiences

as a fighter pilot, initiâlly the OODA loop was intended as a model for air-to-air combat.

Boyd and others adapted the theory for use as a means to induce "psychological

paralysis" on the enemy by striking at the enemy's ability to perform any part of the

3r Integrated Air Defense System - a system comprising radar, SAMs, and antiair artillery (AAA) to

proteÆt renitory âgainst air power.
12 

See Mark Clodfelter,The Limils of Aitpower: The Amerícan Bombing of North Vrelncm, (New York:

Free Press, 1989); Benjamin S. Lambeth, The Transformatiott of Antericøn Air Power, (lthaca, NY:

Comell University P¡ess, 2000); Col. Phillip S. Meilinger Lt. Col Mark A Clodfelter Dr. David R.

Mets Dr. James S. Corum L¡. Col. Peter R. Faber Dr. Karl P. Mueller Prof. Dennis M. Drew Lt. Col.

David s. Fadok Dr. Harold R. winton col. Ma¡is "Buster" Mcc¡abb, P¿ths oJ Heaven: TIre Evolutiotr of
Airpower Theory, (Colorado Springs: Air University Press) and many others by these authors
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ooDA loop. He advocated viewing the enemy as a system where each part of the system

was essential to complete the loop and preventing the enemy from doing so would lead

ultimately to the collapse of its ability to wage waf effectively. Martyn describes it

accurately:

Boyd asserted that success in conflict stems from getting, and remaining,

inside an adversary's OODA loop. The military commander can do so in

two complementary ways: by minimizing his own friction through

initiativJand harmony of response ("tightening" one's own decision-

action cycle time), and by maximizing an opponent's friction through

variety and rapidity of response ("loosening" the adversary's decision-

action cycle time). ...This initially produces confusion and disorder within

the enemy camp; ultimately it induces panic and fear, manifested as

simultaneous paralysis of coping ability and willingness to resist - a term

we now call sirategic paralysls.-[emphãsis is Martyn's]33

Rather than try to win wars based on strategies of attrition, essentially to weaf the enemy

down, or annihilation, to destroy utterly the enemy, a strategy of paralysis seeks to win

wars cheaply and quickly by concentrating on key targets to create the greatest effect on

enemy behavior. These can be attacks on govemment facilities, weapons production,

military establishments, vital infrastructure, and concentrations of rnilitary personnel and

equipment. Achieving strategic paralysis of an enemy is not just destruction of random

targets, but targets that make up the enemy's system of decision-making and execution'

The targets chosen will be unique to every circumstance as each state or non-state actor

may use a different system;

Strategic paralysis sensibly assumes that every country has some targets

that are more important than others in terms of sustaining the enemy's

capability or will to wage war. Because the destruction of these

,3 Bob Martyn, ,Theo¡ies of Post-Cold War Air Campaigning: The Development of Air Power Doctrine",

Air Cantpaígns ín the New World Order, Allan D. English ed., (Winnipeg: Centre for Defence and

Security Studies, 2005) P. 47.
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targets.. .can paralyze the enemy govemment' one should concentrate

onè's air power resources exclusively on those ta¡gets.34

The assumptions and the theory itself are very similar to Douhet's'

Warden, influenced by Boyd's view of the enemy as a system, created his five

ring theory. In his 1988 book The Air campaign: Planning for combat he emphasized

targeting the enemy's centers of gravity (coG) to achieve decisive strategic results. At

the center (the inner ring) was leadership, and then successively organic essentials,

infrastructures, population, and fielded forcer.3t sttiking at any of the rings necessarily

affected the leadership; likewise striking leadership impacted all the rings and hence was

the most effective for achieving victory through "physical paralysis." Martyn

summarizes Warden's thinking:

The campaign plan must be based on political objects, as seen from the

enemy's perspective, not one's own - it is the enemy leadership which

must be convinced that it is defeated. Even if leadership is unavailable as

a target for physical destruction, the air strategist must still focus on the

enemy commander's mind when selecting centres of gravity among the

other rings.. .The destruction or neutralization of the leadership centre of
gravity will theoretically produce total physical paralysis of the system,

whereas successful attack upon centÍes of gravity within the outer rings

produces varying degrees of physical paralysis, but increasingly

unbearable psychological pressure upon the leadership.'"

The focus for targeting is the effect on the leadership of the enemy, not individual targets.

The practical manifestation in us thinking became known as Effects Based operations

(EBO) 3?. EBO is a relatively new military operations concept. Rather than focus on

3a Maj Jason B. Barlow, USAF, "strategic Pafalysis: An Air Power Snategy for the Present", Airpower

Journal,Winter 1993, p. 5.
i5 Colonel John Warden III, USAF Getfted),The Air Campaign: Plntning for Cotnåat (Washington D.C.:

National Defense University Press, 1988). A good summary of Warden's model is Colonel John Warden

III, USAF (retired), '"The Enemy as a System", Airpower Jozrnal, Spring 1995
36 Martyn, p. 48.
3? ,,EBó coìsists of a set of processes, supported by tools and accomplished by people in organizational

settings, that focuses on planning, executing, and assessing military activities for the effects produced

ratherihan merely attacking targ;ts or simply dealing with objectives. EBO complements, rather than
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military objectives such as "to destroy the bridge", EBO instead centers on the effects

that the commander's want to achieve and allow their subordinates the flexibility to

achieve that effect by any means they can. So rather than "destroy the bridge" the

desired effect could be "to interdict the enemy supply chain" which can be achieved in

various ways other than destroying bridges. EBO married to precision weapons also

allows the commitment of minimal forces to inflict only that amount of damage required

to achieve the desired effect. "'Effects based' is an Air Force approach to bombing

campaigns. Critical parts of the target are destroyed, not the entire complex or network.

For example, planners target electrical nodes instead of the much larger generation plant

to get the same effect - no military electrical power."38

However, Ware points out that "the five ring analysis offers no logical validation

that the enemy possesses a form which degrades in predictable ways when his [centers of

gravityl are attacked. Nor does it tell us anything about how he operates under

conflictual circumstances"3e It was never intended to be a predictor of enemy behavior, as

each will behave differently, but a targeting theory to achieve paralysis by focusing effort

against those tffgets that will have the greatest strategic effect. Warden was also

influenced in his thinking by the existence of new technologies, including ISR assetsao

that allow near real-time collection of intelligence data, stealth that allows the US to

replaces, target-based o¡ objectives-based approaches (such as stategy-to-tasks) and is very amenable to
mission-type orders and strategy options that do not emphasize attrition-based approaches EBO applies

ac¡oss the entire ¡ange of military missions from humanitarian relief operations, peacekeeping operations,

enforcement operations, o¡ conventional war." Found at A ir Force Research Library's Infornntion
Directorate, I4fonnøtion Technology Dívßíon, Dynanic Command and Cotttrol Branch, Rome NY,
http://www.afrlhorizons.com/Briefs/Juneo l/IFo00 I 5.html.
3E Cordesman, Anthony H., The Air'Vy'ar l¿ssons oJ Atghanistan: Change and Continl¿rO, (Washington,

DC: The center for Strategic and Intemational Studies,2002) p.41.
3e Dr Lewis Wa¡e, "Some Observation of the Enemy as a Sy stem", Airpower Jouma\Wintü 1995, p.64.
40 ISR assets include AWACS (Airborne Waming and Control System), JSTARS (Joint Surveillance and

Target Attack Radar System), surveillance satellites, UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles), and

reconnaissance ai¡craft and ground equipment,
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strike any targer at anytime regardless of the IADS th¡eat, and PGMs (precision guided

munitions) that allow surgical strikes against enemy targets with minimal risk of

collateral damage.

Robert A. Pape, the eiuthor of Bombing to Witl, argues that air power can achieve

victory, not by employing it stfategically, but by using it tactically. He explains that the

use of air power strategically, in what he calls a "punishment" strategy, will never

work.ar punishment, as described by Pape, essentially means using strategic bombinga2

to attack and destroy civilian infrastructure to achieve political ends. Pape says that these

strategies are rarely effective and that using air power in the more traditional, tactical way

has far more effect on the enemy. Attacking targets that have little to no effect on the

enemy,s military force, such as govemment buildings and civilian infrastructure, cannot

achieve victory on the ground as the enemy's military is still capable of fighting.

Targeting solely military targets, on the other hand, reduces the enemy's fighting

capability. Sustained counter-force strikes will defeat the enemy âs they will no longer

have the means of continuing the conflict. This is what he calls a "deniai" strâtegy.

Destroying the enemy's ability to wage war against friendly forces is the best way to

coerce the enemy to a$ee to your peace conditions or to defeat it. This means attacking

the enemy's fielded forces opposing friendly surface forces and making it easier for the

ar Robert A. Pape, Bombíng to lVín: Coercion anil Air Power in War, (lthâ.ca'. Cornell University Press,

1996.)
a2 As described by Pape in "The Air Force Strikes Back: A Reply to Bany watts ând John lvarden" found

in Securþ Sludies Winter 1997/1998 Vol 7, No.2 p. 192, see note 4; "Strâtegic bombing attacks a

nation's main political and economic centers which are usually located deeP behind the front, while theater

ai¡ power strikes at fielded forces in the combat theater as well as their supply, transport, and

communication networks at relatively short distances behind the lines. Strategic air Po$'er aims to coerce

independently of friendly ground operations. Theater air power operates in cooPelation with friendly

ground forces to enhance their ability to coerce or defeat the oPPonent."
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ground forces to achieve victory. In his words, ."the critical elemen! of air power is

theater attack, not strategic bombardment,"a3

It was the belief in this theory that led the "US Army to assert that, in the final

analysis, the Gulf War was a 'swift and complete victory...for the coalition ground

force', which was aided in its campaign by 'overwhelming support from ai¡ and naval

forces."'4 However, this argument defines territory and force annihilation as the

ultimate goal in conflict and this may not be applicable to EBO, where control of territory

is only useful insofar as it effects the enemy.as

The arguments essentially boiled down to the pre-WWtr debate over whether air

power is a strategic or tactical weapon. Pape argues that air power should be used as

flying artillery to support the surface forces and annihilate the enemy. Destruction of

tactical and theater targets has tangible effects on the enemy's ability to continue the war,

whereas strategic targets have effects that are not easily determined or measured, and can

even have the opposite of the desired effect. In line with Warden's arguments, Armitage

and Mason claim that if CAS was required, then airmen had failed at their mission. It is

their view that, "air power [can] be a ubiquitous arm of the first hour, and thus escape the

need to be employed as a weapon of last resort."a6 Air power applied in a strategic and

operational role, in this opinion, is more effective and efficient than on-call attacks

against enemy forces engaged with friendly forces on the front lines. By using it to

perform OAS and AI early on, then CAS will not be necessary later on, as the enemy will

a3 Robert A. Pape, "The Limits of Precision-Guided Air Porver", Secanþ Sl¿dæs, Winter 1997198,p.96.
a Alan Stephens, "'Testing the Limits': The Future of Air Power", Asía-Pacific Defence Reporter'

June/July 1998, Vol. XXIV No.4. p. 15.
{5 Ma¡ Christopher Bence, USAF, "warden Vs Pape",.Ari & Space Power Clronicles - Cltonicles Onlíne

Journal, February 2000, p. 4-
ou M.J. Atmitage and R.A. Mason,,{rrPower in the Nuclear.Age, (Urbana, Ill.: University of Illinois
Press, 1983), 257.
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not have the ability to marshal whatever forces it has remaining against ours, and

furthermore would no longer want to. Further, if there is a land battle, friendly forces

will have been better served if the enemy has been weakened to a point that it can no

longer fight effectively.

Air power proponents on either side of this argument are not contending that it

alone is sufficient in each any every scenario; indeed none of the elements can claim that

Correll summarizes this view succinctly, "The nation needs a full range of military

capabilities. That includes boots on the ground and ships at sea. However, and with all

due respect, it seems reasonably obvious that the dominate elements of warfare in the

future will be airpower and systems in space."a7 Air power technology, along with

effects based operations, have allowed it to replace the Army and surface forces as the

tool to destroy, coerce, and control the enemy.

For traditional Army tasks such as holding territory, air power can achieve this in

an effects based operation. Richard Hallion explains: "Airpower can hold territory by

denying an enemy the ability to seize it, and by denying an enemy the use of his forces.

And it can seize territory by controlling access to that territory and movement across it.

It did borh in the Gulf War."a8 To this John Warden adds, "I find it difficult to think of

things that can be achieved by regular forms of military power that can't either be done

by airpower of some sort, or at least where airpower cannot make a significant,

substantive contribution."ae Lt Gen Charles G. Boyd, writing in 1991, agreed: "I submit

that air power will play the leading role in our response to the security challenges of the

ai John T. Conell, 'The Clash of Visions", Air Force Magazile. April 1997, Vot.80, No.4. p. 2.
a8 Richatd Hallion as quoted from, Maj. Marc Dippold, USAF, "Air Occupation, Asking the Right

Questions", Airpolver Journal. lVinter 1997, Vol. Xl, No. 4. p. 72.
oo Col. John A. warden, USAF, as quoted from John T. Conell, "Airpower and the Other Forces",.4rr
Force Magazine, June 1997, Vol. 80, No.6. p. 34-35.
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uncharted future. It will in some circumstances be the only engaging form of military

power and in others the form upon which successful surface operations depend."so Many

more notable authors have contributed to this debate.sl Nonetheless, Warden's view was

the dominant theory amongst strategic planners when the US began planning the air

campaign for the Gulf War.

From Strategic to Decisive

It was with these new weapon systems, doctrine, theories, and technologies that

the US entered its next major conflict, the Gulf War. This conflict will be covered in

depth in Chapter 2, but briefly the Gulf War served to test these new technologies,

doctrines, and thebries. In paficular Warden's theories were put to the ultimate test as

one of the architects of the Gulf Wil air campaign. The target list he created was

consistent with his five ring theory to disrupt Iraq's leadership capability, and as will be

seen in the next chapter, was arguably successful. However the Gulf Wa¡ also rekindled

the debâte about air power and the critics were quick to argue variously that it was an

anomaly not to be repeated, strategic bombing was ineffective, air power cannot win wars

without surface forces, aerial bombardment increases collateral damage and civilian

casualties, and the role of air power is still to support the surface forces. The core of the

50 Lt Gen Cha¡les G. Boyd, USAF, and Lt Col Charles M. Westenhoff, USAF, "Air Power Thinking:
'Request Uffestricted Clirnb"', Aþover Journal,Fall 1991, p. l1-12.
5r These include: Bany Watts, "Ignoring Reality: Problems of Theory and Evidence in Security Studies",
Securþ Studies Winter 199?/1998 Vol. 7, No. 2 p. I l5- l7l, Karl Mueller, "Strategies of Coercion:

Denial, Punishment, and the Future of Airporver", Securrfy S/zdies Spring 1998 Vol T ,No.3 p. 182-227,

and John Warden, "success in Mode¡n Wâr: A Response to Robert Pape's Banbing to Wirt", Securily
Sfadi¿s Winte¡ 199't 11998 Vol. 7, No. 2 p. 172- 190. For more on the argument that CAS is the primary

role of air porver, see Pirnie, Vick, Grisson, Muelle¡, and Orletsky, Beyond Close Air Sapport: Forging a

New Aír Grouttil PaÌtnersh¡p, (SantaMonica: RAND Corporation, 2005). For a critique of Warden's

the¡ries, see Lt Col Timothy G. Murphy, USAF, "A Clitigve of The Air Canpaign", Aerospace Potver

Jo nal, Splir,g 1994.
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debate has remained essentially unchanged since the time of Douhet. How is air power

best employed, as a strategic or a tactical weapon?

Central to the theoretical argument is the belief that employing air power is a

zero-sum game. If one views it as a strategic weapon, then the focus will be on strategic

targots to the detriment of tactical targets, and naturally the opposite applies as well. This

is due to the scarcity of air power resources such that demand for air power will always

exceed America's ability to supply it. This misses the point entirely. Air power is

neither inherently strategic nor inherently tactical and theoretical arguments that focus on

either do little to explain the contemporary role and ability of air power. Whether it is

used strategically or tactically, or more likely as some mixture of the two with the

emphasis shifting based upon ths situation, air power is decisive.

As modern militaries typically act in ajoint context, whereby all branches are

operated in conjunction with each other and none is truly independent, determining which

ofthe forces is decisive is key in the decisions regarding force structure, operations

planning, and doctrine. Decisive in this context can be defined as the greatest

contributing factor to success, or the element that most contributed to the conditions of

victory, be they the surrender and withdrawal of the enemy, as in the Gulf War, the

coercion of a hostile actor to accept coalition demands, as in Operation Deliberate Force,

or total regime change and the annihilation of a combatant force, as in Operation

Enduring Freedom. Arguments in this regard can rarely be quantitative and a¡e often

the subject of great debate. The term "strategic" cannot be used synonymously in this

context, since air power is not employed in isolation from other factors. Even when air

power is used without a coordinated surface campaign, several other factors can influence
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the enemy, including diplomatic and economic pressures and local opposition forces. It

is not necessary for air power to win the wa¡ on its own. Indeed there a¡e few scena¡ios

where this would be the likely outcome. To be decísive, air power, or any element of the

military, needs to demonstrate it was key to determining the successful outcome of the

conflict.

The term strategic, as it is used in this paper, is not synonymous with decisive.

Strategic is word that has many meanings to many people. Within military jargon,

strategic can denote a higher level of authority or a target whose destruction carries with

it political consequences. With academia, strategic has come to mean ,,war winning',, as

in "strategic goals" or "strategic success." In this study, the term strategic will be used

solely in the militffy sense of the word where the objectives are operationally strategic.

Political goals are ultimately at the strategic level, though they often do not coincide with

military objectives and include domestic political considerations. While a useful

consideration in the political analysis, only the operational strategic level is examined in

the case studies.

Decisive, for the purposes of this analysis, is defined as ,,very important for the

final result of a particular situation."52 If air power is the greatest contributing factor to

victory, it is therefore the decisive element. That is not to say that it is the necessary

condition for success, meaning that without air power, the US would have lost the

conflicts in question. To the contrary, the uS certainly would have won in the Gulf war,

Bosnia, and Afghanistan if air power did not exist. However, it would have been a

different victory. The wars would certainly have been longer; longer to prepare for and

to execute. More friendly casualties would have been very likely, as would greater

s2 Ox¡onl Ad.vanced l¿srner's Dictionary, Oxford University press, 2005.
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destruction to the country. Finally, it would have cost much more, politically and

fiscally. There would also be a diplomatic and public relations impacts to consider.

The decisive element is normally the one that is supported by the other elements.

In a historic sense, the surface forces, more accurately the Army, have been the supported

force with the Ai¡ Force providing the support in the form of close air support,

transpo¡tation, and reconnaissance. Many in the Army still hold this view:

Land operations determine the outcome of major theater wars (MTWs). In
an MTW, the nation employs large joint and multinational forces in major
combât operâtions to defeat an enemy nation, coalition, or alliance, The
Gulf War of 1991 is an example of an MTW. Army forces are the
decisive forces for sustained land combat, war termination, and postwar
stability.s3

However, in recent conflicts air power has shown that it can win conflicts independently

from or with the support from land forces;

The still-growing capability of US airpower is not simply an issue of
providing better indirect fire support to maneuver forces in a different
way. This situation is conceptually different. In ceÍain circumstances, it
could easily transform the Air Force or Navy from the supporting force to
the supported one. The Army in many cases will fulfill a "find-fix-flush"
function to position enemy forces so that airpower can destroy them. .. 

sa

Conclusion

As Warden wrote, "IVe don't go to war merely to have a nice fight; rather, we go

to war to attain something of political value to our organization."ss Air power is

politically prefened over troops on the ground for two main reasons. First, it puts less

people in danger while accomplishing the same goals. As one author put it, "New

technology and new operational concepts already offer an alternative to the kind of

53 US Army, ?Ire lVay Ahead: Our Arrn! a! War, Relevant anil Ready,
http://rvww.army.mi Uvision/Document stlhe%o2| Army Vo20Vision.PDF
)* John Gordon IV and Jeny Sollinger, "The Army's Dilem ma" , Parameters , Summer 2004, p. 39.
"' Warden, "The Enemy as a System", p. 43.
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military operation that pits large numbers of young [soldiers] against an adversary in

brute, force-on-force conflicts."56 The result would also be fewer casualties for friendly

troops on the ground. Summed up by Lt. Col. David K. Edmonds, USAF, '1he militâry,

could exploit airpowe¡ at the strategic level. It promises an improved chance of victory

with fewer casualties through its inherent capabilities such as speed, flexibility, and

maneuver in a new dimension."sT

Second, "It is a strategy of asymmetric force that applies. ..advantages to strike

directly at an adversary's ability to wage war."58 This means crippling the enemy's

command, control, communications and intelligence capability (C3I) and destroying their

ability to move and support fielded forces. By first achieving air superiority, modem air

power can halt an advancing army in its tracks with relative ease and with little threat to

itself.5e As one scholar wrote, "the airplane possesses such ubiquity, and such advantages

of speed and elevation, as to possess the power of destroying all surface installations and

instruments, ashore or afloat, while remaining comparatively safe from any effective

reprisal from the ground."60 This advantage of modem armed forces can seriously

change the way wars are fought and lessen the amount of casualties taken by fiìendly

forces in the future.

The USAF and proponents of air power are not attempting "to say air power is the

weapon of only choice, or that air power can invariably play the decisive role across the

5óJohn T. Correll,'The Measure ofAirpower",Air Force Magazine. lanuary 1998, Vol.81, No.l, p. 20.
5? Lt. Col. David K. Edmonds, USAF, "ln Sea¡ch of High Ground: The Airpower Trìnity and the Decisive

Potential of Airpower", Airpower Journal. Spring 1998, Vol. XII, No.l. p. 5.
58 

James A. Tiçak, "Future Engagement", Air Force Magazine. Jantary 199?, Vol. 80 No. 1, p. 20
)v James Kitfield, "To Halt an Enemy",.Á ir Force Magazine. January 1998, Vol.81, No.l. p. 65.

Edward Warner, as quoted f¡om Maclssac, p. 629.
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full spectrum of activities that a modern defense force must be prepared to confront."6r

Obviously this is not the case. However, air power can be decisive in many combat

operations, and can even make a substantive contribution to non-combat operations, such

as low-spectrum policing actions, humânitarian aid, and disaster relief, and may at times

be decisive.62 It seems clear, though, that in circumstances similar to those described in

the case studies it has the principal role in modern combat.

, Surface forces may still be preeminent in some low to medium intensity

operations, but in most combat operations the decisive force will be air power. Indeed as

some scholars suggested, "The increasing capabilities of air power relative to land power

do not, however, imply that Iand forces are becoming obsolescent. Land forces can

perform some tasks that air forces simply cannot, and they can perform some others far

more effectively or efficiently than air power can."63 Missions such as policing,

collecting human intelligence, counter insurgency, "winning the hearts and minds", and

other operations requiring human contact are examples where surface forces are essential

and air power can make limited contributions in a supporting role.

Counter-insurgency operations are a key area where air power can provide

support, but $ound forces are required for the main effort, this will be expanded upon in

Chapter 5. However, air power is becoming dominant in combat; "First, the ability of air

6r Stephens, p. 13.
ó2 

The role of air power in low and medium spectrum conflicts is covere.d by Corum, James S., "Airpower
and Peace Enforcem enl", Airpower Journal, Vlinter 1996, Vol. X, No. 4., "The Air Campaign of the
Present ând Future - Using Airpower Against Insurgents and Ter¡orists", .4rr C¿t tpaigns in The New
\Yorld Order,English, Allan D., ed. Winnipeg: Cente¡ fo¡ Defence ard Security Studies,2005, and,

"Aerospace Power in Curent and Future Small Wars", .4¿¡o space Poyter: Beyond 100 Years of Theory
and Practíce,Fergusson, James G. ed. Winnipeg: Center for Defence and Security Studies, 2005. See also

Hillen, John, '?eacekeeping at the Speed of Sound: The Relevancy of Airpower Doctrine in Operations

other than War", áir?ower Jounwl,Winter 1998, Vol. XIl, No.4 and, Metz, Steven, "The Air Force Role
in United Nations P eacekeeping" , Airpov,er Jouma\ wintet 1993.
63 Pirnie et al, p. 25.
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power to attack ground forces has increased faster than has the ability of the latter to

survive in the face of air attack. Second, the ability of air power to destroy ground forces

has increased more rapidly than has the ability of ground forces to kill other ground

forces."64

Air power's main political advantage is allowing for the US to put fewer troops in

harms way while still achieving success. There are also several more advantages from a

political perspective. Air power is rapidly deployable and can bring near-immediate

force to be anywhere in the world. This is attractive in an age when the American

public and politicians have an almost unrealistic expectation of the ability of the US

military to react and counter aggression and defend national interests quickly'

Additionally, not only does using air power involve using less troops, it puts those troops

less in harms way, The American public has become increasingly casualty averse and air

power has the promise of deìivering victory with minimal casualties. Another reason air

power is more politically attractive is that is very effective as a destructive and coercive

tool while curtailing the risk of civilian deaths and collateral damage. The increasing

accuracy of US air power that stems from the greater use of PGMs means that the air

campaign can destroy any target in nearly every setting, including those in built up areas

close to the civilian population, without taking on a large risk of damage to non-

combatants. Finally, air power can take on nearly any mission that is presented to it, be it

tactical or strategic in nature, or a combination of the two, simultaneously to achieve the

geatest effect and the best chance of a swift victory.65

s Pirnie et a., p. 24.
65 This entire argument is found in Zalmay Khalilzad, Davìd Ochmanek' and Jeremy Shapiro' "Forces For

What? Geopolitìcal Context and Air Forc¿ Capabilities", Unifed States Ab and Space Power in the 2It
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Century, ed. Zalmay Khalizad and Jeremy Shapiro, (Santa Monica: RAND Corporation, 2002) P l5-50'

For more on the "air first" oPtion see also Gordon and Sollinger, P 33-45'
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War is the remedy that our enemy has chosen. Therefore let them.have as much as they
want. (General William Tecumseh Sherman)'

The Gulf War clearly demonstrates the decisiveness of modem air power as it was

employed in a wide variety of roles to achieve a vast afÏay of objectives and effects. As

well, it accomplished what many believed to be historically land-force objectives, such as

holding territory and closing with and destroying the enemy.2 Air power was the decisive

element in this scenario for severaì reasons: it achieved desired strategic effects that

resulted in the virtual paralysis of the kaqi organs of command and control, leaving the

fielded units effectively leaderless; it seriously undermined the population's, and more

importantly, the Iraqi soldie¡'s will to fight; it dealt a swift and devastating blow to the

kaqi units that were occupying the Kuwaiti Theatre of Operations (KTO) from which

they were neve¡ to recover, and it halted and destroyed any attempt by the enomy to steal

the initiative.

The Gulf War also demonstrates the impact of Jointness;, a term meâning

operations involving two or more branches of the armed services. In the case of the culf

War, the air campaign was planned and executed by ajoint headquarters and utilized

resources from nearly all areas of the American military. The term air power does not

only include the Air Force, rathe¡ it refers to all conventional airbome, air breathing

assets and includes everything from strategic bombers to army aviation and everything in

between. All of this was brought to bear against the haqis through an integrated plan. It

I General Norman schrvarzkopf quoting General Sherman in an intervierv after the war, as quoted from
Bert Kinzey, The Fury oÍ Desert Storn: The Air Ca[rpaþ¿, (Blue Ridge Summir: Tab Books, l99l) p.
14.
2 Lt Col. Terry L. New makes the argument that air power can perform all historical army tasks and there
should no longer be a delineation between the air and land battle. See "where to Draw the Line Between
Air ând Land Battle",Air Power Journal,Fall 1996, p.34-49.
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was not uncommon during the Gulf wa¡, though extremely rare in previous operations,

fo¡ aircraft from the usAF, the us Navy, and the uS Marine Air corps to all participate

together in a single sortie against a single target package. This is significant as each arm

of the us military developed those capabilities that best suit its needs. For example, the

Marine Air corps and Army Air corps have aircrew and aircraft for close air support

(cAS) missions but possesses no strategic bombers. The Navy focuses on protecting

their surface assets from air attack and anti-submarine wa¡fa¡e but does have multi-role

attack fighters for power projection. The Air Force possesses the full range of air

weaponry. By combining these forces in such an integrated manner, the campaign

planners effectively neutralized kaqi air and ground threats enabling the success of the

campaign.

The strengths of modem air power, as revealed in this conflict, are unmistakabre

evidence of its decisiveness. Harnessing those attributes of air power that are unique to

the third dimension have given contemporary and technologically advanced air forces the

edge over surface forces in terms of decisiveness. Air power in the Gulf war exhibited

rapid mobility, by meeting the threat of kaqi invasion of saudi Arabia within days rather

than weeks; flexibility by adapting to the changing situation and capitalizing on strategic

and tactical advantages; and strategic interdiction by striking the enemy far from the front

line in order to induce a situation conducive to victory. No other b¡anch of the military

can respond so quickly, make use of new intelligence immediately, maintain near_

constant situational awareness, and strike at the heart of the enemy's nodes of production

and centers of decision-making authority. For these reasons air power played the

preeminent role in the war_
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Historical Background

. 
Before the conflict began, Iraq had the fourth largest army and the sixth largest air

force in the world. This included over 950 aircraft,7,000 anriaircraft guns, 16,000

surface to air missiles, 900,000 regular force troops, l.l million reservists, 3,700 artillery

pieces, 5,700 main battle tanks supported by 10,000 support vehicles and 5,000 armored

fighting vehicles, andl60 armed helicopters.3 In addition, Iraq's forces were not recent

graduates of recruit school by any means. The nine-year war with Iran had haq's ground

fo¡ces battle-hardened and disciplined. The air force had conducted long-range and

sophisticated attacks on Iran's air force and installations.

The threat that this force posed to the coalition forces was very real. Saddam

Hussein had invaded Kuwait with three armored divisions comprised ofT-72 tanks and

supported by artillery, some ground attack and troop lift helicopters, and several

squadrons of fighter aircraft. The only defense that Kuwait was able to put up in the face

of this threat came from their air power and air defense assets, destroying several Iraqi

planes and helicopters and harassing the armored advance. After the successful invasion,

Hussein moved in thousands of more troops and armor to occupy the ,,Nineteenth

Province."a

When kaq invaded Kuwait on August 2, 1990 and it came as a shock to nearly

everyone. In the words of Mikhail Gorbachev:

A surprise. An absurd decision. That action could have been done only by
an adventurer or a person who did not have a sense of reality. We had
Malta behind us....the unification of Germany. The cold war split was
being overcome. Intemational relations were being freed from ideological
confrontation. Nuclear arms were being reduced. So this action seemed

3 Kirr¿ey, p. 146-147.
r 

Saddam Hussein maintained that Kuwait rvas a province of Iraq since he did not recognize the
independence granted it by the British during colonial rule.
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done with an idea to explode all this. This is why it surprised me and

angered me. I resented it.)

On August 3 kaq declared their intention to withdraw their troops beginning on August

5, but this was just a deception and kaq continued to deploy its army to the Kuwaiti-

Saudi border, appearing to prepare for invasion.6

From the outset, the United States saw this as an attempt by Saddam Hussein to

invade Saudi Arabia, which is protected by the US in a security relationship. On August

7, US President Bush gave the authorization for the deployment of troops, ships, and

aircraft to Saudi Arabia for Operation Desert Shield, to protect the Saudis from the large

Iraqi army.7 Two aircraft carriers in the area responded immediately and were the first on

the scene and were later followed by several squadrons of the USAF combat and support

aircraft. At that time, the US intention was initially to deter Iraq from attacking Saudi

Arabia, and not to interfere in Kuwait. As Hallion puts it: "haq clearly had an

opportunity, if it choose to do so, to expand the war into Saudi Arabia at a time when its

potential opponents were understrength - but this "window of vulnerability" was fleeting,

thanks to the mobility of air power."8 As it would have been tremendously difficult to

mobilize a sufficient number of ground troops to deter the formidable Iraqi invasion force

in so short a period, the rapid mobility of air power, both sea and land based, was seen as

the only real option to provide a tangible and credible threat to the Iraqis in Saudi Arabia.

5 Mikhail Gorbachev in an interview with PBS Frontline, found at

http://www.pbs.orglwgbh./pages/fr ontline/gulfl oraUdecision.html
ó Anthony Cordesm an,I*ssons of Moilem lVar Vol IV, The Gu$War, (Boulder, CO.: Westview Press,

1996) p.54.
7 Kinzey, p. 8.
8 Richard P. Hallion , Stonn Over lraq: Air Power and the Grf Wcr, (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian
Institution Press, 1993) p. 135.
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Once the decision to deploy land-based aircraft was made, the first squadron of the USAF

was operationâl in Saudi Arabia in 38 hours.e However, as Cordesman emphasizes,

The fact that aircraft can fly fast does not mean that they can fight fast.
Even though the US began to act with days of the Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait, it could not deploy operationâl land-based combat air power until
August 10, and it was nine days after the first F-15C arrived in theater
before they could begin flying actual patrols out of Saudi bases....r0

Still, the deterrent effect of having US forces in theater was very real, and in any case

Iraq never capitalized on its strategic advantage. As well, carrier-based assets were fully

combat capable upon arrival, and these forces were present within days of the invasion

and the USAF was able to deploy air power of equal strength to that of the Iraqis in under

two months.l I

At the same time, the UN and US decision makers were debating what to do about

kaqi aggression. On August 2, 1990 the UN Security Council passed its first of

seventeen resolutions on the kaqi action, IJN Security Council Resolution GJNSCR) 660,

condemning the Iraqi invasion. There was popular support in the US and the IJN to

deploy forces to defend Saudi Arabia from a potential Iraqi invasion. However, simila¡

support did not initially exist for an offensive to throw Iraq from Kuwait in either the UN

Security Counciì or the US government. All prefened using diplomatic efforts and

punitive measures that did not include force to try to coerce Saddam into withdrawing.

Eventually they decided to impose economic sanctions backed up with naval forces to

enforce the embargo with UNSCR 664 on August t8 and UNSCR 665 on August 25, to

try and weaken Iraq to the point where it would have listen to llN demands and back out

of Kuwait. This brought considerable economic pressure to bea¡ on kaq since it cut off

e Hallion, p. 136.
¡o Cordesman, p. 64.
¡r Cordesman, p. 71.
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access to pipelines through Saudi Arabia and Turkey that haq relied upon to export oil.

This denied Iraq more than 95Eo of it otl export revenues.'' Many felt that cutting off the

profit from oil sales would work, but if that did not work, in Margaret Thatcher's words,

"aggressors must be stopped, not only stopped, but they must be thrown out. An

aggressor cannot gain from his aggression. He must be thrown out and really...we ought

to throw him out so decisively that he could never think of doing it again."r3 Asthe

diplomatic pressure brought to bear on Saddam increased, he continued to reinforce his

army in Kuwait, and to loot the state systematically, dismantling its economy and

infrastructure.

Considerable US diplomatic effort was required to bring the UN, British, Saudi,

Kuwaiti, and the remaining coalition members, as well as the Soviet Union, into

agreement on what action to take in the event the sanctions did not work. On November

29, LINSCR 678 authorized "all necessary means" to force the withd¡awal of kaq from

Kuwait, \,vith a deadline of January 15, 1991, nearly six months after the invasion. Iraq

breached the deadline, daring the UN to attack it, and coalition forces in the Middle East,

including Gulf and Arab states such as Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Syria, and the UAE,

cooperated with the US in preparing to drive Saddam from Kuwait by force. The final

opportunity for Iraq to avoid a full scale ground war came from President Bush on

February 22,1991. He gave it until February 23 to begin withdrawing troops among

other ultimatums. Saddam again refused.

The build up for "Operation Desert Storm" was the largest since World War II

and has been compared to "taking Oklahoma City, all of its people, all of its vehicles, all

l2 Cordesman, p. 86,
r3 Margaret Thätcher in inrerview with PBS Frontline found at
http://www.pbs.orglwgbh./pages/frontline/gulfloraUthatcher/l.hrrnl
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of its food and household goods, and moving it all haìf-way a¡ound the world."la This

was achieved using massive ai¡ and sea lift resources that required aircrews and seamen

to make literally hundreds of round trips. "Airlift proved critical, for it was the only rapid

military tool that could deliver significant combat sttsngth at long ranges within hours."r5

The USAF moved two land force brigades and twelve squadrons of aircraft, including all

logistical and admìnistrative assets required to support them, in under a month.

By January 15, the date of the deadline, the US amassed 454,100 troops, and more

than 2000 main battle tanks, 2500 armored fighting and reconnaissance vehicles, 110

naval vessels, 1215 fighters and bombers, and 340 attack helicopters.r6 Allied forces

contributed more to the numbers, This compared to the estimated haqi force of 1.2

million troops, 5800 tanks, 5100 armored vehicles, 3850 artillery pieces, and 750 combat

aircraft.lT

kaq's air force, military and governmental infrastructure was protected by one of

the most sophisticated Integrated Air Defence Systems (IADS) that existed in the world

at the time. It had approximately I30 surface-to-ai¡ missile (SAM) sites and complexes

with lS SAM support facilities. "Baghdad had more dense air defenses at the stan of the

Gulf War than any city in Eastem Europe, and mo¡e than seven times the total of surface-

to-air missile launcher strength deployed in Hanoi during the height of the Vietnam

War."r8 Throughout the build-up, between August 2005 and January 2006, and

afterwards theater commanders were relying heavily on the ability of air power to defeat

Ia Kinzey, p. 10.
15 Hallion, p. I37.
ló Cordesman. o. 106.
tt Cordesman, p. 109,
r8 Cordesman, p. 444.
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an Iraqi invasion if it came and reduce their numbers significantly before a ground

offensive.le

The Air Campaign

The air campaign during "Operation Desert Storm" staÍed with hitting key

leadership targets and removing the threat from Iraqi combat aircraft and rapidly moved

on from there. The campaign was split into four phases, phase one concentrated on

strategic targets and was planned to take seven days. Its objectives were to gain air

superiority over Iraqi Air Force, destroy Iraq's strategic capâbility, which included

nuclear biological, and chemical facilities, as well as the Scud missile threat, and disrupt

the Iraqi command and control network. Phase two focused on operational targets,

ensuring freedom of movement for friendly forces by suppressing Iraqi air defence

systems in Kuwait, and was only planned for a single day. Phase three saw the

continuance of phase one and two targets, but shifted emphasis to the fielded army in

Kuwait, preparing the battlefield prior to the gound assault. Scheduled for twenty-two

days, phase three was the longest of the air campaign. Phase four, the final phase, had no

fixed timeframe and was planned to support the surface invasion.2o The first three phases

were projected to take 30 days, but it actually required 39 due to weather, trouble finding

the mobile Scud missiles, and inaccurate battle damage assessments (BDA) forcing pilots

to strike the same target twice.2l

Phase one was the only strategic phase of the operation and is the main point of

contention for analysts. "Generally speaking, the strategic campaign followed Wa¡den's

concept of the Five Strategic Rings: isolate leadership, degrade key production, disrupt

re Cordesman, p. 76.
tu Kinzey, p. ll-12.
2l Kinzey, p. I l.
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the infrastructure via transportation attacks, "tum" the population and troops âgainst the

regime, and destroy Iraq's offensive and defensive military forces."22 Airpower targeted

Iraqi leadership, key production facilities (i.e. electricity, petroleum, and

communications), infrastructure (i.e. key roads and bridges to the KTO), and population

through psychological warfare and a propaganda campaign.23 As Wa¡den put it: .,The

overall thrust of operations in the first hours of the war was to begin inducing a strategic

paralysis in Iraq which would simultaneously start the process of cutting Iraq down to an

acceptable postwar size and making it impossible for kaq to do anything about it.,'24 As

Kinzey vividly describes:

By the time the kaqis knew that the air attacks had begun, the strike packages

were on their way to destroy targets that would help attain the goals stated in phase one

of the air campaign. It was to be a blow from which the haqis never would recover.

carrier based aircraft added their numbers to the land based aircraft in the strike packages

headed for targets throughout kaq. Command and control facilities were hit in

downtown Baghdad, Scuds were attacked in Northem lraq, air defense systems were

targeted throughout the country, airfields were bombed, and nuclear, biological, and

chemical plants and storage facilities were attacked from the air and hit by Tomahawks.

As the sun rose on Iraq the moming of January 17, the country was under a massive air

attack that reportedly delivered "a bomb a minute" on a wide variety of targets.25

Phases one and two began nearly simultaneously, with the emphasis shifting to

phase three targets once phase one and two targets were largely destroyed. The strategic

22 Hallion, p. l5l.
23 John Wa;den III, "success in Modern Wa¡: A Response to Robert pape's Ba nùirtg to Wirr", Securþ
.Sludr'es Winter 199711998 Vol. 7, No.2, p. 179-184.
2{ Warden, p. I79.
'J Kinzey, p. l3-14.
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targets continued to be serviced throughout the campaign. The air campaign started on

January 17 and from that time until the end of the war, "there was no time from day one

on, that the kaqi ground forces were not under heavy air attack."26 The Iraqi Air Force

did try to counter the coalition air threat, but to an emba¡rassing futile end. The only air-

to-air kill made by the Iraqis throughout the war was on their own aircraft.

As previously stated, the Iraqi Air Force had been the sixth iargest in the world

before the Gulf Wa¡. They flew new and old Soviet and French aircraft. The most

modem of the haqi combat aircraft were about equal in ability to most coalition aircraft.

Despite this, they failed miserably, losing about half of their aircraft on the ground from

air strikes, and more losses from air-to-ai¡ combat. kaq began the war with 750 combat

fighters, and while only around half were destroyed by the coalition, their contribution to

the defence of Iraqi forces was lost since the survivors scattered or escaped to Iran, where

they were accepted as reparation payments for the lran-Iraq war.27 This is attributable to

the lack of training on the kaqi side, and the professionalism and superior planning,

numbers, and weapons technology on the coalition side.

The Iraqi pilots were aided by one of rhe most capable and redundant IADS in the

world. The destruction of this defensive system was vital to the continued success of

airpower in the war, but missions to destroy its components were extremely risky. This

remarkable air battle was waged at great risk to the airmen involved and surprisingly few

casualties were experienced. The coalition lost only 38 aircraft to combat action, having

flown some 69,000 sorties. The modem and sophisticated Iraqi SAM network was only

able to down thirteen aircraft, clearly showing its overall ineffectiveness.

26 Hallion, p.201.
27 The remaining aircraft fled to lran for safety, thus American pilots dubbed the Iraqi Air Force the "Taco
Bell Ai¡ Force" because they "made a run for the bo¡de¡, see Kinzey, p. 18.
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The ensuing 39 days of the Gulf War air campaign were one of the most

successful operations by air forces ever accomplished. As Galveias describes:

Air superiority was achieved in a decisive manner which allowed coalition
aircraft to roam the skies virtually unmolested...Strategic precision strikes
destroyed essential centers of gravity through the use of precision guided
munitions. Surveillance from air and space provided virtual real{ime
information which was used in target selection and bomb damage
assessment. Stealth technology succeeded despite the critics who had
cited it as a waste of money and resources...The kaqi Army forces were
decimated in their positions in occupied Kuwait; showered with bombs
and psychological material, their ability and will to fight was seriously
degraded.. .Interdiction, counter-air operations, and close air support
missions were conducted with a high level of skill, precision on both
strategic and tactical levels. The coalition showed a high level of
integration and intero4erability across the spectrum of roles and missions
which we¡e required,''

Phase two gave coalition air power unrestricted access to the entire theatre of operations

through the destruction of the anti-air threat and paralysis of the Iraqi Air Force. phase

three concentrated attacks on kaqi ground forces, particularly the Republican Gua¡d, in

kaq and Kuwait in an attempt to induce combat ineffectiveness of those units by the

destruction of morale and attrition of manpower and equipment. It also cut those units

off from their supply routes and isolated them. As Keaney describes:

Air attacks against the Iraqi army in Kuwait comprised well over half of
the coalition effort. The objective set for the air attacks was reduction of
combat capability of that army by 50 percent. The measurement of
attrition was destruction of Iraqi armor and artillery to that level
throughout the theater. Air strikes began targeting ground forces on the
first day of the war, then proceeded with increasing intensity throughout.
All forty+hree Iraqi divisions in the theater received some attention, but
three Republican Guard armored or mechanized (heavy) divisions
received the mosr, followed by the other eight heavy Iraqi divisions that
made up the tactical and operational reserves. Attacks against haqi front
line divisions (all infantry) peakedjust prior to the ground offensive.2e

ã Paul A. Galveías, Instant Thunder! Air Pol,er Theory øntl rhe Roait to the Gulf war Air cøntpaign
(Kingston: Royaì Military College of Canada, 1995), p. 33-34.
" Keaney, p. 33.
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Although the arbitrary 507o goal was not achieved, air power did achieve

estimated attrition rates of "39 percent for tanks, 32 for armored personnel carriers, and

47 for artillery."30 In addition, the lack of supplies, the constant bombardment, and its

psychological impact seriously undermined the kaqi Army's wiìl to fighr. By the time

the coalition tanks rolled, one could barely make out the once proud army from the rabble

that remained. Indeed,

. . . air power played a critical role in preparing fo¡ the land battle,
and. ..equipment losses are only part of the story. Air power
unquestionably helped to contribute to massive desertions in the kaqi
forces during the air campaign...the total manning of haqi units in the
KTO dropped from 336,000 at the beginning of rhe air war to 200,000-
220,000 by February 24. This 25-30Vo drop came largely through
desertions. ...31

In phase four the coalition air forces supported the ground force offensive by providing

CAS, interdiction, and reconnaissance. Much of the surviving equipment and vehicles

that the ground offensive encountered were already abandoned or unoccupied from

deserting soldiers.32 This is not because their equipment was inferior. It was because in

many cases the soldiers had no food, no ammunition, and lacked confidence in their

ability to defend themselves from air attacks. The ground war was so successful simply

because air power had reduced any resistance the friendly forces would face to numbers

far lower than even the attrition rates above indicate. Even many of the units that

remained, including Republican Guards, surrendered in droves without a shot fired. This

may have been because they feared the advancing tanks, but more likely as a sense of

hopelessness induced by the previous 39-day air assault.

30 Keaney, p, 33.
Jr Cordesman, p. 566

" Keaney, p. 35.
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Applying Theory to Practice

It is easy in hindsight to predict a coalition victory so complete, but in January

1991, the situation appeared much different. Iraq seemed liked a formidable enemy; it

had defeated kan in a bloody, multi-year war, was in full control of Kuwait, had large

stockpiles of combat ready chemical weapons with medium range ballistic missiles, and

was continuing to build up forces in Kuwait faster than the coalition could. On the other

hand, the key coalition member, the US, had not fought a major regional war since

Vietnam, which it lost, had never tested its new fighting technologies or doctrine in

combat, and was faced with political pressure from the coalition as well as the American

public to win the war quickly, decisively, and bloodlessly.'3 Non" of these facrors

indicated that the coalition would achieve victory at so little a cost.

Planning for an air campaign had actually started in the late 1980's during the

rapid collapse of the Soviet Union. At the time, military planners saw Iraq as the only

real military threat to Saudi Arabia and began a contingency plan forjust such a

scenario.3a Once the crisis had started and detailed planning began in eamest, the US

military planners from each of the services had already planned to destroy over 400

targets3s using the joint concept as described above rather than parceling out strike

packages to each of the services piecemeal. It was fortunate that they we¡e able to make

the most of the relatively long five and one half month planning cycle before actual

fighting commenced. In-theater'intelligence assets concentrated on identifying targets to

obtain the desired strategic and operational effect of paralyzing the Iraqi leadership and

undermining their ability to wage war. Reconnaissance aircraft were utilized to monitor

r3 Cordesman, p. 86.
r{ Hallion, p. 143.
35 Hallion, p. 143.
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troop concentrations and movements in order to achieve the desired tactical effect of

eliminating the fielded Iraqi forces.

The target set grew rapidly throughout the planning process as a result of

increased intelligence about the enemy. This allowed the commanders to orchestrate the

opening days of the air campaign carefully to ensure that decisive fo¡ce was brought to

bear immediately upon the start of the offensive. For the US offensive plan to succeed

without heavy friendly casualties, the air campaign had to be extraordinarily effective in

reducing kaq's combat strength.36 Befo." the offensive began, "enough air power had

arrived in theater so the phases of the air campaigr had ceased to be sequential. . .This

build-up in air strength and ability to attack all major targets at once, vastly increased the

shock value of applying decisive force. It also increased the ability of air power to a play

a more decisive role than in previous conflicts."37

Conceming the value and utility of the strategic phase of the war, conducted

exclusively by air power, if one believes Warden then this operation greatly contributed

to the overall victory. On the other hand, if one believes Pape then this strategic

operation was ineffective and the result ofthe war would have been the same without it.

An argument has been made for both, but the strategic goals extended beyond the end of

the conflict to limiting kaq's post-war capabilities and removing it as a regional threat.

As well, the effect of the bombing certainly impacted lraq's ability to defend itself and

conduct the war. Destroying only 25Vo ofthe electrical facilities knocked out TjEo of fhe

power in Iraq. This combined with the fuel shortages caused by the destruction of

petroleum refineries and caches meant that Iraqi society and policy makers were forced to

16 Cordesman, p
3? Cordesman, p
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expend resources to obtain energy that could have been used for more profitable ends.

As well, key individuals in Saddam's government are thought to have been killed when

offices and command bunkers were destroyed from the air, adding great confusion and

further delays in an already stressful decision making environment.3s Thus before the

coalition air forces turned their attention to haq's fielded troops, they had already

weakened Saddam's ability to defend his countty and his forces.

It is always difficult to quantify the benefit of a strategic campaign, and the Gulf

Wa¡ is no different. Did the coalition air campaign accomplish its strategic goals and did

it contribute to the victory? The bombing disrupted key leadership activiries, but this did

not necessarily negatively impact the fielded forces in any discernable way. Similarly,

although kaq's communication ability was disrupted, this did not seem to have any effect

on kaq's military.3e The damage to Iraq's govemmental and economic infrastructure was

substantial, but quickly recovered after the war. The air campaign removed the ability of

the fielded army to be re-supplied with food, water, fuel and ammunition, but they had

already had nearly six months to build-up stock in anticipation of war, and any shofages

are likely more attributable to poor management than to the interdiction of supply lines.

This would have had g¡eat effect if the ground war had lasted more than a week, but as it

was there was only 100 hours of ground combat and most lraqi units would have had

sufficient tactical supplies for that amount of time.a0

3E Kinzey, p. 179- 184.
re Cordesman, p. 548-549.
oo 

Cordesman, p. SSf-SS+
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Daryl G. Press goes further to say that air power did not win the Gulf War, no¡

did it even have much tactical impact.al He backs.this assertion up with a counter

argument against the main boasts of the air power proponents. That air power disrupted

the enemy's C3I, prevented the enemy from maneuvering, prevented the enemy from

supplying its forces, attrited the enemy's military forces, and broke the enemy forces,

morale. Press first suggests thât using offensive air power against defensive ground

forces is inherently difficult.a2 His own evidence suggests otherwise. The air campaign

lasted only 38 days, yet Iraqi fielded forces in the KTO we¡e reduced considerably,

indicating that air po"ver had pretty clear success targeting Iraqi forces in a defensive

posture. He next states that Iraq's army divisions, even the most elite of these, were

"poor military units" even by third world standards, and no match fo¡ the American and

British opposition.a3

There is no question that the coalition's forces and equipment were of superior

quality to that of Iraq's, but Iraq had fought a long sophisticated war against an arguably

superior enemy force and had been victorious. Furthermore, the US has, in the past,

taken significant casualties against generally poor military units, as in Vietnam and

Somalia; forces that were undoubtedly of lower caliber than the kaqi forces. Iraq

deployed fifty-one divisions into the KTo and were capable of fielding more of their elite

units had they chosen to. The suggestion that lraq's army would have been so completely

routed without using air power is a little naïve, and cannot really be argued with any

certainty since the war was fought with air power.

ar Daryl G. Press, "The Myth of Air Power in the Persian Gulf War and the Future of Wa¡fare"
Lúenwtio al Seatrþ, Fall 2001, Vol. 26 No. 2.
¡2 

Press, p. 9.
"r Press, p. 14.
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Press' entire argument is essentially that air power failed to "neutralize" the kaqi

Army because during the ground war some units actually fought. But the aim of the âir

campaign was not to "neutralize" the Iraqi forces, as they likely could have done had not

the air campaign ceased after only 38 days. The aim was to reduce the effectiveness of

the kaqi forces through attrition and interdiction such that victory was assured for

coalition ground forces. To use Press' own logic, since victory was quick and easy for

the coalition, the air campaign must have achieved its aim. Suffice it to say that the

majority of fighting against the haqi ground forces occuned during the 38-day air

campaign, not the 100 hour land offensive. Again, the coalition certainly would have

been victorious had a bomb never been dropped from the air during the entire

engagement. However, it is naTve to suggest that the friendly casualty rate would not

have been greater and that the campaign would have been no longer.

Air power greatly reduced the combat strength of the Iraqi Army and Air Force,

in terms of both troops and equipment. While this certainly played a role in facilitating

the ground offensive, it failed to achieve the strategic objective of reducing Iraq's posr

war capabilities, since Iraq retained much of its strength immediately after the war and

was âble to rebuild what it loss fairly quickly. Suffice it to say that it remained a regional

threat despite those losses.a In spite of this, one cannot characterize the strategic

bombing campaign as a failure, since it is difficult to measure any of the immediate and

long-term effects very precisely. As well, strategic targets accounted for the least amount

of combat sorties (187o), including strikes against the Republican Gua¡d.as Air power

knocked out Iraq's electrical grid and most of their distilled oil production, and rhis

Ja This may have been deliberate to keep Iraq has a regional balance against Iran
" Cordesman, p. 537.
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would certainly have impacted a prolonged gtound war. However, the air campaign's

greatest effectiveness was against the fielded enemy forces. Indeed,

There is no way to quantify the impact of this pressure on kaqi forces and
war fighting capability, any more than there is a way to quantify the shock
effects of air strikes as distinguished from their damage effects. It is clea¡,
however, that Iraq never was free of pressure from offensive air power
from the beginning of Desert Storm to its end. Night did not halt
Coalition operations. Weather gave only brief respites. Iraqi forces in the
rear came under the same intense pressure as Iraqi forces in the forward
area, and dispersed lraqi fo¡ces came under attack as well as rear area
facilities and kaqi economic inf¡astructure that supported military
operations.46

Criticism leveled against the strategic campaign invariably points to the lack of

ability to locate and destroy the mobile Scud launchers as well as the inability to locate

and destroy chemical and biological weapons factories. While these can seen as

intelligence failures, critics claim that since air power is more dependent on useful and

accurate intelligence than ground forces, it can be seen as a failure of air power as well.47

However, this did not have a discernable impact on the outcome of the wat. The "Scud

Hunt" was largely a product of the media as the threat the Scuds posed to friendly forces

was not too high. The political fallout of successful Scud attacks against Israel forced the

coalition to make finding and destroying the Scuds a priority in return for an agreement

from Israel not to retaliate and risk inflaming other Arab states.

The Scuds were an inaccurate and unreliable weapon system, and technologically

not much of an improvement over the German V2 rocket of WWII. Although the Scud

attacks created pressing political issues, the few successes kaq did have with the Scuds

resulted in little impact on the coalition. \Vhile air power destroyed relatively minor

{ó Cordesman, p. 491.
'' James A. Winnefeld, Preston Niblack, and Dana J . Johnson, A League of Aínnen: U.S, Airpower ìn lhe
Grf War, (RAND, 1994).
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amounts of the mobile Scud launchers, they were rendered essentially ineffective as kaq

was forced to relocate them constantly and hide them in areas where they posed little to

no threat to friendly forces.as The rapid decline of Scud launches as the war progressedaq

indicates that even if many of the launchers were not destroyed, the air campaign

achieved the desired effect of removing them from the battle; "the effort against the

missiles, combined with the perceived success ofthe Patriot in defending against them,

achieved the strategic objective of enabling the Israelis to stay out of the conflict. And, it

is on the strategic level that military organizations, nation states, and Coalitions win

wars."5o It was estimated that kaq entered the war with many hundreds of missiles and

after the war, retained 100-200 missilessl that it did not use. General Folgelman pointed

out that,

we denied the enemy use of fixed Scud sites and made it dangerous for
mobile missiles to move... Our attacks against the Iraqi forces effectively
suppressed rates of fire, disrupted operations tempo, and limited multiple
launches, The enemy had 500-600 missiles and upwards of 36 [launchers]
but fired only 88 Scuds. Having previously demonstrated a high launch
rate in the kan-kaq War by firing almost 200 Scuds, kaq should have
been able to expend its entire Scud inventory. That it did not is a tribute to
intense coalition air operâtions that destroyed launchers and related
logistics or kept the enemy too busy hiding to fire its missiles..,lVe can
statistically show that haq launched Scuds more often during bad weather
with low visibility than in good weather -- perhaps believing that bad
weather offered protection from attack. The bottom line is that coalition
dominance of kaqi airspace apparently drove the enemy to seek the cover
of clouds to protect its flaunchersl.52

{E Thomas A. Keaney, "surveying Gulf Wa¡ Air Power", Joínt Force Quarterl!, A.ittrmn 1993, p. 30.
" From 17 January to 26 January, 9 days, there \yere 49 Scud launches, compared to only 39 from 27
January to 28 February, 32 days.

'u Elliot Cohen ed., G ulf War Air Power Sumey \ol. l¿ (Washington D.C.: Federation of American
Scientists, 1993), p. 139.
5r 

See hrtp://www.iraqwatch.org/governmenúLIS/Pentagon/dodscud.htm.
)z General Ronald Folgleman, USAF, "Theater Bâllistic Missile Defence ', Joi¿ t Force Ouarterl!, No. 9,
Autumn 1995, p. 76
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To achieve this effect, the coalition dedicatedjust 1,599 sorties out of 51,146, or only

1..3Vo of the total number of combat sorties to finding and destroying Scuds.53 Obviously

the "Great Scud Hunt" was a well-publicized sideline to the overall campaign and did not

reflect the effectiveness of the remainder of the operation.

As for the biological and chemical weapon manufacturing installations, these too

were an overemphasized part of the strategic campaigrr. The aim of destroying them was

so that these weapons could not be used against coalition forces and to ¡emove them from

kaq's post-war arsenal. As none were indeed used throughout the war or afterwards, the

desired strategic effect was achieved. Nonetheless, the threat may have been greatly

overstated in any case. Similarly, although the intelligence prior to the war drastically

underestimated the size and scope ofthe Iraqi nuclear program, the failure to adequately

dismantle it was also seen as an air power failure. However, in the years between the

Gulf War and the kaqi war, Hussein was not able to produce a nuclear weapon.

In the four phases described above, the US leadership had five goals:

(1) isolate and incapacitate the kaqi regims by attacks on leadership
facilities, electric power production, and telecommunications; (2) gain and
maintain air supremacy by attacks on the air defense system and the air
force; (3) destroy nuclear, biological, and chemical warfare (NBC)
capabilities; (4) eliminate offensive military capabilities by attacks on
logistical sites, Scud missiles and launchers, oil refining and distribution
facilities, and naval forces and bases; and (5) render the kaqi army
ineffective and isolate it in the Kuwâit theater by attacks on railroads and
bridges and on the units themselves, paÍicularly the Republican Guard.sa

To the extent that these goals were accomplished is an accurate measure of the

decisiveness of airpower. Although it is difficult to measure the impact of the strategic

campaign targeting haq's leadership and communication, it did contribute to the overall

53 All numbers derived from the Gaf II/ø r Air Pov'er Sune! Vol. t (Washington D.C.: Federation of
American Scientists, 1993), Elliot Cohen ed.
5a Keaney, p.27 .
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victory as it prevented Hussein from amassing any forces for counter attack as well as

preventing him from stealing the initiative by attacking land-based air units in Saudi

Arabia, which he did attempt once. It also reduced lraq's capability to service and

support their military to a point that even mundane provisions for the fielded units, such

as food, spare pafs for vehicles and equipment, and ammunition, were not being

delivered. This greatly impacted the effectiveness of kaq's army for obvious reasons and

made it nearly impossible for them to mount a credible offensive or to defend themselves

from an air or gtound threat for even short timeframes.

Press argues that there is no evidence that air power destroyed Iraqi C3I and

suggests that the fact that Iraqi units did maneuver is evidence that their C3I was intact

during the ground campaign and therefore air power failed to cut-off Iraqi

communications in the field.55 Despite attacks to their intelligence gathering and

communications infrastructure, the Iraqi field commander apparently was knowledgeable

of the "left hook" attack to west only six hours after it was launched, and re-positioned

his forces to defend against it.

Press takes a great leap of faith that the maneuver was coordinated and organized

by a central commander. There is no evidence to suggest that it was, and what is mo¡e

the movement was neither effective nor appropriate. The lraqi forces that did move

simply oriented themselves in a defensive posture that faced west, requiring very littìe

maneuver. They did not take advantage of the stretched out movement of coalition forces

to counter-attack at the flanks or mass forces to exploit holes in the offensive, showing an

obvious weakness in their intelligence gathering and command capability. Furthermore,

radio and cellula¡ communication between individual units in the field was not the target

55 Press, p. 27-28
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of the air campaign. The coalition sought to cut off tho fielded forces from the

centralized command of Saddam's govemment, which was largely successful. Since

decision-making in the Iraqi military was notoriously centralized, this had the effect of

forcing command downward into the field, leaving higherJevel coordination impossible.

As with Cordesman, Press argues that the lack of supplies were more a function

of poor management amongst the Iraqi forces that it was the air campaign.s6 That may be

true, but only because the ground war was only 100 hours long. No one expected such a

resounding and rapid victory over the Iraqi Army. As with all immobile and defensive

armies, the Iraqi forces needed very little in the way of combat supplies, such as fuel and

ammunition. But as soon as they engaged in combat, their consumption increased

expbnentially. The coalition planners were counting on the air interdiction campaign to

choke the kaqi fielded forces in the event of a lengthy ground battle. since the ground

bâttle was over quickly, the effect of the interdiction was not fuìly felt, but the operation

was no less successful. As well, combat supplies of fielded forces were not the main

focus of the interdiction effort, military stockpiles in kaq were. That the kaqi forces

were able to fight with the supplies they had once the ground war began is not indicative

of an air power failure. Press' un¡easonable expectation seems to be that air power was

unsuccessful unless every tank and artillery round, every missile, and every round of

ammunition were destroyed from the air prior to the start of the ground war.

Nevertheless, air power did reduce the availability of combat supplies to some fielded

units and this arguably contributed to their overall combat ineffectiveness.

The second reason why airpower won the Gulf war is that it significantly reduced

the number of opposition ground combatants to a level that enabled the coalition land

s6 
Press, p. 29-30.
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forces to easily defeat them in under five days. As Richa¡d Hallion put it: "The effect of

all these attacks was a veritable firestorm of munitions raining down upon Iraqi forces. It

inflicted operational paralysis upon the Iraqi soldiers in the KTO, immobilizing them,

preventing them from fighting, breaking their will, and reducing many units to rabble

waiting to surrender."5?

At original levels each kaqi armored division averaged 250 main battle tanks, 175

armored personnel carriers, and 75 artillery pieces. By mid-February, in those units

along the Kuwaiti-Saudi border, that strength was reduced by half, for those further back,

their strength was reduced by 70-807o. This meant destroying nearly 150 armored units

per night.ss As Hallion summed up the air force contribution: "By the end of January,

the Iraqi Air Force had ceased to exist as an effective force, the kaqi Navy was virtually

under water or hounded to han, and the Iraqi Army was substituting for live-fire targets

found at the National Training Center, or the Fallon and Nellis ranges."se

To say that the ground assault in the dying days of the war won the day is

obviously, then, inaccurate.60 Air power had essentially rendered the Iraqi fielded forces

to 'combat ineffective' status. Had they been allowed to retreat prior to the land

operations, any troop or armoured movement that the haqis attempted was quickly

thwarted by coalition air power. Even during and after the land offensive air assets

preyed on retreating Iraqi units preventing them from re-grouping for a counter attack

and reducing Iraq's post-war militæy capability.

57 Hallion, p.217.
)Ù Hallion, p.217.
rY Hallion, p.220.
uu US Army, The llay Ahead: Our ArrnJ at War, Relevant and Ready,
http://www.army.miUvision/Documents flheVoZl Ar my 7o20Vision.PDF.
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The critics point out that although the air campaign did make the ground offensive

easier, the ground offensive was still required to remove the kaqi units from Kuwait and

would have outmatched the haqi army without any air campaign in any case.6l Daryl

Press argues that merely dropping many bombs does mean that air power is decisive.

surface forces alone could have certainly achieved similar results, perhaps with increased

friendly casualties over a longer period of time, but ultimately the same outcome. There

is little doubt thât the quality of the coalition ground force was far superior to the haqi

Army, however the coalition had an insufficient superiority of troops and equipment to

win decisively. The enemy was also dug into camouflaged and fortified positions, thus

it's difficult to believe that without air power, surface forces would have achieved the

same ultimate outcome. As well, the strategic air campaign had effects that lingered after

hostilities ended, while a ground only campaign could not have conducted a simila¡

campaign without a full invasion and occupation of hâq.

The U.S. Army also contends that while air power provided excellent support, the

ground war was still required to finish the job.62 While true, it is completely inline with

what was planned from the start; air power never sought to drive Iraq's forces from

Kuwait. To the contrary, senior officers sought to pin down the Iraqi units and not allow

them freedom of movement, including movement out of Kuwait to retreat to kaq. Indeed

the campaign commanders wanted the kaqi forces to stay put, following the ,,classic

military dictum of "find, fix, fight, and finish.""63 Had the US commanders wanted to

drive out the kaqi units using only air power, they certainly could have done so had they

6¡ Daryl G. Press, 'The Myth of Air Power in the Persian Gulf War and the Future of Wa¡fare",
International Secunr¡, Vo. 26, No. 2 (Fall 2001) p. 5-44.
" US Army, Tåe trlay Ahead: Our Arn! at War, Relevant and Ready,
h_ttp://www.army.miyvision/Documents flhe%oÀ\ ñ my VoZQVision.PDF
ó3 Hallion, p. 154.
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not utterly destroyed their escape routes. In any case, the ground battle was hardly that.

Essentially it was rounding up the defeated and mopping-up token resistance; ,,over g,000

Iraqis surrendered during the first day, and most Iraqi ground defenses in the KTo had

collapsed by the second day."6a without an air campaign, although the end result may

have been ultimately the same, there certainly would have been higher friendly casualties,

the war would have taken longer, and the threat from biological and chemical weapons

would have been higher since Iraq could have used their air power and positioned their

scuds closer to the front without fear of their destruction. The argument thât ground

power could have done the job on its own is really irrelevant, because it did not do that.

Air power did the majority of the fighting, very successfully, and it, not the surface force,

was the decisive factor.

Ptess asserts that air power did not destroy enough kaq mrlitary hardware or

damage the morale of its forces in any discemable way.6s Despite the aforementioned

attrition rates for Iraqi units, Press argues that by sheer force ratios and that they were in a

defensive position, the haqis should have been able to put up a better fight. press only

accounts for numbers of combat vehicles when assessing air power's effectìveness. He

does not consider the effect on combat effectiveness of fatigue and shock from sleepless

nights of near-relentless bombing, battle damaged vehicles, and the loss of their

situational awa¡eness through the destruction of their centralized c3I net. press also

ignores that although conventional tactical theory suggest that armies in defensive

positions enjoy a tactical advantage over an attacking enemy,6ó the $eater range of us

6{ Cordesman, p.572.
õ5 

Press, p. 30-37.
6 John J Mea¡sheimer, "Assessing the Conventional Balance: The 3; l Rule and Its Critics ,,, Itúertntiottøl
Securþ,Yol.13, No.4 (Spring 1989), p. 54-89.
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\'veaponry actually put the dug-in haqi units at a disadvantage as they restricted the

mobility that may have allowed them to close with the attacke¡s to increase the

effectiveness of their weapons. As well, as press himself pointed out, these units had just

abandoned the defensive positions they occupied for entire 3g-day air campaign to defend

against the "left hook" attack of the coalition. The new defensive positions would have

been hastily prepared and not as robust as the more permanent installments of their earlier

positions.

Another reason to claim that airpower won the Gulf war is that it broke the kaqi

troops' will to fight. upon the commencement of the ground attack, the only thing that

slowed coalition units wâs the amount of sunendering soldiers it had to contend with.

The reason why the Iraqi's were so unwilling to fight was due to the constant air

bombardment they had experienced the month previous. Or, as one captured kaqi

division commander answered when asked why his troops gave up, ,,It was the

aírplanesl(emphasis is Hallion's)"6? captured prisoners said their worst fears was the

venerable B-52s, which dropped a¡ound a third of a coalition bombs in the Gulf war.

one prisoner in particular said that he had sunendered because he fea¡ed the B-52,

although his position had never been attacked by one, he said that ,,I saw one that had

been attacked. (emphasis is Hallion's)"68 The coalition air forces also made widespread

use of psychological weapons. For an example, when they dropped a massive l5,000lbs

bomb (the explosion was actually mistaken for a tactical nuclear weapon), they also

dropped leaflets saying there would be more and indicated the proper way to surrender to

the coalition troops. The kaqi soldier must have felt cut-off and helpless. Most were

ó7 Hallion. o. 219
ut Huttion, p.2tB,
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staryed and suffering shock from all the air attacks. It is no wonder so many surrendered.

The kaqi Army simply could not put up an effective resistance since they had been so

badly crushed by air power.

Press is unconvinced of the low morale of Iraqi forces. He uses the simplified

criteria that if the unit followed orders and actually fought, then morale could not have

suffered.69 Again Press uses an unrealistic expectation to assess air power effectiveness;

that unless each kaqi soldier was reduced to an empty shell of a man completely

incapable of fighting, then morale could not have been bad. The effect of bombardment

in of itself has shown to hâve detrimental psychological effects on soldiers throughout

historyTo, not to mention the effects on morale of repeatedly witnessing friendly

casualties against which they were helpless to defend. Poor morale does not necessarily

make a coward of a soldier, as Press assertsTl but does have a quantifiable impact on the

soldiers ability to fight. That rhey did fight does not mean they fought effectively, and as

Press himself points out, even when they did fight it was totally ineffective. press is

eager to attribute the Iraqi lack of morale to some other factor, but clearly, any army that

was the target of such brutal devastation from the air, amongst all the other contributing

factors, is obviously going to be negatively impacted on the battlefield.

The final reason that air power won the Gulf War is that it maintained the

initiative and denied it to the enemy. There wasn't a single moment during the campaign

that something Iraqi wasn't being destroyed. This maintained the offensive and kept haq

6e 
Press, p. 33.

70 
See Major Martin L. Fracker, USAF, '?sychological Effects of Aerial Bombardment,",{irpay¿r

Journal,Fall 1992. Fracker examines several noted studies on the effect ofrepeated battery on combat
soldiers, including Zahava Solomon, "Does the War End When the Shooting Stops? The psychological
Toll of War," Jo¿rnal of Applied Social Psychology 20 (1990), p. t733-45, who concludes rhat ,,repeated

battery will eventually fell even the hardiest souls."
7r 

Press, p.35.
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on the defensive. Saddam did attempt to capture the initiative by stafting the ground war

during the Battle of Khafji; the only offensive attempt mâde by haq during the entire war.

No one really knows Saddam's reasons for the attack, but some have postulated that

because he was impotent in the air, he sought to start the land battle prematurely. On the

evening of January 29,1991,Iraq moved an entire armored division against a town

defended by approximately 5,000 American and Saudi soldiers with some armored

personnel carriers. The armored division made the mistake of being spotted by an

American plane, and air power, instead of land units, was sent to counter this offensive.

As Rebecca Grant has wrote, "At Khafji, Joint airpowe¡ demonstrated something new: a

heretofore unknown ability to stop moving enemy armored forces at night, on sho¡t

notice, and without a synchronized gfound attack."12

Press disagrees and uses evidence from the ground war to buttress his arguments.

During the ground war, he writes, the enemy was able to maneuver his forces, therefore

was not, in fact, pinned down by air power.73 This ignores that fact that the Iraqi units

were largely immobile during the 38-day air campaign, and that their few attempts to

maneuver offensively were thwarted using air power. As well, Press' expectation of air

power seems to be that it be able to prevent the maneuver of 5l divisions of infantry,

artillery, and armored vehicles over 100 hours. While theoretically possible, it would

require more aircraft than was available to the coalition and is not a reasonable

expectation in any case. Air power did prevent the retreat of many of the deployed kaqi

units, and pounded maneuvering forces when the opportunity presented itself and when

airpower was not heavily engaged in CAS operations on the front. However, because

72 Rebecca Grant, "The Epic Little Battle of Khaji", ári Force Magø2irc, February 1998, Vol. 81, No. 2, p.
30.
73 Press, p.2?.
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some of the enemy forces held in reserve were able to maneuver during a short ground

campaign is not a failure of air power.

The ensuing battle dramatically demonstrated the air force's ability to win land

battles. Relatively few planes and helicopters were able to hinder, destroy, or delay an

entire division of armored units.Ta Two days later, the battle was over and the coalition

did not lose a single aircraft. According to Grant, "American airpo\¡/er had within a short

period of time destroyed enough vehicles to stifle the Iraqi III Corps effort to regain the

initiative. On one level, Khafji 'proved, once again that an unsupported army moving in

the fietd is highly vulnerable to airpower."'?5 For the Iraqis, the battle at Khafji was an

utter failure. Saddam's solitary attempt to draw the coalition forces into a ground war,

therefore increasing the casualties suffered by the coalition ground troops, ended in

defeat.?6 This almost forgotten battle of the Gulf War is perhaps the best demonstration

of the new role of airpower to achieve land forces goals. Although the land offensive did

go ahead to end the Gulf War, it can be argued that the air force had already won the war

and the surface forces merely performed a mop-up operation of the impotent haqi army.?7

It is possible to seize and hold land from the air by controlling what moves

through it and denying it to the enemy.?8 During the Gulf War 'kill boxes' were

established using the experimental JSTARS (Joint Surveillance and Target Attack Radar

System) technology that allowed observers in the air to monitor movements on the

ground over large areas, similar to what AWACS does for air control. One forward air

?{ Grant, p. 32.

" Grant, p. 32.

'o Hallion, p. 223

" Galveias, p. 37.

'ð Maj. Marc K. Dippold, USAF, makes this argument in "Air Occupation: Asking rhe Right euestions,',
Aír Power Journal, Winter 1997, p. 69-84.
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controlle¡ monitored each 'kill box' and any target spotted within those zones was

quickly destroyed. Thus, without a single coalition boot ever touching the ground within

those 'kill boxes', the land inside of them was effectively under friendly control. This

also had the effect of denying the initiative to the enemy as it could not maneuver its

units to its advantage.

Conclusion

The Gulf War was truly a demonstration of what air power could accomplish for

the US in future conflicts. As Cordesman summarizes:

The Gulf War was the first war where air power was able to play a critical
role in defeating a well-positioned ground force before supporting ground
attacks began. It was also the first war in which aircraft had sufficiently
advanced avionics and weapons to destroy large numbers of dug-in armor
and afillery weapons....By the time the ground war began, Iraqi forces
had been hit by more than 40,000 attack sorties.. .air power caused the
desertion of as many as 84,000 Iraqi personnel, and destroyed-l,385 Iraqi
tanks, 930 other armored vehicles, and 1,155 artillery pieces.iv

Throughout all the phases, including direct support during the ground war, air power

reduced Iraq's effective combat strength in the forward areas of the KTO by an average

of 747o.80 The strategic and operational campaign damaged lraq's nuclear reactors,

destroyed three chemical and biological weapons production facilities and eleven storage

facilities, 607o of command centres and bunkers, 707o of its communication ability, 125

ammunition bunkers,48 Iraqi naval vessels, cut off 75Vo of ebctrical power, and reduced

the replenishment of Iraqi troops by as much as 907o.81 Air power was able to

accomplish this and suffer the lowest casualty rate in the history of air combat,

?e Cordesman, p.481.
80 Cordesman, p. 669.
Er Cordesman, p.481,
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The most well covered media event in history showed viewers all over the globe

exactly what airpower could do. News-watchers saw vivid pictures of bombs going

down exhaust chutes in Iraqi buildings, cruise missiles destroying bunkers, and assorted

aircraft decimating the Iraqi ground force. Despite all this, American and coalition

ai¡power still was not as capable as it is now. Only a small percentage of aircraft could

use precision-guided munitions and the new Stealth technology was barely exploited.

The US did not use their B-lB or B-2 bombers, easily them most lethal of the strategic

fleet. Now, virtually all aircraft in the American arsenal âre capable of firing PGMs and

they have more stealth aircraft that can be used. It has been fifteen years since the Gulf

War, and the strength of airpower has already increased dramatically. Nevertheless, the

battle still rages between the services in the US as to whether airpower can be a decisive

force.
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Chapter 3 - Coercive Air Power in Bosnia

Flexibility is the key to victory, and airpower is the key to flexibility
....Airpotuer ís neither inherently strategic nor tactícal in nature, but it is

ùtherently flexíble.l

NATO air operations in Bosnia demonsÍated the decisiveness of a new

application of air power. This was not war in the sense that the US sought the complete

destruction of the enemy force and surrender of the govemment. It was a coercive

employment of force against a limited set of enemy targets only. The ability of air forces

to seek out ând destroy precise targets in the unpredictable climate and rough terrain of

the Balkans was paramount to success. Operations Deny Flight, Dead Eye and Deliberate

Force demonslrated the benefit of air power in a low-intensity conflict where the political

objectives were narrow and delicate. While UN and NATO ground forces were deployed

in the region, their presence was more of a hindrance to success than help. Air power

alone assured that UN demands were agreed to, and its use in this fashion was a first for

the USAF.

Operation Allied Force over Kosovo and Serbia in 1999 is often cited as another

success of air power. However, the relative success of that operation was largely due to

the lessons leamed during Deliberate Force. Prior to Operation Allied Force, the US

already had planning staff and military hardware positioned in the region that remained

from its previous campaign. Conducted under NATO and not UN auspices, Allied Force

was also arguably less complex politically and diplomatically than Deliberate Force. The

planning effort was $eatly facilitated by the effort expended in the run-up to Deliberate

Force. Finally, while there was no coordinated surface campaign conducted

I Maj Scott Walker, USAF, "A Unified Field Theory of Coercive Airporver", Adrpower Journal. Summet

1997, Vol. XI, No.2. p.71.
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during Operation Allied Force, although a credible threat existed from the presence of a

large NATO land force and may have influenced the outcome to some degree'

Regardless, operâtions Deny Flight, Dead Eye and Deliberate Force set the stage for the

future and thus provide a better example of the independent use of decisive air power.

Operation Deny Flight was the NATO operation in support of the IIN mandate to

enforce the no-fly zone over Bosnia and provide Close Air Support (CAS) as required to

UN ground forces. It was under Deny Flight that NATO forces first fired a shot at an

enemy, and dropped their first bomb on a target. NATO planners, using the information

gleaned during Deny Flight sorties, began planning for air strikes against the Bosnian-

Serbs and Serbia. The subsequent combat operations, Dead Eye and Deliberate Force,

were conducted under the auspices of Deny Flight, which was the overarching NATO

operational mandate under which all subo¡dinate operations were conducted. "Deny

Flight officially ended after an almost continuous 970 day 'aerial presence' constituting

over 100,000 aircraft so¡ties. ln that time, NATO aircraft dropped more than 3000

bombs while participating in combat operations for the first time in Alliance history."2

Dead Eye was the precursor to Deliberate Force and its intent was to reduce the

risk to NATO pilots by eliminating threats posed by the Bosnian-Serb Inte$ated Air

Defense System (IADS), Deliberate Force was the US-led NATO bombing of Bosnian-

Serbs and Serbia in 1995 to coerce Slobodan Milosevic to negotiate and to accept a

NATO peacekeeping force in order to end the conflict in the Bosnia' Unlike the Gulf

War, which was a major international commitment and a true high-intensity war, the

NATO operation in Serbia is an excellent example of how air power can be used

decisively in low-intensity conflict. What is particularly interesting about this operation

2 Beale, p. 1.
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is that air power alone was used without a coordinated ground battle, as during Desen

Storm. In fact, the deployment of ground forces before the use of air power actually

limited the options available to planners as air strikes left the deployed ground forces

vulnerable to retaliation. As witnessed during the campaign, the Bosnian-Serbs took

advantage of the presence of the poorly defended and numerically inferior IJN troops by

taking them hostage to protect key targets as an attempt to divide the coalition.

Historical Background

The death of Marshal Tito, the former corimunist leader of Yugoslavia, and the

break-up of the Soviet Republics in the late 1980's resulted in the end to the cohesive

forces that had held the fractious Yugoslav people together. Serbian leaders sought to

exert their control on the region and the reaction of the Croatians and the Slovenians was

to declare independence in June 1991, sparking conflict between these two republics and

the Serbian-dominated Yugoslav People's Army (JNA). Much of the fighting was so

violent that a new term was used to describe the barbarity: ethnic cleansing. United

Nations Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 713 was the initial intemational effort to

stop the fighting in September 1991. It established a complete arms embargo against all

the parties. The deployment of the United Nations Protection Force (UNPROFOR) was

âuthorized by UNSCR 749 in April 1992 and resulted in the initial deployment of a small

force to Croatia to monitor a tenuous cease-fire. By March 1994, when the conflict

expanded to Macedonia and Bosnia-Herzegovina, it became the largest ever UN

undertaking; "this number eventually grew to 38,599 military peacekeepers supported by
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803 civilian police and more than 2,000 intemational civilian staff'3. However it

involved no US ground troops.

The former Yugoslavia missions came on the heels of some embarrassing UN and

US operations in Africa. In Somalia, US forces had gotten stuck in a quagmire of a

multi-sided civil war and were forced to withdraw. Initially the UN sanctioned mission

was solely a humanitarian aid operation, but expanded to include disarming the wa¡lords.

Unacceptable American casualties marred the operation and tumed the American public

against peacekeeping. As a result, newly elected President Clinton recalled all troops

from the area. The previous Bush administration as well as Clinton failed to define an

American national interest at stake in Somalia, to define clear and achievable objectives

for their forces, to properly appreciate the consequences of deploying elite combat troops

for a peacekeeping and humanitarian aid mission, and to define an end stâte and exit

strategy for the mission. UN interference with US commanders on the ground and

restrictive UN rules of engagement fiustrated policy-makers, rnilitary commanders, and

soldiers alike.a

The US administration, public, and military learned hard lessons that

preconditioned them against sending American ground troops into a conflict where the

US did not stand to benefit directly from the outcome. It v/as with these thoughts in mind

that the US framed the conflict in the former Yugoslavia. Although first Bush, and then

Clinton, wanted to demonstrate the US suppot of its NATO allies and wanted to prevent

3 David Johnson, Karl P. Mueller, and Williâm H. Taft, Co¿ventional Coerciott Across the Spectru,n of
Operatiotts: The Utilþ of US Mililary Forces in the Emerging Securþ Envirotunent, (Santa Monica,
RAND, 2002) p.88.
{ For more on US involvement in Somalia in 1992-1994, se€ Robert F. Baumann, Lawrence A. Yates, and

Versalle F. Washington,"My Clan Against the World" US and Coalition Forces in Somalia 1992'1994,
(Fort L€avenworth, Kansas: Combat Studies Institute Press, 2004).
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or stop the humanitarian crisis, the reaction of the public to another UN peacekeeping

operation and the caution provided by their military advisors caused them to enter the

former Yugoslavia with some trepidation.

The political maelstrom over the decision to apply force in Yugoslavia was no

less heated than during Somalia. Unfortunately for Bush, he was in the midst of a

campaign for re-election, and his opponents used the Yugoslavian conflict to gain

political points against him. As Beale states:

Because a US core security interest was not at stake, a military
commitment to peripheral and vaguely definable objectives created a
fertile ground for political opportunists. The media influence also played a
more significant role under these circumstances. Images of hapless war
victims and alleged atrocities being committed fed on public emotions,
clouding rational action and complicating political decisions.5

US decision makers fâced a public that was sympathetic to the plight of the Bosnians yet

would quickly tum angry if American lives we¡e lost without US national interest at

stake. The obvious solution was using air power, thereby preventing highly publicized

ground casualties that might inevitably occur.

Once President Clinton was elected, he aimed to make good on his campaign

promise to end the conflict in Yugoslavia. Owing to the effective Bosnian media

campaign, his initial statements suggested he wanted to side with the Bosnians by arming

and training them as well as bombing the Serbs, but since this was a UN controlled

operation, that prospect created strategic and political problems. He was advised against

this course by Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Colin Powell, who wanted a

clear objective, end-state, and a well-defined timetable and exit strategy to avoid another

Somalia. Allies within NATO and the UN diplomats were also very resistant to a

5 Maj Michael O. Beale, USAF, "Bombs Ove¡ Bosnia: The Role of Airpower in Bosnia-Herzegovina",
(Alabana: School of Advanced Aerospace Studies, 1996) p. 12.
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bombing campaign6. Most of the NATO allies, with the exception of the US, had

committed troops to UNPROFOR and were fearful of Serb retaliation against their

forcesT. The UN wanted to maintain its perceived neutrality. General powell was

convinced that if they focused on an effects-based operation, rather than territory based,

then air power could be used decisively to end the conflict without exposing surface

forces to undue risk.8

The lessons to be learned from Delibe¡ate Force are very telling as serbia posed a

very difficult tactical problem to us planners. The terrain and climate a¡e varied and at

times brutal, paÍicularly for mechanized ground forces. some areas of the country are

nearly impossible to ¡each with mechanized forces, such as tanks and armoured personnel

ca¡riers, which US forces rely heavily upon. As the enemy occupied all ofthe high

ground, confronting them with ground forces would necessarily expose them to great

losses, and above everything this is what the planners sought to avoid. Not only were

these practical difficulties a concem for planners, but they also had great difficulty

identifying what needed to be bombed to resolve the conflict. As Colonel Robert C.

Owen put it succinctly: "knowing that the Bosnian conflict sprang from the collapse of

the Yugoslavian Federation provided little foundation for strategic planning. crudely

put, a political breakup, in and of itself, provides few targets against which âir strategists

may ply their trade."e

6 Beale, p. 13
7 Beale. o. 13.
s For this argument see Lr. Gen. Norton A. Schwarø, USAF, and Col. Roberr Stephen, USAF, ,,Don't Go
Downtown without us: The Role of Aerospace Power in Joint urban operations;' Aerospace power
Journal, Spríng2Q00. See also; Ala¡ J. Vick, John Stillion, Dave Frelinger, Joel Kvitky, Benjamin S.
Lambeth, Jeffe¡son P. Marquis, Matthew waxman, -d.erosp ace operalions in rJrban Environtnenls:
Exploring New Coxcerts, (Santa Monica; RAND,2003).
e Col. Robert C. Owen, USAF, "The Balkans Air Campaign Study: part I,', Airpower Journal Summe¡
1997 , p.7 .
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To further complicate matters, this was ân operation of many firsts. It was the

first time NATO reacted collectively with force against an aggressor and the first time

NATO subordinated itself to the tlN in a command relationship. NATO commanders

and diplomats had to clear every authorization fo¡ the use of force with UN

representatives. It was also the first coercive and punitive use of force in a peace

enforcement operation, and us planning officers could not rely on previous experience or

doctrine to help them develop strategic plans, target selection, or com:¡and and control.

Everything about this operation was new to the USAF. As well, since there was

no general dipiomatic agreement on the targets that should be hit due to the possibility

that NATO might upset the balance of military power in favor of the croats and Bosnians

by only targeting Bosnian-Serb units, the planners had to be careful that they did not

inflict too many casualties even on their enemy. Bosnian-serbs were targeted precisely

due to the fact that they were perceived to have overwhelming military superiority over

their enemies and it was thought that by achieving force equity between the factions that

the war would stop as none ofthe sides could gain an advantage over the others. But the

bombing had to be limited in order to ensure that the croats and Bosnians Muslims did

not surpass the Bosnian-serbs in military might as a result, and thereby perpetuate the

conflict.

NATO forces, including US air power and logistical support, entered the conflict

in a supporting role to the LIN in June 1992, enforcing a no-fly zone (Operation Deny

Flight) and providing the bulk of the air transport used in the operation. It was under

these auspices that NATO launched operations Dead Eye and Deliberate Force before
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formerly taking over peacekeeping duties in the former Yugoslav republics from the UN.

As a participant in the campaign, Major Michael Beale put it this way:

To understand the role...Deliberate Force played in getting a psace
agreement signed, one must understand the political and historical context
of the war in Bosnia-Herzegovina. Ethnic animosities, severe economic
hardships, ând opportunistic leadership, combined with an uncertain post
Cold-War landscape, merged to create a confusing and dangerous situation
in Bosnia. By the lâte summer of 1995, the Bosnian Serbs, who early on
controlled707o of Bosnia, were in retreat. Serbia cut off its economic and
politicâl support of the Bosnian Serbs and a Bosnian/Croat Confederation
Army had been gaining ground against the beleaguered Serbs throughout

' the spring and summer. Facing defeat and domination, the Bosnian Serb
Army was a ripe target for a coercive bombing operation. Deliberate Force
proved to be the coercive catalyst that led to the Dayton peace agreement
and the current cessation of hostilities.l0

There is little doubt that even with the turning tide of the ground battle that fighting

would have continued had the bombing campaign not been executed. Dospite Croatian

and Bosnian offensives, the Bosnian-Serbs could still mass greater military strength,

through forces held in reserve and superior levels of equipment and armament, than both

of their foes before the bombing began. Moreover, it was possible that Serbia might be

fo¡ced to intervene directly if the war began to go badly for its ethnic brethren.

The US saw ending the conflict in the former Yugoslavia as vìtal. Most

importantly, the area was on NATO's back porch. If the alliance could do nothing to stop

it then it would lose much credibility and cohesion at time when it sought to expand. A

failure here could have easily put the strategically important alliance in jeopardy. As

well, years of UN attempts to bring an end to the conflict failed as the troops deployed

under the blue helmet were insufficient in nunber, and ill-equipped to counter the

aggression they confronted. The UN was also not willing to give the deployed forces

robust rules of engagement that were necessary for the ground forces to intercede in the

ro Beale, p. v
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conflict successfully. The European NATO allies themselves were not, at the time,

capable of deploying a force great enough to assure victory and with enough speed to

bring an immediate end. Most of their forces were still strategically fielded to counter a

cold war threat and were not structured for rapid and robust deployment. Fo¡ these

reasons, the us entered the conflict in force but was unwilling to accept a great amount

of casualties.

Planning for Coercive Air Strikes

The first application of air power came very early on under Operation Deny

Flight, In october 1992, the uN passed a resolution to prohibit flighr in the air space

over Bosnia unless the uN with NATo providing surveillance approved it. However,

without a mechanism to enforce the prohibition, NATO recorded over 500 violations in

under a year. LINSCR 816 authorized NATO to take a more active role in enforcing the

no-fly zone, and operation Deny Flight began 12 April 1993. Despite being mandated to

take a combat role, NATO airmen were constrained by the overly cautious uN Rules of

Engagement (RoE) that stated that the pilot had to actually observe not only a violation

of the air restriction, but also a hostile act in order to release weapons. The Bosnian-

serbs had the overwhelming advantage in air combat assets, particularly Russian attack

helicopters. It was difficult for the NATO jets to obse¡ve hostile acts by the helicopters,

âs the serb pilots would just land and wait for thejets to leave then continue on their

mission. Although NATO airmen experienced problems stemming from the strict uN

RoE and violations of UNSCR 816 remained high, Deny Flight did serve a couple of

purposes: it allowed the deployment of a robust combat ai¡ force to the region; it

succeeded in locating enemy air defences, radar sites, and communication nodes; and it
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displayed a show of force to the hostile pafies' These were necessary for later

operations, as well as the expansion of Deny Flight.

Primarily due to Bosnian-Serb aggression against IJNPROFOR ground troops

deployed to deliver humanitafian aid and monitor cease-fire agfeements, UNSCR 836

was passed on 4 June 1993 to authorize NATO to carry-out close air support (CAS)Ir

missions to deter the enemy against further attacks on UNPROFOR units, to protect UN

safe areas, and to ensure the freedom of movement of humanitarian convoys; offensive

air support (OAS)r2 to punish violators, and to suppress of enerny air defences (SEAD)I3

to safeguard NATO pilots flying over the operations area. The initial problems stemming

from the ,,dual key" authority, requiring both NATO and UN authorities to approve the

release of weapons, wero mostly alleviated by the delegation of authority to lower levels

in both organizations.

The issue of carrying-out air strikes in Bosnia was still highly contentious with

most of the European NATO allies opposed to the us plan, fearful that their troops

would be caught in the ensuing crossfire. Russia also opposed the plan, but for different

strâtegic reasons as it sided firmly with Serbia. Without agreement, the chaos in Bosnia

continued unabated, and indeed was aided, by intemational inaction;

By November of 1993, diplomatic handwringing and the confusing ground

picture ensured that the IJN and NATO accomplished little militarily or

politically. All three sides targeted UMROFOR soldiers' The majority of
ihe aid workers and UN personnel on the ground who lost their lives were

caught in Muslim and Croat crossfires' Lord Owen said on 15 November,

thaiintemational intervention in Bosnia might actually be prolonging the

rI CAS, or close air support, is defined as direct support of air assets to deployed ground forces at the

tâctical level. Essentiáliy air strikes against enemy militafy units to defend friendly ground forces
12 OAS, or offensive air support, is the term used to described air st¡ikes that are not used in direct support

of ground forces. Often calied interdiction, it can be sÙategic, opelational, or tactical in natule, whereas

CAS is always at the tactical level.
t3 SEAD, or suppressiOn of enemy air defences, targets enemy anti-air radar, surface to air missile

installations, aná anti-âir artillery, all generally refened to as IADS, or integfated air defence system.
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conflict since the humanitarian aid is helping to feed the warriors on all
t¿

sldes.'

Bosnian-Serbs, as a result of the intemational disagreement, were ultimately free

to do what they wished and pursued with great zeal their conquest of Bosnia. ln response

to a mortar attack on a market in February 1994, NATO ordered the Bosnian-Serb force

to withdraw its heavy guns from Sarajevo or risk punitive air strikes. The operational-

level planners were acutely aware of the disaster that would ensue if any unintended

target was destroyed and the operation and target list were developed under the strictest

scrutiny to ensure that every target would achieve the desired effect without resulting in

an undesirable impact. American diplomacy coupled with the continued violations of the

UNSCRs by the Serbs eventually pressured the NATO leaders to pursue a more

aggressive policy, even if reluctantly. However, political indecision and the time it took

to reach a diplomatic agreement did have some advantages to the military planners; "The

slow pace [of diplomatic negotiationsj. .. gave them time to overcome the institutional and

doctrinal impediments they faced in planning and executing sustained air operations over

Bosnia."l5

There was still no consensus among NATO allies, let alone the UN, for the use of

coercive air power. The US was by far the strongest proponent of using offensive air

strikes against the Bosnian-Serbs and Sebria to enforce UNSCRs, while the European

allies and the UN were by-and-large anxious over the perception that the force should

remain unbiased and neutral and the possible domestic political backlash of a bombing

campaign, especially when significant casualties were the likely result. Continued

Serbian violations of IINSCRs, and finally the shelling of innocent civilians in a so-called

ra Beale. o. 19.
t' O*"n, ìTh" Bulkans Air Campaign Study: Part I ", p. l0
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UN safe zone had the cumulative effect of the UN granting permission for NATO to

"take the gloves off."

The mission planners' great challenge was to develop a strategic plan, based upon

a more basic understanding of the conflict. From this examination they sought to identify

the sustaining caas¿s of the conflict and determined that they could achieve success

through force only if they could attack the sustaining causes effectively. Sustaining

causes, as defined by Owen, "is a term useful in this discussion to designate the forces

that 'move' a conflict from its root cause to its ultimate form."l6 Essentially, the

sustaining causes are what made them fight and what is making them continue to fight

rather than explore other options. This has been explained variously as ethnic tensions

inflamed by power-hungry politicians and military leaders, and a military imbalance of

one side over the others.

Ethnic tension does not explain the conflict entirely since the Croats, Bosnian-

Serbs, and Bosnians lived together for over fifty yeats without significant conflict under

the reign of Tito. Certainly the inflammatory rhetoric of the various ethnic leaders

seeking to fill the power vacuum left by Tito's death are partially to blame for the start of

hostilities. Still, though, fighting would not have been possible on the scaÌe rhat occurred

if one party had not been able to so completely dominate all the other sides militarily.

According to Owen,

Indeed, the chronology of the Bosnian conflict has its tangible beginnings
in the demagoguery of Slobadan Milosevic. Maneuvering for power, in
1987 he began using his position as president of the Yugoslavian I-eague
of Communists as a platform to whip up the ethnic pride and paranoia of
the Serb community of Serbia...The boldness and success of the Bosnian
Serbs' military offensive were consequences to some degree of their great

ró Owen, '"Ihe Balkans Air Campaign Study: Pfft 1", p. 7
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military 14vantage over the Moslem [Bosnian-Muslim] and Croat
factions.lT

This, then, gave US planners something to target to eliminate the sustaining causes and

end the conflict. By eliminating the Bosnian-Serb military advantage and achieving

military parity among the parties, the Bosnian-Serbs would not have the same chance of

success and may be more willing to negotiate. This could not have been achieved as

quickly or as bloodlessly by either indigenous or coalition ground forces.

Planners naturally could call upon existing strategic air power doctrines that

existed at the time of Deliberate Force and could have been used in creating a target list.

However, in inte¡views with those involved in the key planning of the operation

afterwards, no one "uncovered oral evidence that [the planning team] had any working

knowledge of them."lE Interestingly, ifone applies Robert pape's denial strategyleand

John Warden's five-ring paradigm2o to the available targets in Bosnia, Owen suggests

that, "despite their markedly different theoretical propositions and planning

approaches. ,. these... theories generally produced target sets simila¡ to one anotheì and to

the targets actually bombed during Deliberate Force."2r It's difficult to determine if this

similarity was the result of the relative scarcity of strategic targets and the consequent

focus on the tactical picture, or if the same effect would occur in every conflict involving

air power. If strategic targets had been available for attack, perhaps the target set bâsed

on the different theories would have produced different results. What is particularly

salient here is that without the benefit of existing doctrine for conducting a combined air

I? Owen, ''Ihe Balkans Air Campaign Study: Part 1", p. 8.
'' Owen, "The Balkans Air Campaign Study: Part 1", p. I L
'' Robert A. Pape, Bon bing to Wht: Coercion aud Air Power in War, (lthaca: Cornell University press,
i996).

'0 John A. W ard,en, The Aír Campaign: Plannùry for Conrba!, (Washitgton D.C.: National Defense
University Press, 1988).
2r Owen, "Ihe Balkans Air Campaign Study; Parr 1", p. L l.
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campaign under UN auspices, or using existing theory, the air planners desigred a target

list that not only proved to be very successful, but was also in line with contemporary

theory. It also shows that air power can be successful without conducting a strategic

bombing campaign by focusing only on fielded military forces and tends to give credit to

Pape's denial theory.

The CAOC (Combined Air Operations Center)22 produced a package of three

targeting options:

Option one provided for [Offensive Air Strikes] of limited duration and
scope against military forces and weapon systems directly violating UN
resolutions or attacking IJN peace forces or other personnel. Optionlwo
targets were mechanisms for lifting sieges. Their focus remained on
military forces and supporting elements, but their scope expanded to
include targets throughout the immediate environs of a besieged safe area.

Option-three targets marked out a broa4er campaign against targets
outside the immediate area of a siege.23

Obviously these actions were directed against the Serbs since they were the main culprits

violating UNSCRs and besieging safe areas, as well as the dominant military force

amongst the three factions. The reason for the three options was to give the political

decision-makers more flexibility if a decision to use force was made. If they chose

option one, then they could easily escalate to option two if the destruction of the first

target set was insufficient to end the conflict. Although military personnel, vehicles and

equipment, other wise known as "direct" targets, were the primary targets in all three

packages to avoid as much collateral damage as possible, the air commanders believed

that more strategic effect would be gained by attacking "indirect" targets, "such as

22 Although a NATO operation, there were no international officers in the CAOC and Deny Flight, "Dead
Eye", and "Deliberate Force" were all planned and executed solely by USAF officers. The US had invited
the participating NATO states to send officers to the CAOC, but none did. Whether it was because they
were unprepared to do so due to the level of their cornpetence or due to political considerations is not cleaf
See Owen,'The Balkans Air Campaign Study: Part 1", p. 17-18.
23 Owen, 'The Balkans Air Campaign Study: Part I", p.15.
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bridges, command facilities, supply dumps, and so on."2a Consequently, these targets

were included in each of the three packages to ensure thât no matter which package was

decided upon by the diplomats, NATO air power would still achieve success' konically,

and despite the coercive effect of Deliberate Force, "NATO initiated the campaign to

protect the safe areas [and] there wâs no overt general commitment to bomb the Bosnian

Serbs into talking."2s Success, as it was defined by the military planners, meant

protecting the safe areas from further attack.

Coercive Äir Operations

Operation Dead Eye was the preparation for Deliberate Force. Its objective was

to clear the way for NATO air strikes against Serb forces by destroying its anti-air

defense system. It was unique in that there was no limitation on the âreas that were

eligible for targeting so long as it was determined that the target was a threat to friendly

forces. "NATO planners...were thinking in terms of broad-ranging ground attacks,

supported by a theaterwide SEAD campaign in defense of Bosnian cities rather than the

halting and piecemeal applications that had characterized the use of âir to that point."26

The fea¡ from the UN and the NATO allies was that the Serbs would take hostages in

retaliation for the air strikes. They had good reason to fear this.

In the spring of 1994, the Bosnian Serbs laid siege to the town of Gorazde, a

designated UN safe area, to force Muslims from the town and control a critical

communications node. While NATO or the UN did not immediately respond, it did so

once an UNPROFOR soldier was killed, dropping bombs for the first time in Alliance

history to destroy a Bosnian Serb command post and an armored vehicle. The Serb

ã Orven, "The Balkans Air Campaign Study: P4 1",p.21.
25 Col. Robert C. Owen, "The Balkans Air Campaign Study: Part2",Aírpower Journal,Fall 1997,p 14
26 Owen, 'The Balkans Air Campaign Study: Part 1", p. 19.
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commander retaliated by sunounding the 150 TINPROFOR soldiers stationed there and

rhrearened to kill them unless NATO stopped the bombing. As one LJN diplomat stated,

it ,,brought home to us the limits and difficulties of using airpower when you had such an

exposed force on the ground."27 This apprehensiveness seriously curtailed the effects of

the campaign.

Dead Eye proceeded with a SEAD plan that was designed specifically for the

unique political circumstances of the conflict. Having had over three years to plan, US

officers making up the cAoc wefe confident of the operation's success if they were

allowed to caÍy out the entire plan against the complete target set. They were also

confident that once the attacks began, they could not be easily stopped since that would

mean undermining the uN and NATo commitment and limiting the desired effect upon

the enemy. The CAOC had identified several Zones of Action (ZOA); areas around (IN

safe zones that were under siege by Bosnian-Serb forces, which were to be the centers of

attack during the operâtion. Few air strikes were actually carried out during Dead Eye,

however, because the UN still held a veto over the targets and the release of weapons and

they had reduced the target list to a level that made the operation more of a risk to NATO

aircrew without a great enough potential payoff in terms of effect on the enemy. The

Dead Eye plan and target set rolled into Deliberate Force once NATO had been given the

go ahead,

Operation Deliberate Force2s wâs triggered in response to the shelling of Sarajevo

by the Bosnian Serb Army (BSA) on August 28ù, 1995, killing 37 civilians and injuring

2? Michael Williams, UN special advisor, found in Beale, p. 22
?8 All factual data, unless otherwise noted, has been taken from the NATO Unclassified F¿cf S/¡eel for

Allied Forces Southern Europe participation in "Operation Deliberate Force." It is cunent as of September

19, t996.
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many others. The BSA had previously disregarded the UN Safe Areas, had targeted

NATO forces, and had actually increased the amount of factional fighting since the UN

passed a resolution calling for a cease-fire and negotiations to start. Deliberate Force

began when the fi¡st NATO bomb impacted on August 30th, 1995. Direcr attacks were

executed on BSA units threatening the UN Safe Areas, as well as BSA heavy weapons,

command-and-control capability, and air defense units. The very next day, the Serbs

requested a 24-hour suspension of air strikes to negotiate. This was later extended to

September 4ú. The negotiations were unsuccessful in the minds of both NATO and UN

delegates, and the operation resumed on September 5ù. By September 14th, the Bosnian

Serbs had had enough of the relentless bombardment and were ready to accept UN terms.

It took just twelve days of air strikes to accomplish the goal of the mission. ln

that time, 220 fighter aircraft and 70 support aircraft from the US, Great Britain, Italy,

Germany, Holland, Greece, Turkey, Spain and France flew 3,515 sorties and delivered

1,026 weapons against 48 targets, including 338 individual aim points.2e More than two-

thirds (2,318) of the combat sorties were flown byUS assets. In Owen's words: "These

figures equated to just about a busy day's sortie count for coalition air forces during the

Gulf lVar."3o Though small in scope, the campaign was massive in implications for air

power. Until Deliberate Force the prevailing opinion was that air power could only play

a mobility and intelligence-gathering role in UN peacekeeping operations. As one critic

2e Owen, 'The Balkans Air Campaign Study: Part 2", p. 8. A DMPI (desired mean point of impact) is the
point of aim for the aircrew. The reason for the discrepancy in nurnbers (48 ta.rgets vs.338 DMPI) isthat a

single target may have several DMPIS to ensure the ta¡get is desÍoyed. An example is a supply dump that
may be spread out into many separate caches to avoid destruction from one bomb. Although the supply
d-ump is the general target, each cache is a DMPI sele¡ted to destroy the target.
ru Orven, The Balkans Air Campaign Study; Part 2", p. 8.
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wrote,"Theroleofairpowerinpeacekeepingisauxiliary."3lTheBalkanoperations

proved differently. That air power could be used independently and decisively to end

conflict. In fact, in a coercive campaign similar to Bosnia, it may be preferable to use air

power before deploying any ground troops to ensure greater freedom of action.

Air strikes were not the only method of coercion used on the Serbs. There were

two other major factors that contributed to their eventual agreement to LIN demands. The

first is the economic sanctions levied against the Serbian Republic, which had a

disastrous effect on the Serb economy and applied pressure on the military conìrnanders

to negotiato. While this was certainly hurting the Serb govemment and people, it did not

have a drastic effect on the military capability of the Bosnian-Serb military forces.

The other factor wâs the successful Croatian offensive in 1995 against the Serb

controlled Croatian Krajina that took away vital Serbian territory. The Bosnians also had

made substantial improvements to their fielded forces and began an offensive campaign

against Serb held territory in central and southem Bosnia-Herzegovina. The net effect of

both counter-offensives created the winning conditions of diplomatic success by

separating the territory held by the Serbs and the opposing factions to 5lVol49%o

respectively, the already diplomatically agreed to distribution of territory, and down from

The 70%ol307o in the Serbs favor earlier in the year. What is clear, however, is that if the

air strikes had not begun at this point, fighting would have certainly continued as the

Bosnian-Serbs were likely still superior militarily to their foes in terms of sophistication

and equipment and stood to gain more from prolonged conflict.

3r Lt Col. Brooks L. Bash, USAF, "Airpower and Peacekeepir,g", A¡rpower Jounral, Spring 1995. See

also Dr Steven Metz, '"The Air Force Role in United Nations Peacekeeping",.Aþ ower Journal, r,Ì,1inter

1993, for a similar argument,
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The BSA still retained the bulk of its artillery capability, most of its armor and

mechanized forces, and a clear superiority of fixed and rotary wing combat aircraft. The

Croats and Bosnians did not attack those a¡eas where the BSA had these hard assets

deployed, such as Sarajevo. Given an opportunity to redeploy its forces, it is doubtful

that the Croats and Bosnians could have held onto their gains against a Se¡b counter

attack as they had extreme difficulty just to generate these forces and could not easily or

quickly maintain their forces in the face of combat losses of troops and equipment,

particularly with an ongoing arms embargo.

The concurrent air campaign significantly reduced the Serbs' ability to command

their forces and move them to areas to mount c¡edible counter-offensives or even to

defend the territory being threatened.32 Although the simultaneous air and ground

offensives were unintended, the cumulative effect on Serb military commanders and

politicians alike ultimately forced them to accept the diplomatic agreement that they had

previously been hostile to.

The outcome was unprecedented, John A. Tirpak describes it: "A three-week

campaign...it included some artillery fire, but it was dominated by air power, rhe weight

of which hammered the Bosnian Serb heavy weapons, ammunition depots, command-

and-control bunkers, and other targets."33 This was a lesson in how to use coercive force

through air power. NATO learned that it could avoid the costs of lengthy overseas

OOTW deployments of ground troops by using a smaller number of aircraft to influence

the parties involved. Although in this operation IFOR (Implementâtion Force) was

deployed to polico the area, and NATO had mobilized 60,000 troops, ground forces were

32 James S. Corum, "Airpower and Peace Enforcem ent", Airpower Journ¿t Vol. X, No. 4 (Winter 1996), p
20.
33 John A. Tirpak, "Deliberate Force", A¡¡ Force Magazine, October 1997, Vol. 80, No. 10, p. 3ó.
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not extensively used during Deliberate Force. In this regard NATO was initially hindered

by the more passive IIN policy and could not exert the immediate force it desired.

The sporadic application of air power caused retaliatory attacks on friendly troops

on the ground who were sparingly deployed and in small numbers. In the future, the US

discovered that the deployment of troops should only come after airpower had weakened

the enemy to such a state the it could no longer pose a threat to even small numbers of

friendly ground troops, or until an acceptable peace arrangement has been signed; a

lesson that would inform the Kosovo campaign.

In total, Operation Deliberate Fo¡ce was a fairly small operation when compar.ed

to the Gulf War, but it more closely resembled the more frequent conflicts that the US

might be drawn into. Clashes such as this in the Balkans have been far more frequent

locations for deployment of US troops and airc¡aft than major wars like that in haq. What

was different about this operation from Desert Storm is the increased use of precision

guided munitions. Seventy percent of all bombs dropped (708 out of 1,026) were

PGMs3a. This is a major improvement over the Gulf War and placed US pilots in less

danger than in the Gulf by enabling them to release weapons at a greater distance from

the target.

The improved accuracy from the increased used of PGMs also limited collateral

damage. Although it is difficult to quantify the true amount of unintended damage, "The

simple fact that Bosnian Serb leaders made no effort to exploit collateral damage

politically indicates that they had little to exploit."35 The modem air force better utilized

its new technology to achieve its ends with increased speed and precision, and with

ra Owen, "The Balkans Air Campaign Study: Part 2", p. 12,
r) Owen, '"The Balkans Air Campaign Study: Part 2", p. 20.
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minimal destruction of non-targeted or civilian units. Gen. Michael E. Ryan, then

commander of NATO southern air forces, stated: "I think precision munitions are not

only here to stay, but they're...the wave of the future."36

Delibe¡ate Force displayed what airpower used to its fullest extent can accomplish

in short period of time without the aid of ground forces. As Tirpak put it:

Within three weeks of the first bomb on ta¡get, recalcitrant Serb leaders
agreed to enter serious negotiations with their foes in the three-year-old
wa¡. Within two months, the Dayton Accords had been signed, effectively
bringing the war to a halt. The operation is regarded as the prime modern
example of how judicious use of airpower, coupled with hard-nosed
diplomacy, can stop a ground force in its tracks and bring the worst of
enernies to the bargaining table.3?

It should be noted that while the land contribution was small, limited to some artillery

fire, it was the troops on the ground who were exposed to the most danger and were

attacked daily in response to NATO air strikes. Owen sums up the land force

contribution:

During the bombing, [ground] forces mainly held their positions or
conducted limited patrol operations, but they did not go on the offensive.
At the same time, elements of NATO's Rapid Reaction Force (RRF) took
an active, though limited, role in the intervention's offensive. , .During the
first two days of Deliberate Force, its artillery units shelled Bosnian Serb
military forces in the Sarajevo a¡ea. These bombardments certainly had
some effect on Serb military capabilities, and they probably had some
effect on their diplomatic calculations. However, given the lack of
emphasis placed on them by the diplomats.. .the effects of these
activities...probably were limited, at least in relation to the effects of the
air campaign."38

36 
Quoted from Tirpak, "Delibe¡ate Force", p. 43.

" Tirpak, "Deliberate Force", p. 37-38.
38 Orven, "Ihe Balkans Air Campaign Study: Part 2", p. 14
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Clearly, then, this was not ajoint operation and air power was able to carry the day by

itself. This flew in the face of theories that suggested any use of air power must be joint

and be coordinated with surface forces to ensure success.3e

Conclusion

Operations Dead Eye and Deliberate Force displayed a heretofore-unseen ability

of airpower to act decisively on its own. The impact for future policy in similar conflicts

is profound. There is little to suggest that a NATO ground campaign could have

achieved the same results as bloodlessly and as quickly as air power did. The Bosnian

tenain is brutal for a ground campaign; incredibly mountainous and forested, it is less

than ideal for a mechanized force. Deploying sufficient numbers of light infantry to

counter the Serb aggression would have been likewise difficult. Since air power can act

as a decisive coercive instrument on its own without a supporting deployment of surface

forces, as these operations indicate, the US was capable of projecting coercive force with

little risk and cost.

The success in the Bosnian operation was total, and this surprised many.

"Deliberate Force was an achievement on a scale that even airpower proponents did not

anticipate."ao According to Gen. Ryan, "Deliberate Force testifies to the capability of air

power 'to coerce compliance with intemational mandates. ..when it was finally used in

verydeliberate...butsustainedway."'alAscanbeseenfromthisexample,airpowercan

be used effectively and decisively in a wide spectrum operations, including peacemaking.

This goes contrary to belief that "in a world where almost all wars are fought not between

states, but within them, many if not most of [airpower's] elements have become useless

3e 
See Maj Scott A. Fedorchak, USAF, "Air Operations Must be ,/oir¡r", Airpower Journal Spring 1995,* Tirpak, "Deliberate Force", p. 39

ar 
Quoted from Tirpak, "Deliberate Force", p. 43.
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and obsolete. "a2 Air power acted nearly alone and was more than able to meet all of its

set goals, which brought about the end of conflict very quickly.

Bosnia was a very different scenario than the Gulf War and, as shall be seen, the

air campaign over Afghanistan. As well, Deliberate Force was a combined operation that

involved not only the contributing countries of NATO, but also the tIN. Although air

assets came from many contributing countries, the us flew the bulk of combat missions,

provided all the Airbome Waming and Control System (AWACS) coverage, and US

officers performed all the planning and execution (at the command level) of the

operation, making it really a US operation. For the airmen involved, ,,it was a

strategically limited, tactically inrense, high-technology, coalition air campaign,

conducted under tight rostraints of time and permissible collateral damage; further, it was

aimed at coercing political and military compliance from a regionaì opponent who had no

alrpower." -

In its purest form this operation was like any other undertaking involving the use

of force. The objective was to obtain an effect, In most wars, that effect is the surrender

or obliteration of your opponent. In the case of Bosnia, it was to coe¡ce of the Serbs to

adhere to the UNSCRs and agree to UN demands for peace. The lesson that must be

taken away is that air power, like naval power in the days of the British Empire, can be a

very decisive coercive tool when it is used in a consistent manner. If one avoids the

sporadic use of air power that typified its use in Bosnia prior to mid-1995, then it may be

successful without a coordinated ground offensive, and therefore without significant risk

of casualties.

42.Ma¡tin van creveld, quoted from John Hillen, '?eacekeeping at the speed of sound: The Relevancy of
Airpower Doctrine in Operations othe¡ rhanW ar", Aírpower Ja¿r¿øl Vol. XII, No.4 (V/inter 1998), p.7.
" Owen, "The Balkans Air Campaign Study: Part 2", p. 20.
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In any form but an independent air campaign, Deliberate Force would
have given the Serb faction a vâstly greater opportunity to fight back and

inflict casualties on NATO and UN forces. Reasonably, the Serbs would

have fought back, at least long enough to see if killing some number of
interventionist troops would break the will of their political leaders.*

It is difficult to envision a scenario involving ajoint effort of air and surface forces that

would have resulted in greater or quicker success with fe\Ä,er câsualties than using air

power alone did.

As well, strategic targets were attacked, although not extensively, during the

campaign, despite the difficulty of choosing politically acceptable ones and the pressure

to focus only on the opposing deployed forces near the IIN safe areas. These attacks

were able to achieve greater strategic effect by focusing on the enemy's mobility, such as

road and rail systems, command and control, such as headquarters buildings, military

leadership and communications nodes, and logistics infrastructure' such as storage

faciìities, fuel dumps, and ammunition caches. This accomplished the two-fold objective

of minimizing the Bosnian Serb military capability and reducing enemy casualties to a

smaller, more politically acceptable, amount. As well, given the relatively small amount

of sorties flown to achieve success, this experience demonstrates that the US need not

deploy a combat air force numbering in the mâny hundreds.

what is particularly crucial to these types of operations is an understanding of the

political circumstances of the conflict, the military situations, and the availability of

targets. what the diplomats wanted was a quick, and low-risk method to put an end to a

bloody and well+elevised war in NATO's back yard'

And that's what Delibe¡ate Force did. It did what three years of factional
ground fighting, peacekeeping, and international diplomacy had yet to

achieve. Almost at the instant of its application, airpower stopped the

* "Th" Balkans Air Campaign Study:Part2",p.21.
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attacks on the safe areas and made further large-scale fighting over

Bosnian territory largely pointless. In so doing, it drastically altered the

military situation on the ground, and it gave the UN and NATO control of
the pâce and the content of the peace process."'

And it did it in only twelve days of bombing and the use of only a fraction of the

capability that the USAF has today.

The complete and total triumph of air power is indicative of its decisiveness. Not

only was it the primary force used in the Bosnian campaign, but it was the only force that

was politically acceptable as well. The longlasting peace that has fesulted in the Balkans

is directly attributable to Deliberate Force and its long-term effects on the Serbian

psyche. The subsequent deployment of massive numbers of NATO troops to ensure the

peace does not diminish the fact that it was air power that achieved the peace in the first

place. As well, it was used again in the Balkans to successfully enforce peace in Kosovo,

during Operation Allied Force, despite the deployment of large numbers of well-armed

friendly ground forces. As shall be seen in the following chapter, air power is also

decisive in more robust warfare where the objective is notjust coercion of a government

or leader, but an entire regime change.

a5 Owen, '"Ihe Balkans Air Campaign SlvdytPart2",P 24
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If the Gulf War and Operation Deliberate Force were rapid evolutions in the

application of air power, operation Enduring Freedom (oEF) was revolutionary. For the

first time in the history of wa¡fare, the relationship between 'supporter' and ,supported'

was flipped on its head; surface forces supported the air war. This was not unintentional,

but the strategic plan from the very beginning. Ten years earlier, the idea that "land

power and air power are co-equal and independent forces: neither is an auxiliary of the

other"l was seen as radical. It had always been the primary role of air power to support

the surface forces, with the strategic air campaign an oft-neglected sideline ofthe ground

battle. Now, having applied the lessons leamed in operations Desert storm, Deliberate

Force, and Allied Force2, united states decision makers revolutionized the way America

fights wars.

This operation saw the first use of some new technology, such as new weapons

and intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) systems, the longest sustained

naval air campaign in history, the largest use of close air support (cAs) in a single battle,

the longest sortie ever flown by a combat aircraft, and one of the largest airlift operations

ever recorded. Truly OEF was revolutionary in many ways.

More than any previous campaign, the war against the Taliban and Al eaeda in

Afghanistan demonstrated the true decisiveness of modem air power. It can win wars

when coupled with support from surface forces. The air component demonstrated

remarkable flexibility, often receiving target information while in flight and attacking

targets sometimes within minutes of receiving the request.

I David Maclsaac, "voices from the central Blue: The Airpowe¡ Theo¡ists", ¡llø kers of Modern strategy,
ed. Peter Paret. (Princeton; Princeton University press, 198ó) p. 626.
'operation ALLIED FoRcE was the NAToJed air srrikes againsr serb fo¡ces in Kosovo in 1999.
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What made OEF unique was that joint airpower was able to respond on
command in a harsh, politically complex environment. The ai¡power
component set the conditions for a coalition campaign and achieved
success from the first night onward, adapting to tactical constraints and
bringing precise firepower to bear. Indeed, B0 percent of the targets struck
by US airpower were "flex targets"--those given to pilots en rouìe.3

On September 11, 2001 the United States armed forces were thrust from a

standing start into a rapid and robust deployment of forces to the most remote theater its

forces have ever operated in. united States central command (cENTcoM), responsible

for southeast Asia, began an intense planning activity that would culminate in oEF. The

sheer logistics of what was accomplished in only three weeks is staggering.

By October 7, 2001, the first day of combat air operations, the US had staged two

of its twelve formidable carrier air wings (cv!v) to conduct combat operations against

Afghanistan, with two more that would contribute to operations within ten days. The

combined Air operations center (cAoc) in Saudi A¡abia was rapidly modernized and

reinforced. It had already created an elaborate and detailed target set to defeat the

Taliban and utterly destroy Al Quaeda forces based in Afghanistan. Most remarkably, a

twenty-four hour, seven-day-a-week ISRa net was being established over the entire

country for the first time in history, This net passed on real-time imagery and signals to

the CAOC, CENTCOM headquarters in Tampa Bay, Florida, the White House, and to

Ground Forwa¡d Air controllers (GFACs) who were positioned with surface forces to

provide more accurate strike information. This incredible system allowed for a

previously unseen of level of situational awareness for US planners.

3 Rebecca Grant, "An Air war Like No o ther", Air Force Magazlire, November 2002, vol. g5, No. l l, p,
30.
{ For the first time in the history of warfare, information ¡eceived from satellites, reconnaissance and
electronic rvarfare aircraft, unmanned aerial vehicles (uAvs), and forward air controllers on the ground
was fed in real time into an integrated system, so that all the data rvas compiled for all sources utãll ti.".
to giYe the commander a real time piclure of enemy and friendly force movement over the entire country.
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Supporting this effort, modest when compared with other recent US interventions,

such as the Gulf War and even the various operations in the Balkans, was a major

logistical undertaking. US Forces did not have pre-existing basing areas or airport

infrastructure within striking range of would-be târgets. The absence of adequate basing

facilities posed a different set of problems; rather than moving massive amounts of troops

and equipment into one forward staging location, many areas had to be established and

supported simultaneously.

By some measures, OEF could be considered a small combat operâtion,
given the number of aircraft and personnel deployed, the number of
beddown locations employed, and the number of sorties flown, all of
which are small compared with other recent Air Force operations.
However, the combination of short planning timelines and poor existing
infrastructure created especially demanding requirements for combat
support operations.s

Historical Background

The Bush administration was under intense pressure in the days and weeks

following the terrorist attack of September 1l to take some action. The Administration

did not want to follow the example of its predecessor and launch a few cruise missiles to

destroy meaningless targets. Rather, it wanted to make a substantial diplomatic and

military offensive against the terrorists and the states harboring them. As President Bush

stated,

whether we bring our enemies to justice or bring justice to our enemies,
justice will be done...It will not look like the air wa¡ over Kosovo two
years ago.. .Our response involves far more than instant retaliation and
isolated strikes. ..We will direct every resource at our command - every
means of diplomacy, every tool of intelligence, every instrument of law

5 Robert S. Tripp, Kristin F. Lynch, John G. Drew, and Edward W. Chan, Suppa rting Air and Space
ExpediÍionary Forces: L¿ssons l*arned Frorn Operøtion Erduring Freedorn (Santa Monica: RAND
Corporation, 2004), p. 18.
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enforcement, every financial influence, and every necessary weaÞon of
war - to the disruption and defeat of the global tènor netwárk.6 

^

Bush was cognizant of the requirement to portray the conflict as a war against terror and

not against Islam and to gain political legitimacy within the intemarional community,

particularry within the Islamic world. strategica y he wanted not to merery focus on

Afghanistan, but arso on Al euaeda and other terrorist organizations located in some 60

different states.T once convinced by his advisors that going after a broad array of

military targets at once was not militarily feasibre, as it wourd arso threaten the roose

coalition support, he decided to "pick them off one at a time"E and focus on Afghanistan

first.

The success of the diplomatic efforts greatly enabled the military operation.

critical partners were brought on board, such as saudi Arabia, where the cAoc was

located, and Pakistan, Afghanistan's closest ally and the strongest intemationar suppofer

of the Taliban. The leaders of pakistan cut off support to the Taliban, rent legitimacy to

the uS action' and alrowed over-flight permission of its airspace for uS strike and

suppofi aircraft. uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan offered varying

levels of support fo¡ critical operational aspects like basing and airfierds, which were in

very short supply to uS forces, after intensive American diplomatic efforts in those states

as well as in Russia. For its part, Russia did not offer any military assets, partially

because of the military burden in chechnya, it did assisr rhe diplomatic effort in obtaining

US access to bases in Asia and also lent legitimacy to the subsequent war.

6 Benjamin s. Lamb eth, Air power Agai¡ur Tenor: Atneica,s conduct or operatìort Enduritry Freedont,(Santa Monica: RAND Corporarion, 2005) p. 15.

, Î:}:1, 1:.1 l::ellc:i:tst.Tftot: lmàrica's conduct of operation Enduring Freedotn, p. 45.- Lamberh' Air fower Against Terror: America's conduct ol operatíon Enduritrt Freedoní, p. +5.
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The strategic framework of the American response emerged with four

components: a military offensive against bin Laden and his terrorist network; a

diplomatic and possible military campaign against states known to ha¡bor terrorists; the

formation of a worldwide counterteÍorist network; and domestic initiatives to improve

homeland security.e The first and second objectives were given to the Joint Chiefs of

Staff (JCS) and they handed them to CENTCOM to begin planning what would

eventually become OEF.

Planning had already begun based on guidance from Secretary of Defense Donald

Rumsfeld. Senior military leaders had also been gathering information on Afghanistan

and the region. Options had already been analyzed for striking at Bin Laden and al

Qaeda, but as for confronting both al Qaeda and the Taliban simultaneously, "there was

nothing on the shelf that could be pulled down to provide at least an outline."r0

Strategic targets in Afghanistan were scarce as there was no electrical grid to

speak of, nor was there anything beyond very rudimentary infrastructure which had been

ravaged for over two decades by war. The Taliban and al Qaeda had combatants highly

dispersed throughout the country without much in the way of troop concentrations oI

military installations. In mâny cases, Taliban and al Qaeda troops were situated among

the civilian population or indiscernible from civilians to anyone except native Afghanis.

Like Operation Deliberate Force, the overriding concem was to avoid collateral damage

and the local civilian population, which ruled out strikes to bridges, main supply routes,

and other targets in built-up areas. To accomplish its goals, the uS forces badly needed a

source of local intelligence and expertise.

e Lambelh, Air Power Against Terror: America's Cottduct oÍ Operation Enduring Freedo'n, p' 40-41'
r0 Lambeth,,4i¡ P¿p er Against Terror: Anerica's Coniluct oJ Operation Enduring Freedom, p' 49-50
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The Northern Alliance consisted of several groups of guerilla fighters left over

from the resistance ofthe Soviet occupation who came together to oppose the Taliban.

The alliance was also recognized by the uN as the legitimate government of Afghanistan.

CIA operatives had been in contact with this group for years, and the military used this

relationship to acquire much needed experience and guidance. InseÍions of American

special operations forces (SOF) teams from the Army and Navy, as well as Air Force

ground forward air controllers (GFAC), were planned prior to the start of the air

campaign, to give the aircrew and the CAOC eyes on the ground. Due mostly to weather,

they were not able to make the insertion in sufficient numbers until eleven days into the

campaign. Nonetheless, once integrated with the Northern Alliance, their presence

produced maj or gains.

CENTCOM plans called for a massive build-up of land forces over the course of

months. Projections from military advisors went from 40,000 troops to 250,000.1 I

Rumsfeld responded, "Try again. ..Go off, be more creative, we don't want to put huge

forces on the ground, and your time lines are too long."r2 What US decision makers

wanted was a rapid, visible, and fo¡ceful response to the terrorist attacks that would not

only achieve the goals set out by the administration, but also satisfy the American public

and maintain intemational political support. what they got was a minimally destructive,

precision air campaign supported by small numbers of SOF teams imbedded with

Nofhern Alliance forces focused on the removal of the Taliban and the destruction of al

Qaeda. The avoidance ofcivilian casualties was a key planning factor, The planning

effort to achieve this was enonnous;

rr Rebecca G¡ant, "Ihe War Nobody Expected", Air Force Magazine, April20O2 yol. 85, No. 04, p. 3;
and Rebecca Grant, "An Air Wa¡ Like No Other", p.32.
1z Lambeth, Air Power Against Tenor: Anerica's Conduct oJ Operation Endurìng Freeilon, p. 51.
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...in the space ofjust a little over three weeks, the US government pulled

together an effective international coalition, crafted the beginnings of a

serviceable war strategy, moved needed fo¡ces and material to the region,

developed alliances with indigenous anti-Taliban elements in Afghanistan,

arranged for regional basing and overflight permission, laid the

groundwork for an acceptable target approval proce,ss' and prepared to

conduct concurrent humanitarian relief operations. ''

By the time attacks began on October 7, 2001, it was decided that air power

would be the main force deployed by the US, with the Northern Alliance, small southem

Pashtun tribes, small numbers of US SOF personnel and CIA operatives bearing the brunt

of the ground campaign.

The conventional view from the Army planners was that this group was

unprepared to confront al Qaeda and the Taliban without substantial assistance from a

large us ground force. As Rebecca Grant temarked, they were "dead right about the

Northern Alliance's need for help but wrong about the source. Help was about to arrive,

in a spectacular form, from CENTCOM's joint air component."r4

The Air Campaign

The challenge in attacking Afghanistan from the air was not a traditional one. It

had some fighter aircraft, but intelligence suggested they could not fly. Its inte$ated air

defence system was neither a system nor integrated, It was only a superficial threat that

existed from anti-aircraft artillery (AAA) and man-held portable SAM's, some of them

American-made Stinger missiles supplied during the Soviet intervention. The aim was to

remove any threat, no matter how inconsequential, to friendly aircraft, to disrupt the use

of Afghanistan as a terrorist base, and to reduce the military capability of the Taliban.

f3 Lambeth, ,4rr pop er Against Tenor: Anrcricø's Co,tduct oÍ Operation Endurirtg Freedom, p. 59
ra 

Rebecca Grant, "An Air War Like No Other"' p. 33.
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On the opening night 42 US warplanes, including B-2s from the continental US,

B-52s and B-lBs f.rom Diego Garcia, and 25 carrier-based fighters entered Afghanistan

not in search of enemy forces, but rather "airfields, training camps, headquarters

facilities, and material"l5 as well as the previously mentioned air defences and some

SCUD missile launchers. 50 cruise missile strikes were also launched. As well, C-17s

operating from Germany dropped 34,400 food packets into Afghanístan as part of the

President's plan to win the heafs and minds of the civilian population. The initial salvo

was successful and no Afghani fighters took to the air to oppose the onslaught and no

friendly aircraft were damaged. The fighters and bombers hit 31 targets with 275

individual aim points.r6

Until a substantial SOF presence was successful in connecting with the Northem

Alliance eleven days into the campaign, air assets focused on fixed targets inside

Afghanistan. They only attacked troop concentralions when they could be positively

identified as enemy forces as approved by CENTCOM to avoid the possibility of civilian

casualties. They struck at bunkers, the homes of the Taliban leadership, and military

installations. Many targets were also hit multiple times to satisfy CENTCOM's

demanding battle damage assessment (BDA)I? requirements. During the first five days,

American warplanes dropped 1,791 bombs on various fixed targets,rs not a very busy day

r5 Lambeth,,{rr P¿per Against Tenor: Anerica's Conduct of Operøtíon Enduring Freedom, p 78-79.
l6 Individual aim points are all the necessary components that must be hit to destroy a single target. Many
targets have multiple aim points. For instance, a AAA site has a the gun, the fire control radar, and the

ammunition.
r7 Battle damage assessment (BDA) is the process whereby a target is confirmed hit and destroyed by
examining satellite imagery of the target to revie\x the blast damâge. If there is insufficient indication by
that imagery that the target has indeed been destroyed, it must be hit rePeatedly until it can be removed

from the target list. CENICOM's demand that only conclusiYe satellite imagery be used for BDA, rather

than the more accurate UAV images o¡ a yisual assessment by the pilot or SOF troops likely resulted in

many targets being hit more than once when it was unnecessary.
t8 Lanbeth, Air Power Against Tenor: America's Conduct of Operøtion Enduring Freedom, p.89
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compared to the Gulf War and only a modest effort compared to Kosovo. As one

military analyst insisted:

What else they're striking remains to be seen. A few leadership targets,
perhaps some Taliban forces out in the field. But I think it is clea¡ that in
contrast to those previous wa¡s where the air campaign was the center of
gravity, the focal point, this is simply setting the stage, as they said, for the
follow on Special Forces and other operations,re

Obviously, this tumed out not to be the case, air power continued to be the "focal point"

until the end of the campaign.

Naval fighters based from carriers did the vast majority of combat sorties, often

flying missions over ten hours to destroy their targets, something never before

accomplished by carrier air wings. Longer flights performed by B-2, B- 18, and B-52

crews stationed even farther away were enabled by the largest air-to-air refueling

operation in the history of war. American and British tankers operating from nearby

locations provided fuel 24 hours a day, seven day a week over Afghanistan, performing

literally hundreds of air-to-air refuels every night.

Air power was greatly enabled by the presence of even a small ground force that

could identify targets, direct the attacks, and maneuver to either force the enemy into a

suitable location, or pin the enemy down until an air attack could destroy it. Once the

SOF elements were on the ground, "the target list was greatly expanded and engagement

zones were established throughout the country to facilitate attacks against Taliban and al

Qaeda forces."2o These engagement zones did not allow pilots to target and destroy

anything they could see from their aircraft. Instead they were for friendly ground forces

to direct attacks against pop-up targets of opportunity. This "signaled the beginning of a

¡e John Pike, director of globalsecurity.org, in an interview with Margaret Wame¡, PBS Newshou¡, October
8^,2001, found at http://www.pbs.org/newshour/bb/military/july-dec0l/military_10-8.hrml.
" Lambeth, Air Power Aga.i,rst Terror: America's Cottduct of Operation Enduríng Freedotn, p.93.
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new use of air power in modem war."2l There was no coordinated US ground offensive

except for the October 21 night raid when 100 rangers parachuted in near Kandahar to

raid a suspected Taliban command site. "The operation was widely assessed later to have

been mainly a show-of-force event that produced little of intelligence value and proved to

be of no strategic consequence."22

Once the air attacks began, the Taliban information campaign suggested that large

numbers of civilians were being killed. This continued throughout the war, making

outrageous claims:

The Taliban exploited the Afghan situation by producing grossly

exaggerated claims of civilian casualties. While an independent estimate

by the Associated Press put the figure at roughly 500-600, the Taliban
Ambassador quoted 1,500, Al lazeera gave estimates as high as 6,000, and

one economist at the University of New Hampshire produced estimates of
5,000 and then 3,100-3,800. In some cases, the Taliban is known to have

reported civilian casualties when there were no such casualties at all,23

The US government dismissed these claims, and reported only eight confirmed civilian

deaths occurred. Certainly the civilian death toll due to collateral damage was higher,

probably close to 1,000. However, these deaths may be as easily attributed to ground

operations.2a Taliban and al Qaeda forces deliberately hid among the civilian population,

and even used hospitals, mosques and schools to protect themselves. They also

intentionally bluned the lines between civilian military by disguising troop movements as

2t Lambeth, Air Power Against Teftor: America's Conduct of Operatiott Eudurtng Freedorn, p.95.
22 Lambeth, Air Power Agairtst Tenor: Anerica's Conduct oJ Operation Endurìng Freedon, p 96.
æ Anthony H. Cord esman, The Air'War I'essons of Afghanistan: Change and Continuþ, (Washíngton,

DC: Center for Strategic and Intemational Studies, 2002) p. 78.
24 For this view see Carl Conetta, "Operation Enduring Freedom: Why a Higher Rate of Civilian
Casualties", P/ø¿¿ t on Defense Auern¿f¿ves, found at httD://www.comw.orE/Dda./O201oef.html, 18 January

2002. Conetta argues that there was a higher rate ofcivilian casualties attributed to US military actions due

to changes in technology, suggesting that the GPS guided bombs were not as accurate as laser-guided

bombs and malfunctioned more frequently, as well as the lack of a coordinated Police action to helP

stabilize the country. He fails to discuss the issue of the Taliban and al Qaeda using facilities that are

forbidden by the Geneva conventions for use as tlooP housing or for the storage of military material.
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civilian in nature. "wrapping movements in the cloak of democratic values, exaggerating

civilian casualties and suffering, and exploiting human rights and international law are

becoming a steadily more sophisticâted part of modern terrorism and asymmetric

warfare."25 CENTCOM demonstrated restraint in not attacking any of these targets,

which, according to the Geneva conventions, were perfectly legitimate once the enemy

used them for a military purpose,

\ryith the aid of the SOF-enabled Northem Alliance, the Taliban quickly fell

mostly due to air power. The characterization of the Taliban as an ill motivated, poorly

trained, rag-tag group of incompetent mercenaries26 falls fa¡ short of reality. Although

certainly not up to the training and readiness standards of Westem light infantry, the

Taliban had been successfully fighting a six-yea¡ civil wa¡ on two f¡onts; against the

Northern Alliance to the north and some break-away Pashtun Tribes to the south, which

had been successful in resisting the Soviet occupation. The Taliban did notjust quit in

the face of the Northem Alliance; "they collapsed because the Northern Alliance was

given good information at the right time. The people who were with them were

identifying targets of value. We were striking targets of significant value and they were

being cut off from the world, They ran."27 With the first of the Bush administration's

stated goâls achieved, they set to stamp out the remaining vestiges of the al eaeda from

Afghanistan, seriously undermining its capability to generate and train more tenorists.

Al Qaeda proved be far more resilient fighters than rhe Taliban had been. They

were a well trained and battle hardened foe that used imaginative and effective tactics

25 
Cordesman, p. 78.

'o Stephen Biddle, "Afghanistan and the Futu¡e of Wa¡fare; lmplications for Army and Defense policy",
(US Army War College Straregic Studies Insriture,2002) p. 13-23.
" Gen. Greg Martin, Commander United States Air Force - Europe, 2002. Found in John A. Tirpak,
"Enduring Freedom", Air Force Magazíne,February 2002 Yol. 85, No. 02, p. 8.
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against the asymmetric threat they faced. The flight of the Taliban and the push of the

Northem Alliance and the Pashtun tribes forced the al Qaeda fighters on the run as well.

They did not, however, disperse, surrender, or defect as the Taliban had done. Rather

they regrouped in the mountainous region near the village of To¡a Bora. At one time it

was believed that bin Laden was in hiding in these mountains, where an elaborate system

of caves had been dug over the years of the Soviet occupation and throughout the civil

war. Finding and hitting the targets inside the caves was obviously a more difficult

undertaking thân hitting them in the open, even with camouflage and concealment. As

well, with the goals of the Northem Alliance already achieved,2s they were not as willing

to follow US SOF direction when it came to facing the dug-in al Qaeda in the mountains

of Tora Bora.

The largest problem for the CAOC was targeting. It vr'as not always possible,

given the nature of the rock formations and hidden cave entrances, to target the enemy

until exposed to attack by friendly forces. Even with all the ¡econnaissance assets

available2e it was impossible to find and target every individual fighting position of the

enemy. As Biddle put it, "al Qaeda's local cover and concealment were good enough to

prevent the SOF from locating the entirety ofthe enemy's individual fighting positions,

many of which could not be signaled out for precision attack."3o As well, the hard target

28 The No¡thern Alliance had restored themselves as the de facto rulers of Afghanistan by ousting the
Taliban before advancing on Tora Bora,
2e Which included an impressive array of technology including JSTARS for an operational picture and
UAVS for a tactical one. The B-2 was used for its 3-D, synthetic aperture radar that could map the cave
system of the mountains and provide GPS coordinates and elevation of cave entrances, it did this at high
altitude and through cloud cover, see Tirpak, p. 9.
30 Biddle, p. 27.
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kill weapons3r employed by us air power were not as effective as originally thought. As

one analyst summarized, US air power "did little more in Afghanistan, however, than

bang away at hardened targets with unknown psychological and deterrent effects."32

Biddle sees this as a failure of air power. However it is more reasonable to see

this as a limitation, as the tactics and doctrine used to overcome this can be viewed as an

inc¡edible success. Air assets we¡e first used to 'prepare the battlefield' before

introducing ground forces to the battle. The mountains were bombed for three days

continuously before pausing to allow the ground formations to advance on the caves.33

Knowing that intelligence of enemy positions was incomplete, tactical commanders used

maneuver by friendly surface fotces to draw fire to itself, thereby exposing the enemy

fighting positions to attâck with precision weapons, including the 15,000 'Daisy cutter'

bomb and 'bunker-busting' precision bombs.3a A B-52, never before used in a CAS role,

delivered a precision munition by flying it right into the cave entrance.35

While there some of the most intense close combat of the entire war up to that

point, the intensity was not so bad that it resulted in large casualties to friendly forces.

This is attributable to the rapid ability of air power to fix the ta¡get once it was identified

on the ground and destroy it within minutes, making it unnecessary to locate each and

every enemy fighting position beforehand. While some in Army have contended that

3r Hard rarget Kill weapons are designed to penetrate targets prior to detonating. They include the GBU-
28 "bunker buster' 5,000-pound bomb, rocket propelled bornbs, and fuel-air explosivei such as the,,Daisy
Cutter" described in note 37.
32 Cordesman, p. 89.
rr Lambeth, .4.Ír Pow er Agaìnst Terror: Ameica's Conduct of Operation Enduring Freedon, p. l5O.
" The Daisy cutter is so huge that it has to be pushed from the back of a la¡ge ransport plane to deliver it
on target simila¡ to, but not, a fuel air bomb, it is designed to create a massive, fiery explosion over a
contained space, thereby not only causing physical destruction but also robbing the area ôf oxygen and
sharply increasing air pressure. Those that did not die ftom the initial explosion may have b"ãn k¡llø ftorn
asphyxiation lmproved 'bunker-buster' bombs can penetrate up to 100 ft ofearth and several meters of
reinforced concrete before detonating. See Ti¡pak, p. 9, and Lambeth, árr pop er Agaínst Tenor:
America's Cottduct oÍ Operation Eùduing Freedom, p. 288-289.
" Lambeth, Aìr Power Against Terror: Antertcø,s Cottduct of Operation Enduring Freedom, p. 149.
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artillery could have accomplished the same thing more effectively and efficiently than air

power, the employment of these weapons would have involved a much larger surface

force to transport the slow, bulky weapons into the mountains, and an even larger

logistics tail to keep the guns supplied with ammunirion.36 As well, although artillery is

accurate over ân afea target, for precise targets, such as cave entrances, it is unsuitable.

Bush and his advisors claimed victory after the success at Torâ Bora, despite the

failure of the Northem Alliance to find and capture key al Qaeda leaders. The intensity

of the air campaign fell drastically after Tora Bora, although targets were still being

engaged from the air for some time afterward. A sharp departure from the air-ground

synergy that was experienced up to that point came during Operation Anaconda.

Operation Anaconda and the 'Limitations' of Äir Power

Operation Anaconda was an operation to destroy the residual al eaeda and

Taliban supporters that had regrouped in small valley between the lower Arma mountains

and the snow-covered shah-I-Kot peaks. "No outside force had eve¡ before succeeded in

subduing this forbidding part of Afghanistan, from Alexander the Great in 32'l BC

through the British colonialists of the 19ü century to the failed soviet invaders of mo¡e

recent years"3? until sieged by US and friendly forces on March 2, 2002. According to

critics, Operation Anaconda revealed the limitations of air power. They suggest air power

failed to provide timely and accurate support and failed to detect the threats before they

emerged. Others see the 'failures' as a result as poor planning on the palt of the Arfny

and an unrealistic expectation of what could reasonably have been achieved. Air power

ró Cordesman, p. 107-l 10.
31 Lambeth, Air Power Against Tetror: America's condact of operation Ettduring Freedont, p. 163. The
soviet army lost 250 soldiers there in a single day in 1987, with about 200 of those having been stoned to
death after being captured by Afghan mujaheddin resistance fighters.
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was responsible for destroying the enemy once friendly forces were engaged in combat,

and its effectiveness certainly limited friendly casualties.

CENTCOM had been monitoring the gathering of holdout al Qaeda and Taliban

forces in the Shah-I-Kot hinterland while they rearmed themselves and prepared for what

was assumed to be a counter offensive. In early January, CENTCOM tasked the land

component commander to develop a plan to eradicate this threat. Things got off to a bad

start immediately. The land commander did not have command and control over all the

troops in theater, particularly the SOF troops, and could not coordinate his plan with

them. As well, there were several different land components spread out between

neighboring states and several key cities in Afghanistan itself. Some reported to him,

others to CENTCOM. To complicate cootdination of the âir componont, there was no ai¡

liaison officer that would include the CAOC staff in the development of the plan. The

result was that the air component was not even aware that an operation was taking place

untiljust over a week before the battle coûtmenced, and did not get specific tasking

instructions until six days prior to the assault on February 24.

As a result the area was not properly surveilled to get an accurate estimation of

the enemy force, and the amount of enemy forces in the plan was grossly underestimated.

Army planners also assumed a level of air support that was not even present in the

theater. The active bombing campaign had long since ended. The level of support had to

be ramped up with little to no guidance in the space of a week. Finally, the battlefield

was not prepared from the air prior to the introduction of land forces. Not since Vietnam

has an initial bombing campaig¡ been ignored. The consequences were higher than
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expected friendly casualties, and an operation that was supposed to last ten hours

extending to thirteen days.

The battle, however, showed excellent air-ground synergy. Once friendly forces

were engaged they were pinned down by enemy forces occupying the high ground.

The only integral air asset that accompanied the Army into battle were eight Apache

attack helicopters. Though they were very effective while engaged in the battle, due to

their low altitudes, they were all beaten back by intense fire and all were sufficiently

damaged to ensure that none reentered the banle. Fixed-wing air from then on was relied

upon. Within moments, the CAOC was flooded with CAS requests from the different

friendly force units. Air power responded to 150 immediate requests and dropped some

200 bombs during first day of the battle.38 Over the course of next few days the main

problem in responding to all of the requests was that the air space over the target was

miniscule, which made-for very dangerous crowding in the air overhead.

Ten heavy bombers, more than 30 fighters, and two AC-130s3e

continuously operated within a 7O-square-mile battle area. . ..with allied
aircraft frequently stacked up eight miles high over the combat zone. B-
52s at the hìghesi altitude of¡S,OOO feet dropped JDAMsao through the
flight paths of B-1 bombers and formations of fighters orbiting at 22,000-
25,000 feet, EP-3s at lower altitudes, and AC-130s lower still at night, all
followed by Predator UAVS, A-10s and attack helicopters at the lowest
altitudes.al

3E Lambeth,.áir Pav er Agdittst Terror: America's Cotttluct of Operation Eruluring Freedon, p 186.
3e The AC-130 'specter' is a USAF Special Forces platform. A modified C-1.30 Hercules transport plane,

it is equipped with a l05mm howitzer, two 40mm cannons, and one 25mm cannon OPerating at low
altitudes, using computer assisted targeting it can Pinpoint enemy locations, either small or large, and

eliminate them at close range to ftiendly troops. Its weapons are accurate to rvithin l0 meters See

hnp://www.af.mil/factsheets/facßheet.asp?fslD=71 for mo¡e details.

ffiGPSsystemstodirectitselftothetafget,eliminatingthe
requirement for a pilot to 'paint' the target with a laser or guide the bomb on using a TV system. The Pilot
can set the target coo¡dinates minutes prior to launch and thus can drop it from high altitude and still ensure

great accuracy in any weather.
af Lambeth, Air Power Agøinst Tenor: Atnericø's Coniluct of Operation Eruluring Freedon, p' 195 '
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The most rema¡kable feature of Operation Anaconda was employing maneuver

and firepower on the ground to make air strikes more effective. Often the enemy was

pinned to its position by friendly mortar fire while precision munitions were employed.

In the largest cAS operation conducted by the usAF, and "in a situation in which five

times the expected enemy strength was taken on by [land forces], air support to

Anaconda saw the greatest number of precision munitions dropped into the smallest

geographic space in the history of warfare."a2

Some critics have suggested that air power's contribution to this battle was not

decisive and in fact greatly overstated. They cite the failure of reconnaissance assets to

locate all the known enemy locations, the problem with acquiring targets from the air in

the mountains, the lessened lethality of precision munitions on those enemy locations that

were cove¡ed by rock and in caves, and the perceived inability of some aircraft to conduct

low-leveÌ CAS.a3 Nonetheless, air surveillance assets were generally effective in

pinpointing enemy locations in the mountains before To¡a Bora. The lack of

coordination with the cAoc prior to Anaconda prevented a full-scale effort that would

have certainly provided fo¡ more intelligence. The Army relied upon those scarce uAV

assets and helicopters that it controlled to provide reconnaissance information, but it was

not an "intensive pre-battle reconnaissance effort" using "every available surveillance

and target acquisition system"4 that Biddle suggests. The B-2 and its 3D mapping radar

was not used, nor were many other assets that the CAOC had at its disposal.

az Lambe¡h, Air Power Against Tetror: Anterica,s Conduct of Operation Enduing Freedo,n, p. lg4-- Ì'br this entire argument in more detail, see Biddle. As well, Lambeth, A ir pov,er Against Terror:
A,merica's Conduct of Operation Endaríng Freedor¿ addresses the critics on p.204-211.4 Biddle, p. 28,
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The problem with acquiring targets from the air in the mountains is indeed

problematic. However, American air power has proven that it could successfulìy conduct

these strikes during Deliberate Force, Allied Force, and the Tora Bora operation. Relying

on JDAMs rather than other precision technology that uses lasers or TV systems, both of

which require either the pilot or someone on the ground to physically acquire the target,

has partially eliminated this problem. In spite of this, JDAMs rely on a GFAC or

Terminal Air Controller (TAC) to relay targeting information from the ground to the

pilot. Due to the lack of preivous coordination with the air component, the land force

was sent into battle without sufficient numbers of these critical personnel.

Biddle also suggests that because air power could not eliminate every single

enemy soldier, that land fo¡ces were required to take the physical territory against any

resisters that survived.a5 While this was certainly the case, the air component's condition

for success was not to kill every living enemy soldier in the battle space. Its goals were

effects-based. The operation itself was intended to eliminate al Qaeda insurgents by

driving them from the mountain into areas where friendly forces waited to kill or capture

them. In doing so, it was not necessary to utterly obliterate the enemy in order to defeat

it. The enemy had been effectively defeated by the time the air operation had ceased and

the subsequent land operation was directed against any remaining enemy forces.

The land force commander of Operation Anaconda later suggested that CAS

would have been more effective if the Air Force pilots had been willing to fly at lower

altitudes to drop their bombs.a6 His perception was that only the Air Force (which mainly

contributed heavy bombers) did not operate at low altitudes, is quite false. Quite simply,

15 Biddle, p.35-36.
aó 

See Lambeth, Air Power Against Teûor: Anerica's Conduct oJ Operatiott Enduring Freedom, p. ZlS.
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this was not Vietnam and there was simply no need fo¡ most aircraft to strike from low

altitudes, with the obvious exceptions ofthe AC-130 (which is operated by the Air

Force), the A-10 and helicopters. Precision munitions have made dropping bombs from a

standoff distance just as accurate, and sometimes more accurate, than dropping from low

altitudes. Army planners had a poor understanding of how air power is employed in

modem combat.

Even if one were to accept Biddle's views, the fact remains that air power was

effective even if the surface forces failed. Although greatly assisted by the presence of

soldiers to acquire targets and hold them in position, that does not change the reality that

it was air power doing the fighting and land forces providing the support. To suggest,

however, that this might lead to a restructuring of the US forces to capitalize on this new

doctrine may be hasty.aT Indeed, as Biddle argues, surface forces remain crucial to the

success of war. Even in the case of Afghanistan, they are a still a necessary condition for

air power to succeed.a8 "The model to keep in mind, however, is not simply one of US

special operations forces operating with indigenous troops, although that model may

prove useful in future situations. The model to think of is the employment of US

airpower in a fundamentally different way."ae

Conclusion

Operation Enduring Freedom, despite its slow start, demonstrated some hitherto

unknown capabilities of air power. "The Afghan conflict has shown that a combination

of precision air and missile strike capability, coupled with greatly imp¡oved intelligence

47 William R. Hawkins makes this case in "What Not to Learn from Afghanistân", Pøraneters, Swt¡rLer
2002. o.24-32.
4s 

Stephen D. Biddle, "Allies, Airpower, and Modern Wæfare: The Afghan Model in Afghanistan ând
Iraq", Intemational Securig, Vol. 30, Issue 3 - Winter 2005/2006, p. ló1- 176.
ae John Gordon IV and JeÍy Sollinger, "The Army's Dilemma", Paianelers, Surnmer 2004, p. 36.
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and tffgeting systems, can, in some contingencies, provide much of the heavy firepower

thât previously had to be provided by artillery and armo¡."5o This massive air effort,

combined with the land contribution limited to a few hundred SOF and CIA personnel

linked with as many as 10,000 Northem Alliance forces, succeeded in killing an

estimated 4,000 enemy combatants, captured 7,000 more and only suffered two US and

perhaps 600 Northern Alliance casualties.5l

Throughout the majority of the combat operarions, USAF fighters could not be

staged close enough to Afghanistan to contribute, and naval assets flew over two-thirds of

all combat sorties throughout the operation. "There is no question that without the

contribution of carrier-cased air power, the success of Enduring Freedom would have

taken longer to achieve - perhaps substantially longer,"52 A massive leap forward from

the Gulf Wa¡ where naval pilots could not even communicate with their USAF

counterpafs and did not have the technology to receive critical data aboard the carrier

save for physically delivering it by helicopter, which heavily restricted rheir contriburion

to the Gulf War. Having leamed these lessons, the carrier battle groups were fully

integrated with the CAOC, and with the support of on-board air refueling assets and other

tankers from the USAF and allies, the Navy and Marines conducted their first sustained

air combat operation in history.

Notwithstanding the impressive contribution of naval air assets, the majority of

munitions we¡e still dropped from the Air Force's heavy bombers, again displaying a

capability to conduct CAS and air strikes close to friendly forces from high-altitudes.

50 Cordesman, p. 102.
5¡ Conetta, "strange Victory: A Critical Appraisal of Operation Enduring Freedom and the Afghanistan
War". o. 4-5.
52 Ben¡ämin S. Lambeth, Anerican Carrier Air Power øt the Dav)n oÍ ø Ne)e C¿rrt¡,ry, (Santa Monica:
RAND Corporation, 2005) p, 36.
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The suggestion that their use for "carpet bombing" resulted in greater civilian casualties53

not only shows incredible ignorance of what bombing operations were actually

conducted. The United States did not conduct any carpet bombing operations thloughout

the campaign.5a The majority of bombs dropped by these assets were precision weapons

that were targeted from the ground. In fact, most combat sorties that actually deployed

munitions did so against multiple targets; a trend that began during the Gulf War and

came almost completely to fruition during OEF. General Franks, overall commander of

OEF, described the operation as "far and away the geâtest application of precision

munitions in the history of our country,"ss The standard of success is "no longer how

many aircraft it takes to neutralize a single target but rathef how many aim points can be

successfully attacked by a single aircraft."s6

President Bush summed up air power's success in OEF the best, "real-time

intelligence, local allied forces, special forces, and precision air power has really never

been used before [to] shape and then dominate an unconventionaì conflict. . ..No one

would ever again doubt the value of strategic air power."s? The great lessons learned in

this conflict were to come to good use in a much larger and more intense war that

followed on the heels of OEF, the kaqi War. Enduring Freedom confirmed that air

power used in concert with relatively small amounts of ground forces can win wars

without a coordinated major ground offensive.

53 
See Conetta, "Operation Enduring Freedom: Why a Highe¡ Rate of Civilian Casualties" fo¡ this

argument,
5a -Carpet 

bombing is a term thât is used to described massive, indiscriminate and concentrated bombing

over ilarge, pre-determined area. Quite simply, this was not possible given the resllictions Placed on

cENTCOM for avoiding civilian casualties. All bombing operations during Enduring Freedom were

focused against specific targets and in generally small areas
55 Grant, "The War Nobody Expected", p 5.
56 Lambeth, American Cørrier Air Power at lhe Dav,n oÍ a New Cenlury, p. xü.
57 Tirpak, p. l.
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For good or for ill, air mastery is today the supreme expression of military power and
fleets and armies, lrcwever vital and importan, must accept a subordinatà rank. -

Winston Churchill

If the Almighty were to rebuild the world and asked me for advice...the atmosphere
would be such that anything which attempted to JIy would be set on fire. - witsto,

Churchíll

Air power has become the American weapon of first resort for nearly every

conflict it has encountered since the Gulf war. The tremendous success with which it

conducted that war fuelled ever greater reliance on it in later operations. This t¡end is

likely to continue, and for a variety of very good reasons. The demand for air power in

the united states has never been so high, and the usAF and the air branches of the other

three services are struggling to deal with the increasing demand coupled with the need to

modernize and shape their forces to meet this demand. with recent experiences, theory

also needs to be adapted. The debate between the proponents of strategic and tactical air

power and the accompanying theories are essentially meaningless to the actual

application of air power. used effectively at any level of the war, joint air power has

been decisive. Theory is required to encompasses the new air-ground synergy and couple

it with the strategic effect of Warden and the practicality of pape.

Relevancy of Theory to Operations

The primacy of strategic targeting postulated by warden and the proponents of air

power argue that the best use of air power is against the enemy's strategic resources.

critics, such as Pape, claim that 'punishment' would never produce victory by itself and a

strategy of'denial', or targeting the enemy forces, is the more appropriate and effective

use of air power. A similar argument between airmen and the Army has taken place with
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the former's view that CAS missions are the least efficient use of air power and the

latter's view that air power should support surface forces. With the benefit of hindsight

of three contemporary clashes exarnined in this thesis it would appear that there is no

conclusive evidence to claim that either one is correct.

Counter force applications of air power have been, and will likely continue to be,

the dominant form of its use in modem combat, though not necessarily in a CAS role.

Even in the Gulf War, when a large strategic campaign was conducted, the war ended too

quickly to determine conclusively the quantitative effect of destroying the strategic

targets, other than to reduce Iraq's post-war strength. Whether or not the strategic

bombing campaign would have won the war by itself cannot be argued since it was

conducted simultaneously with the counter force operation that ultimately did win the

war. In Bosnia and in Afghanistan there were too few strategic targets to destroy and in

any case both conflicts ended too quickly for any strategic consequence to be fully

appreciated by the enemy.

Strategic targeting is becoming less and less acceptable to political masters and

the general public. Moreover, it is less relevant to modem conflìcts. Civilian casualties,

real or imagined, are to be avoided at all costs. This is detrimental to strategic targeting.

In the case ofBosnia, most strategic targets in Serbia were deemed to be too risky from

the standpoint of minimizing collateral damage, maintaining coalition cohesion, and

preventing the delegitimization of the UN military action. In Afghanistan, not only were

there few worthwhile strategic tffgets, but the desire of the US President to maintain the

perception that they were at war with only the Taliban and al Qaeda and not the

Afghanistan people, was the driving force behínd the absence of a strategic campaign.
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Allies' and public's sensitivity to the destruction of the enemy's govemmental

and industrial infrastructure make it difficult to conduct an effective strategic campaign.

Targeting military forces is obviously more politically acceptable and holds much less

potential for causing collateral damage. Even in cases where vital US national interests

are at stake, if a dispute over the conduct of the operation threatens to break-up a

coalition, the US will likely moderate its strategic bombing plans, as it did in Iraq and

Bosnia. As one study concluded, "Enemy land forces were the critical target set during

recent conflicts in Kosovo, Afghanistan, and haq. In all of these conflicts, enemy land

forces were the only target set that was undeniably legitimate, politically acceptable, and

of pivotal impof ance."r

Warden's theory appears most useful against a state actor, particularly modem, or

at least an industrial state. When the US involves itself in conflicts versus non-state

actors, guerrilla insurgencies and third world underdeveloped states, it is more difficult to

apply. Attacks against any of the five rings can have a strategic effect, so long as it

negatively affects the leadership. Where the only targets an opposing leader possesses

are military in nature, all attacks against his forces will have a strategic impact. That is

not to say, as Keaney has, that the line between strategic and tactical has become

bluned2. One can still differentiate between tactical, operational and strategic targets.

Rather, it means that even tactical effects can be felt at the strategic level. More to the

point, whereas the success of strategic bombing is theory-based and difficult to prove

through quantitative evidence, counter-force operations strike directly at the enemy,s

I Pimìe et al., p. xv.
' Thomas Keaney, "Air Campaigns; Cunent P¡actice and Future Trends", á¡i Ca,npaigns ir, the New
World Onler, Allan D. English ed., (Winnipeg: CenÍe for Defence and Security Studies,2OO5) p.5-24.
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ability to wage war and have a measurable effect. In this respect, Pape's denial strategy

more closely resembles actual US air operations than does Warden's thinking.

The role of supported and supporter within the US military is changing as air

power takes on the pre-eminent role in conf licts. While land force com_manders do not

necessarily agree with this supposition, the contribution of air power to their operations is

unquestionably crucial. Indeed, "from the perspective of a land-force commander, air

powe¡'s greatest contnbution is in weakening and impeding the enemy forces before they

can close with friendly troops."3 Conversely, "from the perspective of an air-force

commander, land power's greatest contribution is in flushing and fixing enemy forces so

that they can be destroyed by air attack."a Both the surface and air components did this

extraordinarily well in Afghanistan, and this success has fuelled the argument that air

power is the decisive force since it did the majority of the actual stnkes. This synergy

was used to good result again during the more recent Operation kaqi Freedom, where

land forces provided the anvil for air power's hammer.s

This does not mean that CAS should be the primary role of air power. To the

contrary, the increasing lethality and capability of air power could lead to less need for

CAS than in the past;

These developments have caused a fundamental shift in the roles that air
power can play against enemy ground forces. Military formations deep in
enemy territory can be destroyed even when dug into defensive positions.
Highly effective [air strikes] can reduce the need for CAS by preventing
major enemy attacks and counterattacks, while the same developments
make CAS a far more effective force on the battlefield than it once was.6

3 Pirnie et al., p. xiv
'Pirnie et al., p. xiv
5 Pirnie et al., p. 17.
o Pirnie et al., p. 24.
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This does not mean that the strategic side of the equation should be disca¡ded and

the denial strategy adopted for all future operations. Pape's strategy falls quite short by

ignoring the benefit of strategic targeting and focussing on the opposing fielded forces

rather than the enemy's entire war fighting system. New theory is required that

concentrates first on how to employ air power decisively at all levels. It should

encompass the role of the surface forces in the air campaign, and not differentiate

between the strategic, theatre, and tactical campaigns, and instead combine targets at all

levels into one comprehensive air campaign that focuses on decisiveness. Air power has

already demonstrated that it can be decisive, and this will only improve with the

development of strategy and doctrine that recognizes this. Continued improvements will

make air power even more politically attractive to decision makers.

New strategy and doctrine should include a targeting paradigm that focuses on

situational-dependent effects; employing forces in a manner unique to each enemy.

Neither'Warden's nor Pape's strategy is adequate for contemporary air combat

operations. Warden's weakness is that it makes a set of common assumptions about all

enemies: it has an upward linear military command structure; the military relies upon

centralized command, and the enemy relies upon its economic and industrial resources to

support its military in the short-term. In addition, Warden assumes that by paralyzing the

leader, the military will also be paralyzed in relegating the enemy's military forces to the

most outer ring. In contrast, Pape's denial strategy assumes that there is no target beyond

the enemy's fielded military that will have an impact on its immediate war-fighting

ability if destroyed, As well, Pape igaores the impact of destroying strategic targers on
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the enemy's post-war capabilities. He focuses on the immediate effect of destroying

tanks and ignores political factors that can also impact the war.

Expediency in modem warfare is a political necessity. A strategic bombing

campaign designed to last for weeks and months before the enemy is defeated will likely

not be supported politically. Minimizing bloodshed and destrucriveness is also required

to maintain domestic and intemational political and public support for wars. A campaign

that utterly annihilates the enemy's helpless forces may not meet this requirement.

Targets must be selected that have tho most immediate effect on the enemy's ability to

fight while also achieving long-term strategic polítical goals. This means a greater focus

on the enemy's military and interdiction, but also includes those strategic targets that

directly support the military's efforts.

As seen in the three examples, in practice this is already occurring. Arguably

without the benefit of theory to point them in this direction, air campaign planners have

improvised operations that have been militarily and politically successful in the Gulf

War, Bosnia, and Afghanistan. With the lessons learned from these contemporary wars,

and the experiences of other countries, such as lsrael, theory can be crafted that meets

these principles.

Finally, air and ground operations should be planned in a coordinated fashion e

such that each support the others campaign plan. This has the benefit of ensuring the

proper mix of forces is available to counter the threat. Some operations will call for air

power to support the surface force, such as in counter-insurgency, and most high-

intensity combat operations will have the ground units support the air operations.

Developing war campaigns jointly rather than delegating target and goal selection to the
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land and air component commanders ensures good air-ground synergy, to avoid future

Op Anacondas.

Political Attractiveness of Air Power

Air power has become the weapon of first choice for many reasons, as outlined by

Byman, Waxman, and Shapiro in United States Aír and Space power in the 2l"t Century,

2002.7 First, politicians and the public have a great intolerance for civilian casualties, so

much so that it was often the primary factor when targeting. This has been a prevailing

American trait since Vietnam, but came to a head during the Gulf War when US air

power destroyed the Al Firdos bunker on February 13, 1991. us intelligence believed

that some kaqi leadership were hidden the¡e. After it was bombed, it was revealed that

the bunker was full of civilians and dozens had been killed. That there we¡e civilians

inside does not negate the fact thât it was still a legitimate milita¡y target, and although it

did not affect public support for the war effort over the long term, it did impact the

targeting process. Baghdad targets had to be approved by the president, and many targets

previously approved for strikes were removed from the list altogether. From that moment

on, mitigating collateral damage and the negative impact it could have on public support

and coalition cohesion became of utmost importance to American policy-makers and

highJevel military commanders alike,

Air combat operations hold the potential for far less overall destruction than a

ground campaign due to the greater precision from the air. The ubiquitous use of pGMs

in recent conflicts, increasing from a small fraction of dispensed munitions in the Gulf

7 Daniel L. Byman, Matthew C. Waxman, and.Jeremy Shapiro, ,,The Future of US Coercive Airporver,,,
uníled states Ait and space Power in the 2Id century, (santa Monica: RAND corporation, 20b2)
Zalmay Khalilzad and Jeremy Shapiro ed., p. 5l-82.
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War to the majority in Operation Enduring Freedom8, has resulted in fewer cases of

collateral damage where civilians have been killed. Attacking from the ground uses a

blunt weapon as tactics involving overwhelming firepower using non-precision munitions

to destroy the enemy. In large force-on-force battles, this is not a problem. However, as

seen in recent conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan, the enemy has been avoiding troop

concentrations and dispersing its units into civilian areas with greater frequency in an

attempt to hide their forces from the air, as well as from large concentrations of ground

forces. In response, air power can exercise more propoÍionality by not only using less

munitions more precisely, but also using less destructive weapons to achieve the same

results,

Recent media coverage of the Israeli bombing of Southem Lebanon in an effort to

destroy Hezbollah focussed on the seemingly indiscriminate and large-scale destruction

of predominantly civilian areas. The implication was that air power was an inappropriate

weapon to use against an enemy that used the civilian population as cover. The

alternatives, however, are somewhat more unattractive. Using a predominantly land

force, such as tanks, armoured fighting vehicles, artillery, and mortars, would Iikely have

created similar, if not greater, levels of destruction. It would also mean greater potential

for increasing Israeli casualties, which could fuel the escalation of violence. Using

special forces and dismounted infantry, while certainly less destructive, would

undoubtedly have resulted in greater Israeli casualties and may have resulted in a

quagmire similar to that seen in Baghdad. Clearly, using air power independently to

E In Desert Storm only 7-87o of munitions employed were precision guided, this increased to 3570 during
conflicts in Bosnia, and 5670 during Operation Enduring Freedom. Anthony H . Cordesman, The Air llar
l*ssotts of Afghanistan: Change ønd Corrtilrrry, (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and
International Studies, 2002) p. 32.
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counte¡ an urban insurgency has moral and political haza¡ds. Air power coupled with

special forces and small land force units, however, holds much greater potential for

successful operations while minimizing destructiveness to the civilian population. In the

læbanon example, Israel erred by employing only air power against an enemy that was

hidden amongst the civilian population, was not massed, and was highly mobile. The

early introduction of even a small amount of ground forces directly in the conflict may

have forced the enemy into a position whe¡e it could be struck by air power.

USAF Colonel Phillip S. Meilinger suggests that the greater use of air power has

actually "humanized war." In his view:

Tremendous technological strides in the use of precision weapons, as well
as developments in air and space intelligence-gathering tools, have made it
far easier to distinguish between military and civilian targets and then
effectively strike the military ones. Moreover, such effectiveness has
carried with it a marked reduction in risk to the attackers. In short, modern
air warfare has ¡educed casualties among both the attackers and the
attacked, thus making it an increasingly efficient, effective, and humane
tool of American foreign policy.e

Significantly higher civilian casualties may have resulted from a larger ground campaign

focused on seizing territory and forcing the enemy out of builtup areas without the use of

precision air power. On the other hand, it has been argued that because the use of air

power ¡equires much more in the way of locally gathered intelligence for targeting, it is

much more sensitive to misinformation that can result in attacking illegitimate targets.

Some unconfirmed reports suggest that some targets identified as Taliban military or AI

Qaeda by Afghan informants were actually tribal rivals selected for revenge or to gain

political advantage. According to Anthony Cordesman,

e col. Phillips s, Meilinger, usAF retired, "Precision Aerospace power, Disc¡imination, and the Future of
Wau",Aerospace Power Jounnl, Fall2001, p. 13.
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By relying in many instances on air strikes instead of ground forces to
destroy AI Qaeda positions, the US has reduced the opportunities that it
has to verify the target intelligence being provided by local Afghan
wa¡lords.. .While precision-guided munitions are more accurate and less
likely to stray from targets, the reality remqjns that they are only as
accurate as the intelligence on the ground.l0

Yet, Cordesman later concludes that, "There is little understanding that short, highly

intensive air campaigns may actually end wars with far fewer cumulative casualties"ll

than longer surface campaigns.

The US does not usually undertake military action in isolation. All three of the

conflicts studied here we¡e multinational, under the auspices of the lIN, NATO, o¡ an ad

hoc "coalition of the willing." As one Air Force officer said of coalitions,

Typically created on short notice to deal with an unexpected crisis on the
international stage, prior planning or collective preparation for the mission
is minimal, in contrast to the inevitable political expectation for quick and
effective military solutions to the problem. Furthermore, such coalition
operations usually result in an unpredictable mosaic of multinational
participants brought together temporarily for a variety of parochial
national interests, unified more by a superficial political cause than a
lasting military commitment, [emphasis is Matte's112

In these situations, America can make its most substantive contribution f¡om the air since

it will possess the overwhelming bulk of air power assets and expertise in any coalition

and therefore will ultimately command the overall air campaign. Where a conflict calls

for an initial combat operation followed by a reconstruction or peacekeeping{ype

operation, participation in the combat portion is far more popular publicly in the US than

prolonged involvement in peacekeeping or reconstn¡ction. This stems from the American

public's sensitivity to these operations since Somalia and the so-called "Vietnam

ro Cordesman, p. 79.
rr Cordesman. o. 87.
r2 Colonel Gre! Matte, RCAF, "lmproving Aircrew Interoperability in Coalition Warfare: Examining the
Human Dimension of the Air Power Equ ation", Canatlian Military Jo rnøl Wintet 2005-2006, p. 78.
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syndrome." This sensitivity is now being reinforced by the cunent situation in haq. Air

power provides decision makers with a significant and effective contribution that

promises a quick exit and limited involvement once the fighting has ended.

The American public also has an aversion to casualties, particularly where there is

no vital national interest at stake. Air operations hold the promise of few friendly

casualties, even in conflicts where the enemy possesses significânt IADS assets, as in the

Gulf War. US aerospace technology is so superior for now that any potential foe faces

fourth generation weapon systems with second generation IADS. Ifthe option is between

putting tens of thousands of US troops in harm's way to accomplish a military objective

versus using a few hundred planes and aircrew, then the choice is clear. Additionally,

most aircrâft are now capable of engaging and destroying multiple targets during a single

sortie. For instance the 82 bomber can hit as many as 20 in one trip. It would be naiTe

to call combat air operations safe, but comparatively there is far less chance that an

enemy on the ground will successfully engage an airborne weapon system than if he were

to engage a target on ground. Even in states that have large amounts of warplanes, the

US dominance in this area is such that air superiority can be achieved.

The American public also has a preference for high+echnology solutions to

problems. Several schola¡s agree that:

A long-standing tenet of the American way of war has been a reliance on
material over mânpower, high technology over low-technology mass. The
U.S. military, and indeed U.S. society in general, tends to believe in the
possibility of clean, technological solutions to even seemingly intractable
social and political problems..."the mystique of U.S. air power" stems
from the U.S, penchant for applying a high+echnology force of latesr-
generation fighters, fantasticalìy precise bombs, and intelligent cruise
missiles to what has historically been a very grimy affair.13

r3 Byman et al., p. 57
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Related to its aversion to casualties, Americans rely on technology, rather than superior

numbers, to reduce the threat posed to its forces. The revolution in military affairs

(RMA) created great advances in all areas of war fighting, but particularly in the realm of

air power capabilities. The leap forward was huge, while on the ground the advances

were limited to improving force protection, situational âwareness, and lethality of

existing weapons.

Finally, related to its aversion to civilian casualties, as much as possible the US

justifies its military actions based on intemational norms, including the Geneva

Conventions and all intemational agreements that encompass the Laws of Armed

Conflict, To a greât extent, justified military action is judged by its adherence to the

principles of discrimination and proportionality. Discrimination is differentiating

between military targets and civilians, and then only striking those military targets that

satisfy military and political goals. Proportionality is selecting the most appropnate use

of force against specific targets, and using only that level of force required to accomplish

the objective. Air power has proven excellent in achieving both of these principles in all

recent conflicts. Although enors happen and are highly publicized, a massive mobile

ground force has very limited options when countering threats, with less likelihood of

ensuring discrimination and proportionality. Overwhelming firepower and fire and

manoeuvre afe the best means to defeat the enemy, while minimizing the risk to one's

forces. However this also causes massive destruction, and is not always discriminatory

especially when fighting occurs in built-up.

For all these reasons air power will remain prominent in US political and military

circles. Using predominantly air power with surface forces in a supporting role offe¡s a
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greater chance of success with less cost and less risk. This is obviously attractive to both

the American public and its political representatives. The fact that American air power is

becoming even more capable makes its use even more palatable. Increasing ability in

stealth, with the introduction o'f the F22 Raptor, and other fourth generation fighter

technology, and the forthcoming introduction of the Joint Strike Fighter, will improve

arguments for air power's decisiveness. More and better PGMs a¡e available for use, and

there is no airborne platform in the American a¡senal that cannot use them. The

increasing use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) for reconnaissance is providing

commanders with better situational awareness, targeting information, intelligence, and

even a stealthy precision-strike capability.

The next American military action promises an even heavier reliance on air power

than ever before, and even greater success. Still, "the increasing capabilities of air power

relative to land power do not, however, imply that land forces are becoming obsolescent.

Land forces can perform some tasks that air forces simply cannot, and they can perform

some others far more effectively or efficiently than air power can."14

The benefit of the decisiveness of air power to political decision makers is

dependent largely on the political goals of the United States and the military capability ir

requires to achieve those goals. Since the end of the Cold War, it has been difficult to

define an American "Grand Strategy"rs. Generally the US has approached each regional

crisis similarly by first attempting to form a coalition that it leads then steering the

outcome of the crisis to best suit US national interests. Far from isolating itself into

ra Bruce R. Pirnie, Alan Vick, Adam Grissom, Karl P. Mueller, and David T. Orletsky, Beyontl Close Air
SupporT: Forgíng a New Air-Grourul Partnership, (Santa Monica: RAND Corporation, 2005) p. 25.
15 

See Barry R, Posen and Andrew L. Ross, "Competing Vision for US Grand, itsategy", Internatíonal
S¿crir¡), Vol.2i, No. 3, Winte¡ 1996-1997, p.5-53.
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"Fortress America" the US has engaged itself in many far-flung conflicts, such as

Somalia, Haiti, and the Balkans in which there was little discemable vital national

interest at stake. Indeed, "because the United States has economic, cultural, and political

ties to almost every region on earth, withdrawal and isolationism are unlikely and would

certainly cany greater risks."ló Conflicting with the US propensity to intervene and

engage in foreign crises is the public's and politician's aversion to causalities and civilian

deaths; and aversion cunently being informed by the situation in lraq. This has and will

continue to constrain the type and use of force in all conflicts. Coupled with this

constraint is the political desire for a speedy victory. In short, Americans want to achieve

all of their global goals as quickiy and bloodlessly as possible.

Khalilzad and Ochmanek list all the geopolitical US goals that may involve the

military:

Promoting alliance relations and demonstrating US commitment through

routine engâgement operations, or "overseas presence"; deterring and

defeating the use of weapons of mass destruction, both those threatening

the US homeland and those threatening US forces and allies abroad;

countering intemationâl tenorism; intervening to resolve inter- or
intrâstate conflicts that affect important US interests broadly defines;

monitoring compliance with peace agreeme_nts; [and] providing
humanitarian relief to victims of disasters.' '

To accomplish these missions the US has a wide array of military capabilities. However,

to meet these goals with the simultaneous constraints of rapid deployment, risk aversion,

minimization of collateral damage, acting with allies, neutralization of the enemy,

r6 Zalmay Khalilzad, David Ochmanek, and Jeremy Shapiro,'Torces For What? Geopolitical Context and

Air Forc; capabilities", United States Aìr and Space Power in the 21't Century ' Khalilzad and Shapiro

ed., (Santa Monic: RAND Corporation,zNZ) p. 30.
r7 Khalilzad and Ochmanek, p. 32. See also Donald Stevens, John Cibson, and David Ochmanek,

"Modernizing the Combat Forces: Nea¡-Term Options", Ilnited States Air and Space Power h the 2ln
Century, Khalilzad and Shapiro ed., (Santa Monic: RAND Corporation, 2002) p. 86
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exertion of coercive force, and capable of undertaking a variety of missionslE, air power

appears as the best tool in the arsenal. American air power is capable of dominating

combat not only in the air, but also on the surface.

The Iraqi War of 2003 was not included here as a case study. This conflict

witnessed the culmination of the lessons leamed in combat since the Gulf War and the

political benefits. The new air-ground synergy made it possible to invade Iraq with a

much smaller, lighter, and faster ground force than was deployed for the Gulf War, which

supported an overwhelming air campaign. kaq's army had leamed from the Gulf War

thât large troop concentrations in the open were too attractive a target for air power and in

the kaqi War attempted to disperse units into smaller concentrations and either conceal

them or put them close to civilian populations.

US forces also leamed from operations in Afghanistan that in order for the air

campaign to work most effectively, ground forces are required to compel the enemy to

confront it and expose themselves to attack from the air. The result was spectacular. A

quick and resounding victory for the coalition that was numerically outmatched by its

opponents. This was paficularly true in the noth. US Special Operations Forces,

augmenting a small force of poorly equipped and minimally capable Kurdish rebels,

assisted air power in defeating four Iraqi Army corps, including one Republican Guard

unit.re Again, it is important to consider the success of the invasion apaf from v/hat has

become a near-disastrous occupation and counter-insurgency. It's obvious that while

much time was spend to ensure that the initial war plan was solid, little time and effort

was spent planning for occupation operations. Arguably had more surface forces been

18 Khalilzad and Ochmanek, p. 34 and Stevens et al., p. 88.
fe Gordon. John IV and Sollinger, Jeny, "The Army'i Dile mma", Pararneteïs. Summer 2004, p. 36.38.
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used during the initial invasion, the occupation may not have gone so poorly. However,

it is important to remember that the potential failure of the current operations does not

signal a failure in the operational concept for war fighting. It is a product of a flawed

political and diplomatic model that expected far too much of the Iraqi government, police

and military too quickly after the end of hostilities, and was over-optimistic with respect

to the level of tension between the different religious populations. The relative failure of

the occupation fuelled the trouble witnessed today. The civil war and insurgency, as with

all such conflicts, are manifestations of social frustrations and dissatisfaction and thus

cannot be defeated with military force alone. Social problems have social solutions.

The implications of this are profound. If the US can intervene in conflicts with

less risk and greater chance of quick success, then it may do so more often, with all the

consequences that entails. Greater us interventions in conflict may mean less

intemational crises, or quicker ends to them. At the same time, this may lead to a greater

negative reaction to American actions, increased hostility towards it, and polarization of

the relationship between the US and other great powers, such as Europe, China and

Russia. Whether or not American armed intervention will become more frequent as a

result of its air power capability is difficult to know. Nevertheless, the need for US

military intervention is a near certainty:

More than 15 Third World countries now have more than 1,000 main
battle tanks and 300 modem combat âircraft, and virtually all of these
countries have been involved in some form of combat in the last decade.
North Korea has over one million men at arms, 3,000 tanks, and 730
combat ai¡craft. Iran has more than 500,000 men,700 tanks, and 260
combat aircraft. More than 20 countries are developing or deploying
weapons of mass destruction and are acquiring long range strike
systems.2o

Ð Anthony H. Cord esman,I*ssott of Modern lYar Vot IV, The GulÍWar,p. 1026.
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Though less of an issue since September 11, 2001, public and political circles

continue to remain apprehensive in committing forces where the possibility of friendly or

civilian casualties exists. However: "Death is often the price of power, and sending US

forces into 'police' actions and other interventions in the hope that force does not mean

killing is about as practical as sending a nun to halt an orgy."'¡ Still, most US policy-

makers recognize that "deterrence is only meaningful where there is a true commitment

to use force."22 The US has shown a willingness to commit air power thus reinforcing

the credibility of its detenent threats, and an ability to apply force to accomplish a broad

anay of goals. With this in mind, one cân expect the use of air power by the US to

increase along with military interventions if the need arises.

This has far reaching implications for the US and its allies. The danger here is

that if the US views its allies as not being relevant to their operations, then it may just to

go it alone more often. American unilateralism fuels anti-American sentiment with its

traditional allies. Under the Bush administration, this has meant a shift in ¡elative

importance amongst its allies, from the traditional Western Europeans to the new Central

and Eastem European allies. This alienates not only Westem Europe but also Russia.

Greater animosity between these powers and the US could result in the end of NATO and

other US partnerships.

As well, there is danger in employing less ground forces. As witnessed in Iraq, an

excellent invasion plan using light and mobile ground forces did not translate into and

proper occupation and counter-insurgency plan. Much of this was politically driven,

however it seems cleâr that more surface are needed fo¡ these operations. In the

2¡ Anthony H. Cord esmat, Beyonil Bosnia: The Need for Realism in llsing Ameican Mi!ìtøry Force,
(Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and lnternational Srudies, I996) p. 8.
" Cordesman, Lessott of Modern rtYar Vol IV,The Gu$t ar,p. 1027.
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terminally short-sighted world of politics, ensuring the right mix of forces for all phases

of combat is essential in the early planning stages.

Conclusion

While the decisiveness and utility of US air power is clear in circumstances

similar to the cases examined here, there are other forms ofconflict that need to be

addressed in future studies. These include counterinsurgency operations, a contemporary

inter-state war between great powers, or nuclear war. These were intentionally excluded

for several reasons. First, this analysis sought out the most likely potential scenarios that

would involve air power. Second, there is little to no modem empirical evidence for an

inter-stâte great power war and nuclear wa¡ open to examination.

To be sure, air power is being used to counter insurgents both in Afghanistan and

in Iraq and in both operations it has yielded some success. However, in these types of

operations, the more traditional relationship between the surface forces and air power is

perhaps more relevant as the majority of the fighting is done on the ground. "Low

intensity wars are almost invariably fought in confused political circumstances against

people, not things. Such wars are highly political and focus on killing rather than on

destroying weapons and facilities."23 Still, air power is enormously useful and a

tremendous force multiplier in counter-insurgency operations. Its decisiveness remains

open to fufher debate. Recent Israeli experience in Iæbanon demonstrates the political

problem of using air power to counter an urban-based insurgency. While arguably

successful in disrupting and degrading Hezboìlah militants, the Israeli campaign was not

a military or political success. It did not achieve its strategic goals, of eliminating

23 Anthony H. Cord esman, Lessort of Modern lVar VoI IV, The Gulf lYar, (Boulder, CO.: Westview
Press, 1996), p. 1040.
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Hezbollah in Lebanon and creating a buffer zone so the terrorists could no longer launch

missiles into Northem Israel. Evidence suggests that had more ground forces been

engaged sooner, Hezbollah would have become more vulnerable to air strikes.

The USAF has no cuffent counterinsurgency doctrine. They have ,.ignored

insurgency as much as possible, preferring to think ofit as little mo¡e than a small

version of conventional war."2a This is obviously inadequate.

Generally speaking, guerrillas and terrorists rarely present lucrative targets
for aerial attack, and even more rarely is there ever a chance for airpowãr
to be employed in a strategic bombing campaign or even in attack
operations on any large scale. As a result, it is the indirect application of
airpower - that is, the use of avaiation resources for reconnaissance,
transportation, psychological operations, and communications _ that
proves most useful."

The strengths of air power allow it to greatly contribute to a counterinsurgency! as seen

during operation Enduring Freedom. Small numbers of special forces on the ground can

root-out targets that can then be destroyed using air power. The cAS role, in particular,

is a force multiplier in counterinsurgency campaigns, since it allows greater flexibility

when employing ground forces. soldiers can operate in smaller numbers over a wider

area while relying on air power to counter the enemy when they engage in combat,

However, greater numbers of well-equipped land forces are required for these operations.

There is far less material surrounding air power in inter-state war between Great

Powers, mainly because it has not occurred since wwII. one could only speculate on

the probable role of air power in a war between the us and another Great power, such as

Russia or china. They possess far superior air assets, technology, and training, than the

2{ Major Kenneth Beebe, usAF, 'The Air Force's Missing Doctrine: How the us Air Force lgnores
Colnterinsurgency," Air and Space power Journal, Spring2006.
" James s corum and vy'ray R. Johnson, Airpo,er in snau r4zars, (Lawrence, KS: university press of
Kansas,2003) p.8.
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mostly primitive air assets of its recent foes. Since the US possesses far greater air power

than either of these potential foes, but less surface forces, it is plausible to deduce that it

would play a dominant and likely a decisive role in a US victory.

Regional Great Powers, such as China, are striving to catch up with American

military dominance. To develop the technology required to compete with the US in the

air is too capital intensive for nearly all countries to consider. The focus for many of

America's potential foes is on air defence, deception, and camouflage. However, forthe

US the most likely future combat scenarios are in a largely defensive and pre-emptive

role: repulsing a North Korean invasion of South Korea; defending Taiwan from Chinese

military aggression; and striking nuclear facilities in han and North Korea. These are

tasks to which air power is well suited and can play a decisive role. Further speculation

on the role of air power in a G¡eat Power conflict would be based solely on theoretical

assumptions and conjecture, and not on empirical evidence as was intended in this thesis.

Therefore, the topic remains open for further debate.

In a nuclear war, the conventional role of air power, indeed of all forces, would be

more limited. But it is impossible to extrapolate additional conclusions without further

research and debate. A nuclear war is ân aerospace war. All nuclear assets, be they

bombs dropped by planes or missiles fired from submarines, are air power assets.

Fortunately, there exist no examples to study to draw comparisons from or empirical data

to analyze. This is largely a theoretical debate whereas this project focussed on the

empirical.

To be clear, this argument applies only to American air power, and not to the

other Great Powers. The reasons for this are that the US is the only state to date to
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develop and field fourth generation fighters, bombers, ISR, and weapons technology; the

only to state to have successfully utilized these technologies in combat; the only state that

has adapted its doctrine to better apply these assets; and the state with the greatest

airbome arsenal on the planet. The other Great Powers likely have more than a decade or

more of catching up to do before they can hope to compete with American air power. US

military technology continues to evolve faster than its competitors, therefore American

military dominance seems assured for decades to come. As well, the US wiìl continue to

develop new and more air power technologies partially as a function of recognition of its

decisive role in future conflict.
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